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Preface
This redbook provides an overview of Tivoli′s applications management strategy
and Applications Management Specification (AMS). It also provides details on
creating AMS-enabled applications using Tivoli′s Developer Kit, and how to
manage these applications using Tivoli′s applications management workgroup
solution, Tivoli Manager for Applications, Version 2.0 (TMA).
This redbook will provide guidance to application developers who need to create
management-ready applications using the applications management
specification. Guidelines are provided that will assist an application developer in
building applications to be managed in a Tivoli-based environment. This
redbook also steps through two examples of utilizing the Tivoli Developer Kit to
create an AMS-enabled application. The first example will detail how to enable
an ″out of the box″ application, and the second will show how to enable a
PowerBuilder application, making use of the PowerBuilder integration points with
the Developer Kit.
This redbook is also intended to help the system administrator install and
configure the Tivoli Manager for Applications environment, as well as manage
AMS-enabled applications. Included is the installation and configuration of
Oracle, one of the supported databases required for viewing events with TMA.
The full life cycle management of an AMS-enabled application is also shown,
including configuring the imported application, distributing the application to
targets, monitoring and administering the distributed application, and removing
the application from the targets.
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Chapter 1. Applications Management Overview
Applications management has been defined by Hurwitz Group 1 as ″the task of
guaranteeing the availability, reliability and performance of applications in a
distributed environment″. It is an extension of the systems and network
management disciplines of deployment, availability, security, and operations and
administration to applications. Historically, applications have been managed
through monitoring and managing their system and network infrastructure using
traditional management tools that are focused on systems and network
resources such as network devices (routers, hubs, etc.), desktop systems (UNIX,
Windows NT, OS/2, Windows) and databases (DB2, Oracle, Sybase, Informix,
etc.). While this methodology was usually sufficient for traditional,
single-platform applications. Today, applications are increasingly complex.
They are comprised of multiple application components, span a heterogeneous
set of platforms, and run in a client/server environment. These complex
applications have created a whole set of new management and administration
problems. Monitoring such an application or simply keeping track of where the
pieces are deployed can be difficult and trouble shooting can be nearly
impossible.
The most common problems associated with managing client/server applications
can be characterized as follows:
•

Applications deployed incorrectly. Components placed on incorrect systems.

•

Administrators don′t know how to efficiently upgrade a deployed application.

•

Administrators don′t know the state of their applications.

•

Application users experience excessive downtime and the associated
expense of lost productivity.

As large organizations are migrating their core business applications to
distributed client/server technology, they require management tools and
processes that provide the same control, security and availability for their
applications that have been associated with systems and network management
in the legacy mainframe environments.
Network and systems management disciplines provide a good foundation for
applications management but do not go far enough. In addition to applying the
tools and techniques of systems and network management to the application
component′s executables, for robust applications management, the systems and
network management disciplines need to be extended to understand the
application′s topology (for example, where its clients, servers, databases, and
other resources it depends on are deployed) and its interdependencies.
With the Applications Management Specification (AMS) and the products that
surround it, Tivoli has simplified the challenge of client/server applications
management. By using this specification, along with the tools and products
described in this redbook, you will learn how you can make applications
″management ready″.

1

Hurwitz Group, Inc. is a management consulting and software research firm located in Newton, Mass. (on the Web at http://
www.hurwitz.com)
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1.1 Terminology
There are a number of terms associated with Tivoli′s applications management
strategy and implementation that you should become familiar with, if you aren′ t
already. They are used repeatedly throughout this book and are defined below.
ADF (Application Description File) Generic term for the MIF files that provide the
descriptions of the management aspects of an application.
AMS (Applications Management Specification) A specification published by Tivoli
that defines format and content of an application description file.
API (application programming interface) A programmable interface for invoking a
function within an application from outside that application.
Application A set of software functions that work together to provide a business
function. The software may run across a number of distributed systems, typically
in a client/server relationship.
CLI (Command line interface) A way of invoking a function of a program from the
operating system command line.
Component A part of an application that resides on a particular platform and
fulfills a particular application function. A component can contain any
combination of executables, data files, libraries, scripts, etc.
Component function The role a component plays in the application. Typical
component functions are client, database server, or application server.
CDF (Component Description File) A MIF file that describes all of the information
necessary to manage a component of an application.
GDF (Global Description File) A MIF file that describes the application at the
highest level.
Managed Node A TME or TMA managed resource that represents a single
machine. In the TMA environment, it is sometimes referred to as an application
server; however, managed nodes can run application server or application client
components. It has the TME framework installed on it and can be run on any of
the TME supported UNIX platforms and Windows NT. Note: For TMA Version 2,
only the tier one UNIX platforms and the Windows NT platform are supported. It
can be the distribution server or target, runs tasks, runs monitors and sends
events to the event server.
Management disciplines

2

•

Deployment Distribution, configuration and change management. For
example, a remote, unattended application installation.

•

Availability Collecting and routing information for proactive management. For
example, monitoring and event handling.

•

Security Ensuring proper user access. For example, managing user
passwords.

•

Operation and Administration Automating activities normally carried out by
an operator or administrator, for example, starting an application server or
backing up a database.

Using AMS in a TMA Environment

MIF (Management Information Format) Described in the DMTF (Desktop
Management Task Force) Interface Specification. A syntax for describing
management information for a manageable component, encompasses both
software and hardware that can be installed on a desktop system.
PC Managed Node A TME or TMA managed resource that represents a single
machine, sometimes referred to as an application client. It has the Tivoli agent
installed on it and can be a Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows NT, NetWare or
OS/2 machine. Note: For TMA Version 2 only Windows platforms are supported.
It can be a distribution target, run tasks and send events to the event server.
TMR (Tivoli Management Region) A Tivoli management server, its clients and
other resources it manages.

1.2 What is the Applications Management Specification?
Tivoli began defining the applications management problem in 1995 and released
the first version of its Application Management Specification (AMS Version 1.0) in
October 1995. This specification defines an approach for making client/server
applications ″management ready″ by specifying the management characteristics
of the applications and defining the way to enable the management of those
characteristics. The specification can be used by application developers to
enable their applications for management and by third parties and customers to
enable purchased and legacy applications. It is available on the World Wide Web
at http://www.tivoli.com/AMS and it supports all classes of applications:
commercial applications purchased from vendors, in-house applications built
with client/server application development tools, in-house applications built with
conventional tools, and existing applications. It can be used for describing the
management of both client/server and traditional stand-alone applications.
At the heart of this specification is the format and contents of the Application
Description Files (ADFs). The ADF is an ASCII text file based on the Desktop
Management Task Force 2 (DMTF) Management Information Format 3 (MIF). The
ADFs provide all the necessary information about a distributed client/server
application needed for it to be managed by a management application. They act
as the bridge between application provider/developer and a management
application by describing in a standard way the information needed to manage
that particular application. The format of an ADF is common for all applications
but since every client/server application will be different in components and
structure, its ADFs describe its unique management characteristics.
The AMS describes management for the full life cycle of an application, from
distribution, installation and configuration, to dependency checking, monitoring,
and operational control. It also describes standards for writing scripts and
executables to gather management information about an application and take
actions on the application. The ADFs encapsulate in one place information about
an application that is required for a management tool to manage it. This

2

The DMTF is a cooperative, industry-wide consortium, formed in 1992 to develop and deliver standards for building easily
managed PC systems. It was formed by several leading computer vendors, including Intel Corp., Microsoft Corp., Novell Inc.,
SunSoft, and SynOptics and joined by Hewlett-Packard, IBM and Digital Equipment Corp., among others.

3

The MIF defines a syntax for describing management information for both hardware and software components that can be
installed on a desktop system. See the Desktop Management Interface Specification, Version 2.0, released in March 1996
(available via the Web at http://www.dmtf.org).
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information, complemented by these standard scripts and executables, make an
application ″management-ready″, or ″AMS-enabled″.
There are two types of ADFs: the Global Description File (GDF), which describes
the overall application and the Component Description File (CDF), which
describes the actual management characteristics of a part of the application on a
particular platform. Each application will have one GDF and a CDF for each
component of the application. The GDF contains basic information about the
entire application, such as name, version, and manufacturer. CDFs provide the
following information about an application:
•

Application topology How the application is broken up into components

•

Application distribution List of source and destination files and directories

•

Application installation Custom scripts which are run before or after the
application files are distributed to or removed from a target system

•

Dependency checking Predefined definitions or custom scripts to check the
hardware and software configuration of target systems

•

Monitoring What metrics and events can be retrieved from the application or
application environment and how to obtain them

•

Operational control Customs script to perform operational tasks

•

Relationships Which components this component being described can be
″connected″ to

•

Application function The role that the component plays in the application.

In Chapter 3, “Making an Existing Application Management-Ready” on page 15
and Chapter 4, “Creating a New Management-Ready Application” on page 57,
you will learn how to build these Application Description Files using the Tivoli
Developer Kit.

1.3 Tivoli′s Applications Management Initiative
There are a number of things that are being done within Tivoli and with their
partners to support AMS. Tivoli has developed a tool, called the Tivoli
Developer Kit, to aid in the creation of ADFs. The Developer Kit contains generic
definition templates which can be used to describe any application, independent
of the application development environment it was built in. An example of
creating an AMS-enabled application using these generic templates is shown in
Chapter 3, “Making an Existing Application Management-Ready” on page 15.
Tivoli is also working with application development tool vendors to integrate the
Tivoli Developer Kit with specific AD environments so that developers can make
their applications ″Tivoli Ready″ while they are being developed. This allows for
a greater amount of automatic population of the component description files. At
the time of writing of this redbook, PowerBuilder and VisualAge for C++ and
Smalltalk have integration points with the Tivoli Developer Kit. An example of
creating an AMS-enabled application using the PowerBuilder templates in the
Tivoli Developer Kit is described in Chapter 4, “Creating a New
Management-Ready Application” on page 57. Tivoli is also developing
management applications that make use of the ADFs that the Tivoli Developer
Kit creates. The first product, Tivoli Manager for Applications (TMA), is designed
for the larger workgroup market (a single management server in a single TMA
region, unable to interconnect with other TMA regions) and provides an
application-centric view for management information. The installation and

4
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utilization of that product to manage your applications is described in Chapter 5,
“Setting Up a Tivoli Manager for Applications Environment” on page 145 and
Chapter 6, “Managing Applications with Tivoli Manager for Applications” on
page 215. You will also be able to import component description files into and
manage your ″Tivoli Ready″ applications using TME 3.0 or 3.1. Additional
applications management support in the enterprise environment will be available
from Tivoli shortly, which will also be able to read the application description
files that you create while developing your application and use that along with
the tasks, monitors and event generation you created to make your applications
manageable right out of the box. Tivoli is also making available application
management modules for large client/server applications. When installed on top
of the TME platform, these application management modules will allow for
automatic full life cycle management of the client/server application. At the time
of writing of this redbook, three of these application management modules are
currently available, the TME 10 Module for SAP R/3, the TME 10 Module for
Domino/Notes, and the TME 10 Module for MQSeries. Others are currently being
developed.
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Chapter 2. Planning For and Designing a Management-Ready
Application
Building management readiness into an application is a critical success factor in
ensuring smooth deployment and ongoing operations of an application. Using
the Applications Management Specification standard to define the needed
application management objects will provide an administrator with all the
necessary information to distribute, monitor and administer, and upgrade an
application. The Tivoli Developer Kit provides a GUI interface for creating the
description files for these management objects. It is also possible to add
instrumentation code directly to the application using APIs provided with the
Developer Kit to create a tighter link with a Tivoli-based environment. Because
the Developer Kit and the Applications Management Specification do not require
any changes to an application to make it manageable, it supports legacy and
commercial ″off-the-shelf″ applications as well as new in-house developed
applications.
The following sections provide guidelines that will assist an application
developer in building management-ready applications to be managed in a
Tivoli-based management environment. Some of these concepts can be applied
to existing applications, but many of them must be considered and implemented
in the initial design of the application.

2.1 The Tivoli Developer Kit
The Tivoli Developer Kit is the most efficient way to define the following
management objects for application components:
•

Directory Names - Where is the code now and where does it get installed?
Directory names define symbolic references to the source and destination
directories for application components for use during software distribution.
The symbolic names can then be altered to point to different physical
locations when the application is transferred into a production environment.

•

File Lists - What files make up this application component?
The file list defines the set of files that make up application components.
These file lists are used to build file packages used by a software distribution
tool when the application is deployed.

•

Dependencies - What will it take for this component to work properly?
Dependencies are the environmental requirements for an application
component to successfully install and run on a target system. Dependencies
can include such things as required physical memory or required operating
system version for a component.

•

Installation Programs - How do you activate or remove this component?
Installation programs are run as part of the component installation process,
including before and after operations for activities such as backing up a
file or removing temporary files.

•
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Monitors - How do you verify the health of this component when it is
running?
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Monitors are programs or scripts that can be executed to check an
application component′s state and alert the application administrator to
potential problems, such as an application server process that has
terminated or a database table that has grown too big.
•

Tasks - How do you operate this component on a day-to-day basis?
Tasks are programs or scripts that the application administrator can use to
manage the application and respond to application events. Operational
tasks can include such things as trimming log files or restarting failed
application processes.

•

Relationships - How does this component connect with other components?
Relationships define the association between application components when
one component is dependent on another to function properly. These
relationships can be used to dynamically associate application components
when reconfiguring the application environment or to produce a topological
view of the application.

The Tivoli Developer Kit captures the definition of these application management
objects in Application Description Files (ADFs), specifically a Global Description
File (GDF) and Component Description Files (CDFs). There is a single GDF per
application, which describes information that applies to the entire application.
There is a CDF for each individual component of the application, which describes
management information specific to that particular component. All ADFs are
standard Management Information Format (MIF) files. The ADFs are imported
into the management environment in order to create the management objects for
the application. Application Description Files can be imported into the Tivoli
Manager for Applications and into the TME 10 Framework, TME 10 Distributed
Monitoring and TME 10 Software Distribution products.
If you do not already have a copy of the Tivoli Developer Kit, a free copy can be
obtained from the Tivoli Web site at www.tivoli.com. At the time of writing of this
book, the latest version available, called the Tivoli Developer Kit for Applications
Version 2.0, contains both a set of generic templates and a set of
PowerBuilder-specific templates for generating the needed application
management definitions. The generic templates can be used for creating
definitions regardless of the application development tool that was used or is
being used to create the application. The PowerBuilder templates can only be
used for applications that are written using a PowerBuilder development
environment. These templates have integration points with PowerBuilder and
some pieces of the CDFs will be automatically populated for the developer. This
version of the Developer Kit, the Tivoli Developer Kit for Applications, Version
2.0, is the version we used while writing this redbook and will generically be
referred to as the Tivoli Developer Kit, or simply the Developer Kit. The generic
templates were used when creating the ADFs for Microsoft Office 95 in
Chapter 3, “Making an Existing Application Management-Ready” on page 15,
and the PowerBuilder templates were used when creating the ADFs during the
development of our sample PowerBuilder application in Chapter 4, “Creating a
New Management-Ready Application” on page 57. Supported platforms for this
version of the Developer Kit are Windows NT, Windows 95, or Windows 3.x with
WIN32s installed. When downloading the Developer Kit, you will receive a
self-extracting file. To install, begin by executing the self-extracting file. Prior to
the actual extraction, you will be given the opportunity to specify a directory to
contain the files which will be extracted, whether or not you wish to overwrite
files without prompting, and whether or not you wish to run setup.exe after the
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extraction is complete. With the 2.0 GA version of the Developer Kit, all of the
files are placed under a common directory, TDK20, when the extraction is run, so
you can specify a drive as the target directory and still keep your system orderly.
If you do chose to specify just a drive as your directory, be sure to provide a ′\ ′
at the end (for example, d:\). Without it, if you have specified to run setup.exe
automatically when the extraction is complete, setup.exe will fail with a return
code of 2 and you will have to manually execute setup.exe from the File
Manager or Windows Explorer. The extraction will create a number of
directories under the directory you specified for the extraction, along with a
readme.txt file which explains the subdirectories and files which have been
extracted. The subdirectories contain miscellaneous information related to the
Developer Kit, such as a demo, information and files needed to internally
generate events using the Event Integration Facility, and the installation code for
the Developer Kit. If you did not specify to run setup.exe after the extraction, it
can be found in the TDK20\Devkit directory. After setup has been started, you
will be prompted for a directory location for the Developer Kit installation. Once
the directory has been specified, the installation copies all the needed files over
and the installation completes. The Developer Kit can be started by
double-clicking on the Developer Kit icon in the Developer Kit program folder.

2.2 Planning the Application Components
At the heart of making an application management-ready, in accordance with
Tivoli′s applications management standard, is breaking an application into
components. Aside from all the technical considerations that guide an
application developer to structuring an application into components, another
consideration, which is just as important, is consideration for the ease of
deployment over the life of the application. For example, you should look to
group static and volatile application functions separate from one another, so that
the distributions of these functions can be separated. Another example would be
to separate from the rest of the application the portion of an application that has
the capability of being mounted remotely on a file server and shared, as you
would not want to distribute this part of the application to each client if they will
be accessing it from a remote file server.

2.2.1 Naming and Identifying Components
A common naming and versioning convention should be adopted and adhered to
early when developing an in-house application. The standard versioning
scheme, which the Application Management Specification utilizes, is a three-part
versioning method which consists of a major version, a minor version, and a
revision level.
Tivoli Manager for Applications also provides the capability of associating an
administrator′s tag with an application. This gives the administrator the
flexibility of allowing multiple versions of an application to exist which have
minor differences in them, such as different target directories. This also makes
it possible to distribute and run two copies of the same application or component
to the same system.

Chapter 2. Planning For and Designing a Management-Ready Application
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2.2.2 Grouping Related Components into Functions
Another important part of planning your components for management is to group
related components into functions. The Applications Management Specification
and Tivoli Manager for Applications supports this concept of application
functions, which allows the system administrator to easily distribute a group of
components that together perform a common function to a system. Typical
functions include an application server, a database server, or a client. TMA will
automatically group these components together that have been identified as
belonging to a particular function. Individuals who are using the TME 10 platfrom
can achieve the same grouping through the use of profile managers, policy
regions, and nested file packages.

2.3 Planning for Application Distribution and Installation
When installing an application, the following steps almost always are performed:
1. Checking for dependencies on target systems, such as adequate memory or
disk space.
2. Determining configuration options, including what optional features should be
installed or where prerequisite components are installed
3. Moving files to their correct location, which may be done through extracting
an archived image on the target system, or by actually distributing the entire
executable image.
4. Performing required post-distribution tasks, such as creating a registry entry
or a program folder and icon.
When creating an application, in order for the installation to be scalable, it must
be capable of being non-interactive, or not requiring any end-user input during
the installation. Scalable distribution implies that systems which will be
receiving this application do not all require vastly different configurations.
Standardization is key to the management of a large number of systems. In
addition to these two requirements, there are a few other guidelines which
should be adhered to when writing an installation program:
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•

The information needed to configure an installation and the installation
procedure itself should be separated, and the configuration information
should be passed to the installation procedure as an external file or as
command line parameters. Separating this information will allow for the
possibility of creating tasks that can create and modify an installation
program′s configuration files as well as act as an ongoing operational task
for the application. You should also look to separate before and after
installation processing (restarting or shutting down applications or
databases, for example), as they may also be reusable for everyday
administering of the application.

•

If there is a software component that has multiple implementations that
result in major differences between the files that are to be distributed, these
differences should be handled either through separate components or
through the installation mechanism itself. If it is accomplished through the
installation mechanism, then it should also clean up any unneeded files on
the target system, since it must be assumed that all files of a given
component will be distributed.

•

Dependency checking should be thought of as a planning and configuration
activity, not as an installation activity. These checks should be made before
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the installation is scheduled so that failed distributions as a result of failed
dependency checks can be avoided.
•

For installations where the original media will be on tape, the process of
loading the install image should be separated from the rest of the installation
procedure.

With these guidelines in place, it makes it much easier to create component
definitions using the AMS standard to allow for the distribution and installation of
your application.

2.3.1 Defining the Directory Structure
There are a number of options in building a component′s directory structure in
the component description file. Perhaps most important is reflecting the
flexibility that the application has in regard to the placement of files. For
example, if the program files can be in a completely separate directory from its
data files, this should be reflected in the CDF. If they must be in a common root
directory, then they should not be in separate directories, but should be reflected
as relative path names under the same directory. When defining your directory
structure, you should use the DMTF predefined directories fully. Utilize the
user-defined directories when necessary.

2.3.2 Building the File Lists
How you build your file list is dependent on your deployment methodology. One
deployment method is to distribute an archived image of the application to the
target system and then perform the extraction there. This method is typically
chosen for shrink-wrapped applications, as these applications, especially those
destined for an Intel-based system, typically come with a single system
installation process that can be run using a script file for a ″silent″ installation.
This is the easiest method to use to get an application distributed and installed.
However, it also requires that there be adequate disk space for both the
archived image and the installed executable image. Another slight disadvantage
to this method is that the true structure of the installed executeable image tends
to be hidden from the administrator, which may make verifying the success of
the installation or determining whether or not a system already has the
application installed already more difficult. The second method is to distribute
an executable image to the target location. Distributing with this method will
typically require installing the application to a system and using this to mirror
the distribution to other systems. This method is difficult if the administrator
doesn′t have a utility or installation option to store all the changes which have
occurred to the system during the installation.

2.3.3 Checking for Dependencies
As mentioned earlier, dependency checking should be a separate activity from
the actual installation procedure. The Applications Management Specification
and the Tivoli Developer Kit provide a number of common, predefined
dependency checks that you may select to include in your component definition
files. These predefined dependency checks include available disk space,
memory, registry entry inclusion or exclusion, operating system version, and file
existence. If there are other dependency checks which need to be made for your
application that have not been predefined as a part of the AMS, it also provides
you with the flexibility of writing and defining your own dependency checks. The
dependency checks are simply tasks that return a zero value if the dependency
is satisfied, and a non-zero value if it is not.

Chapter 2. Planning For and Designing a Management-Ready Application
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2.4 Planning for Application Monitoring and Administering
Monitoring the health of an application generally includes managing both faults
or events of the application as well as monitoring the performance of the
applications. The desired approach for both fault and performance management
should be to monitor the application itself as well as the underlying
infrastructure that the application resides on, and to automate handling of the
information gathered where possible.
Viewing event data can warn an administrator of problems such as low disk
space or swap space on a server, or the inability of a client application to
connect to a database or application server. An administrator will be able to
take actions against problems detected by executing operation tasks, composed
of utility programs. These tasks can be written by the developer of the
application and packaged with the application program so they can be set to
work automatically in response to a monitored condition or executed manually
by an administrator. What an administrator can or cannot do to manage an
application is dependent on what the application developer decided to
implement in his or her program. Just as with any other part of application
design, it is much easier to develop and specify the applications management
requirements up front rather than try and add them after the application has
been developed. What type of error conditions that occur in the program
component should be reported as events to a monitor? Should there be an API
provided so a monitor program can look inside the application to determine
particular states?

2.4.1 Deciding What to Monitor
When deciding what to monitor, you should always focus on monitoring only
those things which will reliably indicate a real problem that needs to be
addressed by the system administrator. The last thing an administrator wants is
to be flooded by alerts that do not require his or her attention.
There is a fairly standard set of monitors that are built for most applications and
should be a good starting point for your application.
•

Determining if key processes are up and running
Using the TME 10 Distributed Monitoring ″application status″ or ″application
instances″ monitors, which are a part of TMA as well, will generate an event
whenever a particular process is started or stopped. You will typically want
to trigger this event when the status changes to UP or changes to DOWN, so
that you get one event when the change occurs, as opposed to generating an
event when it returns a particular value, which could generate duplicate
events for the same problem.

•

Monitoring available disk space
Typically, a certain amount of free disk space is needed by an application for
such things as a log file, database, or work space. The system administrator
will want to be notified when free disk space reaches a certain value to
prevent a critical shortage.

•

Monitoring middleware
Choosing to monitor middleware can provide a significant amount of
information relative to the work involved in creating the monitor. Many
middleware products provide interfaces to access performance information
that can be wrapped into monitors. Some examples can be as simple as
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sending an e-mail message at some regular interval and having a monitor at
the other end verify receipt of the mail messages, or telneting into a
particular port to verify that a process at the other end is still up and
communicating.
•

Monitoring file size
If an application has a file that it regularly writes to, for example a log file, it
should be monitored to ensure that it does not grow to an excessive size or
that it does not grow too quickly.

•

Matching file patterns
If an application writes errors to a log file, then that file can be searched for
specific patterns which would identify a critical error. Care should be taken
when using this approach, as you do not want to bombard the management
console with events that do not need any action.

•

Monitoring performance metrics
Performance metrics can be collected through an applications API or CLI, or
by utilizing Tivoli′s standard monitoring collections. Monitoring performance
metrics is another area where one should err on the conservative side and
be sure that it is actually something that needs an action to be taken against
it.

Both TMA and TME 10 Distributed Monitoring provide a number of predefined
monitors that can be used to manage your application and application
environment.

2.4.2 Deciding Where to Put the Monitors
There are two different techniques to generate events for applications:
1. Asynchronous events embedded internal to the application
2. Synchronous monitoring probes that are externalized to the application
Asynchronous notification is dependent on having instrumentation built into it
where the application will generate events when a particular condition is met,
without being prompted by management software. The event can be generated
in a number of ways, such as written to a log file, issued as an SNMP trap and
delivered to an SNMP trap monitor, or delivered directly to T/EC or TMA using
Tivoli′s Event Integration Facility. The advantages to asynchronous events is
that there is very little or no overhead in the detection of an event and
information that is available only internally to the application can be contained in
the event. The disadvantage of course is that the administrator has little control
over the events that have been chosen to be generated by the application
developer. It is usually not difficult to suppress asynchronous events, but it is
more difficult to add one. Asynchronous notifications should also be
supplemented by synchronous monitors, so you are not completely dependent
on a particular application component for the receipt of certain events.
Synchronous monitors are composed of code written outside of your application
that, when executed, writes a value to standard out. The management
application runs the monitor on a regular schedule, checks the value returned,
and can take action to correct a problem automatically and/or generate events.
The obvious advantage to this technique is that the adminstrator has complete
control over how often the monitor is run and what actions take place when a
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specific condition is met. The application must provide a CLI or API that will
allow it to receive the request and return a value to the monitor.
Synchronous monitoring techniques can be defined for the application using the
Tivoli Developer Kit and available for management when the description files are
imported into the management tool.

2.4.3 Automating Application Management
As mentioned in the beginning of 2.4, “Planning for Application Monitoring and
Administering” on page 12, automating the handling of the information
generated from monitors is key to the success of the management of an
application. This will help in preventing operators from being overloaded with
information, and as a result should be included in the initial implementation of
the application.
Areas that can be looked at to automate the processing of events are:
•

Reducing Events
Reducing the number of events that an operator must contend with includes
detecting duplicate events and removing them, creating monitors that only
generate one event when a condition has changed, not one every time a
condition has been met, and being able to link events together in a cause
and effect relationship.

•

Automating processing
You should look to process events when possible by automating actions such
as paging your support analyst or creating a trouble ticket.

•

Automating investigation
Gathering debugging data as soon as an event has been received can
greatly reduce the time it takes to solve the problem which generated the
event.

•

Automating correction
While automatically correcting a problem detected by a monitor may not
always be an appropriate action, there are simple or unusual conditions that
may occur where you would want to automatically resolve a problem.

Using the Tivoli Developer Kit, operational tasks can be defined and can be
specified as an action to be taken in response to a synchronous monitor′ s
threshold being met.
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Chapter 3. Making an Existing Application Management-Ready
Most of the applications that are available on the market today do not include
sufficient information to adequately manage them. When an administrator
receives an application package, the content of the package usually includes an
installation medium, a user′s guide, an installation guide, and a license
agreement. The package does not contain much-needed management
information about the application. The administrator is left with the task of
deploying to and administering the application on the many endpoints within his
or her network with the limited knowledge that he or she has about how to
manage it.
In this chapter, we step you through making an ″off the shelf″ application
management-ready using the Tivoli Developer Kit. We have selected Microsoft
Office 95 as our example. This example is not intended to be a complete
management solution for Office 95. It is meant to show you the process of
AMS-enabling an existing application. The application description files and other
files that we created that are referenced in this chapter and that are needed to
manage our Office configuration have been provided on the diskette shipped
with this redbook. If you would like to use these files, please see the readme.txt
file on the diskette.
The Office configuration we show as an example includes an administrative
installation point, which will also act as a network server. The clients connect to
the administrative installation point for installations, and they also share the
Office files over the network on this server when running the Office applications.
This configuration is shown below.

Figure 1. Office Configuration

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1997
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Making this, or any, application management-ready consists of creating and
populating application description files (ADFs) for your application program using
the Tivoli Developer Kit, and providing any needed scripts or utility programs for
the proper management of the application. Some of these programs are
automatically generated for you by the Tivoli Developer Kit or application itself,
but you may choose to create and define others to further enhance the
management capabilities for the application. We will be creating the ADFs for
Office 95 with the generic templates in the Developer Kit. If this application were
written using PowerBuilder or Visual Age for C++ or Smalltalk, we could
optionally choose to use the Developer Kit templates created specifically for
applications built with those application development tools. The ADFs are
populated with information that describes the elements of the application to be
managed (installation directories, application files, application monitor
thresholds, operational tasks, etc.). The Tivoli Developer Kit provides a
graphical user interface (GUI) that makes it easy to create the necessary ADFs
for an application.
Please refer to 2.1, “The Tivoli Developer Kit” on page 7 for obtaining and
installing Tivoli′s Developer Kit.

3.1 Creating the Global Application Files
Our first step in making Microsoft Office 95 management-ready is to create the
global application files that describe the application as an entity and its
properties. From the Tivoli Developer Kit program folder, double click on the
Tivoli Developer Kit icon to start the Tivoli Developer Kit.

Figure 2. Tivoli Developer Kit Program Folder

The very first time you start the Tivoli Developer Kit, it starts the process of
creating a new application definition.
Once an application has been created, when you double click on the icon the
last application that you were working with is opened. If thi s is the case, you
can close the open window associated with the already defined application and
select New from the File pull-down to begin to create a new application
definition.
We specified the following information in the Select File Type window for Office:
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•

File type: Application Data

•

Template: Generic

•

Filename: MSOFFICE
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Note: Do not specify a file extension when you enter a file name in the
Filename field, as the Developer Kit creates the required extensions for you.
•

Component Name: Microsoft Office
Note: You will want to specify the name of your application here.

•

Version: 95.0.0

Figure 3. Creating Appication Files Using the Generic Template

Clicking on Create Application Files creates two application files in the
\amst\files directory. The two files have a filename of MSOFFICE, which we had
specified, and a filetype of .aof and .gdf. The application object file,
MSOFFICE.aof, simply serves as a pointer to all of the description files that are
created for Office and is used by TMA when importing the application. The
contents of the .aof file are always displayed in a window of the Developer Kit
when working with the description files for that application. The global
description file, MSOFFICE.gdf, contains all the needed information to describe
the Office application as a whole.
Once you click on Create Application Files, a couple of windows are displayed as
well. As mentioned earlier, the MSOFFICE.aof file contents are displayed. An
Application Data window is opened in the background, and the Select File Type
window is changed to allow for the creation of component description files for
the application, which will populate the application with the software components

Chapter 3. Making an Existing Application Management-Ready
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when created. Prior to creating the component description files, however, we
want to fill out the Application Data window. Information provided in the
Application Data window is inherited by all of the components. If that data is not
there when the component description files are created, it will not be inherited.
Therefore all component description files should be created after the Application
Data has been created and written to the global description file. In order to fill in
the Application Data window, we must close the Select File Type window by
clicking on the Done push button.

3.2 Populating the Global Description File
In the Application Data window, we will supply the appropriate information about
the application. The Application Name and Application Version are the only two
required fields, and already contain values based on the information we
specified in Figure 3 on page 17. The other fields are not required and should
be filled in when they are appropriate for the application being described.
We filled in the following fields:
•

Company/Manufacturer: Microsoft

•

Language Edition: English

•

Description: Microsoft Office

Figure 4. Defining Application Data for Office
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Be sure to select the Apply push button before closing the Application Data
window.

3.3 Creating the Component Description Files
Now that the global description file has been completed, we are ready to create
our component description files. From the File pull-down window, select New to
bring up a Select File Type window.

Figure 5. Creating Component Description Files Using the Generic Template

We will now create the component description files for Office using the generic
component template. We will be creating two components for our sample
application, Microsoft Office server and Microsoft Office client. In the Templates
list box, double-click on Generic or click on the + symbol to the right of Generic
to expand its entries. Here you see two generic templates to chose from, the
generic .CDF file and the ARM Support .DLL template.
The ARM Support .DLL template should be used if the application that you are
AMS-enabling has been instrumented to use the Application Response
Measurement (ARM) API. Selecting the ARM Support .DLL template will create
a component description file for the ARM Support .DLL and automatically
populate the File List template for you with the name of the ARM Support .DLL.
The generic .CDF file template is for use with any other type of application. We
will be using the generic .CDF file template, so click on generic .CDF file. For
Chapter 3. Making an Existing Application Management-Ready
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the server component, we specified a filename of MOSERVER, a Component Name
of Microsoft Office Server, and a Version of 95.0.0. Once this information has
been specified, select the Create Component File push button. For the client
component, we specified a filename of MOCLIENT, a Component Name of Microsoft
Office Client, and a Version of 95.0.0. Once this information has been
specified, select the Create Component File push button. Note that when
creating these two component description files, the Component Data radio button
should be selected, which is the default selection when working in an application
definition, as you can only have one global description file per application, which
must be defined first.
As we create the component description files by supplying the information in the
Select File Type window and clicking on Create Component File, a component
window for that newly defined component is created in the background, and a
new Select File Type window is brought to the foreground, allowing you to
continue to define components to your application definition. Once you have
added both component description files, click on Done to close the Select File
Type window.
Note: Be sure that you have created your last component description file by
clicking on Create Component File before clicking on Done to close the window.

Figure 6. Components
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3.4 Populating the Component Description Files
We are now ready to populate the component description files that we will be
using to manage the application. We already have created a server and client
component description file for the Office application using the generic component
template. We will now supply the necessary information in the CDFs to fully
define the components for management using the following list of component
definition templates supplied with the Tivoli Developer Kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component Data
Directory Definitions
Files
Installation Dependencies
Define New Dependency
Installation Programs
Windows Configurations
Operational Task Definition
Synchronous Monitors
Component Relationship

3.4.1 Microsoft Office Server
As shown in Figure 1 on page 15, our server component will be an Office
administrative install point where the clients will share the shared Office
application files on the server across the network. The clients will have the main
Office application files installed on their own systems. They will access the
administrative install point to get the needed code for this installation.
Creating the administrative install point entails more than just copying the files
from the CD onto the system. There are a number of steps that must be
performed to set up the administrative installation point which we gathered from
the Microsoft Office 95 Resource Kit and are outlined below:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Creating two primary folders (directories), the Main Office Folder and the
Shared Applications Folder
Sharing these directories on the network so that users have read access to
the code on the server
Logging users off of this server if they have access to shared applications at
this location already, and locking network access to the directories during
the administrative installation.
Verifying there is sufficient disk space for the administrative install point
Transferring of files from the installation medium to the administrative install
point′s appropriate folders (directories).
Customizing the Setup script on the administrative install point that the
clients will access during their installation of Office. We will use the
Microsoft Office 95 Network Installation Wizard, which is shipped on the
Microsoft Office 95 Resource Kit CD, to predefine all the installation options
for the clients for use with a silent installation. The two setup files that the
wizard creates are the setup table file, or .STF file, and the setup information
file, or .INF file. The .STF and .INF files must be accessible during the client
installation. Their default location is in the same directory as SETUP.EXE on
the administrative install point, but they can be moved as long as the
location is referenced when issuing the setup.exe command. We renamed
the .STF file to MOSETUP.STF and stored it in its default directory. We
discuss this a bit further in 3.4.2, “Microsoft Office Client” on page 43.
Updating the Windows Registry

Chapter 3. Making an Existing Application Management-Ready
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The Microsoft Office installation program does not support a silent (without user
intervention) administrative, or server, installation, which is a requirement for the
component to be able to be deployed using TMA or TME 10 Software
Distribution. As a result, we needed to capture all the changes that occurred on
a system during an administrative install so we would be able to successfully
execute the above steps on other systems which would be administrative install
points using a replication method instead of using the supplied installation
program. To collect this information, we performed an administrative install of
the application using the installation program and specified the option to create
a log file of the install progress. The log file, together with information
documented in the Office 95 Resource Kit manual, contained all the needed
information to be able to replicate the installation. We′ve included the first
portion of the log in Appendix A, “Office 95 Administrative Installation Log” on
page 265.
If an application you are ams-enabling does not provide a silent install or a
detailed install progress log, you may have to use a utility to capture a before
and after install system image to capture the changes which occurred during the
installation.
We also have created an operational task and a synchronous monitor in our
example for our server, which will be defined in our MOSERVER.cdf file. Our
task program simulates controlling the number of users who can access Office at
once, to assure a license violation does not occur. Our monitor program
simulates returning the number of current users of Office, and will generate an
event when the maximum number of users is being approached. We say
simulate , because we implement the task and monitor by controlling the number
of users allowed to share a network drive and querying the number of users
accessing the shared network drive. After the installation of the clients, it
doesn′t appear that Microsoft Office 95 shares the files between the client and
server via a net share. We were not able to determine the method of how they
actually share the files during our residency. However, our example is still valid
in exercising the needed functionality to show how to create and define tasks
and monitors using AMS.
We step you through creating the necessary definitions that need to be made in
the MOSERVER.cdf file, using the Tivoli Developer Kit.
To begin adding the Microsoft Office Server component data, bring the Microsoft
Office Server component data window to the foreground.
You can navigate through the component data screens by clicking on the Prev
and Next push buttons or by double-clicking on an item in the component tree
view.

3.4.1.1 Component Data
Here we supply basic component data. Each component is uniquely identified by
its name and target platform. Component function defines the role this
component plays in the application. Destination defines the target platform for
this component.
We supplied the following information:
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•

Component Name: Microsoft Office Server

•

Component Version: 95.0.0
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•

Component Function: application server

•

Destination: Windows NT

•

Description: This is a Microsoft Office server component. This server will

be installed as an administrative install point (as described in Microsoft
Office Resource Kit).
Note: Although the Office 95 Administrative Install Point is supported on both
Windows 95 and Windows NT, we have specified Windows NT as our destination
because we will be defining a synchronous monitor for our server component.
Only managed nodes support synchronous monitors, and at the time of writing of
this book, only NT and UNIX are supported managed nodes in the TMA
environment. To distribute the server component to a Windows 95 system, we
would simply create another server component description file, replicating this
component description file with the exception of the destination changing to
Windows 95 and the omission of the synchronous monitor definition.
Click on Apply to save the information before moving on to the next component
data screen.

Figure 7. Microsoft Office Server Component

3.4.1.2 Directory Definitions
Here we define a directory structure that is relevent to the software component.
Each directory has two values associated with it: source and destination. The
source defines the location of a component in a software warehouse or depot
system. The destination defines the location of a component as it will be
installed on a target system.
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As we mentioned in 3.4.1, “Microsoft Office Server” on page 21, there isn′t a
silent installation option available when installing an administrative installation
point. The log file that we created during our ″test″ installation of an
administrative installation point showed us the source and target file location
information. (See Appendix A, “Office 95 Administrative Installation Log” on
page 265 for an excerpt of the log file.) We could see that the install program
copied files from the installation medium to two directories, MSOFFICE and
MSAPPS. To create our software repository for the server component, we
copied everything in the MSOFFICE and MSAPPS directories from the installed
machine on to our AIX machine into two directories using the same names
under a common root directory, /software_server.
The Tivoli Developer Kit supplies predefined symbolic names that can be
assigned to a directory. Using the symbolic names for directories simplifies the
process of changing the source or the destination path of directories.
Note: Use correct slashes (UNIX : / (forward) and PC: \ (backward)) when
specifying a path, and a slash at the end of the directory is not needed, as the
Developer Kit adds one for you when the CDF is created.
We created the following directory definitions for the server component:
Table 1. Server Directory Definitions
Symbolic Name

Source path

Destination path

Shared base directory

/software_server

c:

User defined

/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools

The shared base directory is where all of the Microsoft Office server application
and tool files will be stored, in directories under it. The install log of the
administrative installation point showed us that all files were distributed to two
directories under a common base. The user-defined directory will contain the
installation, operation task, and synchronous monitor programs that will be
defined in later sections and used by Tivoli Manager for Applications or Tivoli
Management Enterprise to manage the Microsoft Office server component. We
did not specify a destination path for the user-defined directory since we do not
need these files to actually be deployed to a Microsoft Office server system. We
want them to remain on the central system, which will be accessible by the
administrator while managing the application component.
After providing the information for each directory definition, click on Update to
add the definition to the list box.
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Figure 8. Microsoft Office Server Directory Definitions

3.4.1.3 File List
The next component template, File List, is where we will define the files to be
distributed to a target system for the server component.
In the Developer Kit File List component template, we listed the MSOFFICE and
MSAPPS directories as file names in the File List dialog for the server
component with the appropriate source (software_server) and destination (c:)
directory. When a directory name is supplied in the File name field in the File
List dialog, the directory and its contents are replicated on the target platform
during the deployment of the application.
Note: After specifying the first entry and selecting the Add push button to add
the entry to the list box, be sure to then select the New push button before
starting to add your next entry. This will clear the value in the Filename field
and change the Update push button to an Add push button. We caught ourselves
more than once losing the data we entered by selecting New after we typed in
our next entry!
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Figure 9. Microsoft Office Server File List

3.4.1.4 Installation Dependencies
The Installation Dependencies component definition template is where an
application developer defines criteria that is to be checked before the installation
of the component. The Tivoli Developer Kit provides a list of predefined
dependency definitions that are relevant to a software component installation.
For our server component, we added a required disk space dependency of 125
megabytes for the C: drive. We obtained this information from the Office 95
Resource Kit manual. Any predefined dependency definitions that are created
get stored in the component description file itself and as a result imported into
the management application when the component description file is imported.

Figure 10. Microsoft Office Server Installation Dependencies
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3.4.1.5 Define New Dependency
This template allows you to create customized dependency definitions. You will
have to provide program(s) to check for the customized dependencies.
We did not need to define a new dependency for our server component.

Figure 11. Microsoft Office Server New Dependency

3.4.1.6 Installation Programs
This template defines scripts or programs for performing installation steps
needed in addition to the distributing of files to a target system.
We wrote a Before Install and After Install program for our Office Server
example. The Before Install program, MOSBFRE.BAT, which is shown below,
notifies the current users on the network that the Microsoft Office application will
be unavailable and then deletes the Microsoft Office shared resources.

@echo off
rem ″MOSBFRE.BAT″ - a before installation program for Office Server
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:noUtils
echo Error in MOSBFRE.BAT: did not find CLI utilities
goto exit
:doit
rem Send Message to network users
net send /users Microsoft Office will be unavailable til further notice.
rem Stop sharing MSOffice resource on the network
net share c:\MSOffice /delete
if not errorlevel 0 goto error
rem Stop sharing MSAPPS resource on the network
net share c:\MSAPPS /delete
if not errorlevel 0 goto error
goto exit
:error
%WSETERR% 1
:exit
The After Install program, MOSAVAIL.BAT, which is shown below, shares the
Microsoft Office resources on the network and then notifies the users on the
network that the Microsoft Office application is again available.

@echo off
rem ″MOSAVAIL.BAT″ - an after installation program for Office Server
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
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set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:noUtils
echo Error in MOSAVAIL.BAT: did not find CLI utilities
goto exit
:doit
rem setup.exe should exists if the server install was successful.
if not exist c:\msoffice\setup.exe goto error
rem Share MSOffice resource on the network with 10 concurrent max. users.
net share MSOffice=c:\MSOffice /users:10 /remark:″Microsoft Office″
rem Share MSAPPS resource on the network with 10 concurrent max. users.
net share MSAPPS=c:\MSAPPS /users:10 /remark:″Microsoft Office Tools″
rem Send Microsoft Office availability message to network users.
net send /users Microsoft Office is now available.
goto exit
:error
%WSETERR% 1
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:exit
Both of these files are located in our user-defined directory,
/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools, which we defined in 3.4.1.2, “Directory
Definitions” on page 23.
Once you have entered the Program Function, Program file name, and the
symbolic name to run the program from, you should select the Add push button.
At that point you should see the entry added to the list box at the bottom of the
window.

Figure 12. Microsoft Office Server Installation Programs

3.4.1.7 Windows Configuration
The Windows Configuration definition template is where we define Windows
Configuration entries that will be created when the application is distributed.
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Figure 13. Microsoft Office Server Windows Configurations

Click on Configure to bring up the Windows Configuration window, and select the
appropriate tab to define any Windows configuration changes that occur during
the installation of the application program. We will add a registry entry as it was
detailed in the Microsoft Office administrative installation log file, shown in
Appendix A, “Office 95 Administrative Installation Log” on page 265.

Figure 14. Microsoft Office Server Registry Property

Click on OK to close the Windows Configuration window. You will receive a
pop-up message that notifies you that a batch file, MOSERVER.bat, was
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automatically generated by the Developer Kit based on the information you
provided and the batch file must be added as an Installation Program so that the
configuration changes defined here will be made at the target systems. Once
you select OK on the pop-up, you are brought back to the main Windows
Configuration window and the configuration changes you defined in the previous
window are displayed.

Figure 15. Microsoft Office Server Registry Entry

The batch file, MOSERVER.bat, that the Developer Kit created is shown below.
We made one change to the .BAT file, in the :PCmn4 routine. We changed the
search path from WIN32\CLI\ to \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\, since that is the
resulting directory structure for the CLI commands on a Windows NT system
when the default directory is chosen during the installation of the TMEAGENT.
As a result, this is the path that needs to be searched for and environment
variables assigned to for the utility commands on that platform.
@echo off
rem ″ MOSERVER.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″ x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″ \WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″ \wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″ \wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″ \weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″ \waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″ SOFTWARE\Microsoft\MS Setup (ACME)\User Info″ -n ″ DefCompany″ -v ″ IBM″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in MOSERVER.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end

Back at the Installation Programs window for Microsoft Office Server, we define
our new installation program generated from the Windows Configuration entry.
In the Program Function field, we select After Install from the list box. We enter
MOSERVER.bat in the Program file name field, and we select
/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools, our user-defined directory, as the Symbolic
name to run the program from. We need to copy this batch file to that location.
Selecting the Add push button adds the definition and it is displayed in the list
box at the bottom of the window with the other defined installation programs for
this component.
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Figure 16. Office Server Windows Configuration Installation Program

3.4.1.8 Operational Task Definition
The Operational Task Definition template allows you to define common functions
that need to be performed by an administrator. These could include such
functions as changing configuration files, sending a signal to the running
application, etc.
We have written a program, mso_lic.sh, shown in Figure 17, which will allow an
administrator to increase the number of Microsoft Office licenses by increasing
the number of users that can simultaneously connect to the shared resources on
the Microsoft Office Server. /MSOffice and /MSAPPS are the two shared
resources for the Microsoft Office application.

Figure 17. Microsoft Office Server Increase Licenses Program
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To define this task to be used by TMA or TME, from the Operational Task
Definition template window, we defined a Task Name of Increase_MSO_licenses,
which will be used to identify the task in TMA, and specified the Program name
mso_lic.sh. We also specified the Source Directory Symbolic name and path of
/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools, which we had defined in 3.4.1.2, “Directory
Definitions” on page 23 as our user-defined directory, a description of the
program, and our argument label of Total number of licenses. In the Privilege
field, you can define a user that this task will run under. If you leave the field
blank, TMA sets this attribute to run as ″root″ on a UNIX system and
″Administrator″ on an NT system. This field has no significance on a Windows
95 or 3.x system. If the task does not need any special privileges to run, you can
specify a value of nobody in this field. ″nobody″ is a standard ID on most UNIX
systems and is a user ID that is created by TMA on NT managed nodes. Once
all the necessary information was supplied, we clicked on Add to Tree to add the
task to the component data tree as an operational task.

Figure 18. Microsoft Office Server Operational Task Definition

3.4.1.9 Synchronous Monitors
Here we define a simple monitor for our Microsoft Office server component that
returns the current number of users of Office. We accomplish this by looking at
the current users of the shared resource, MSOffice, of the component. The
program that we wrote to perform this, mso_usrs.sh, is shown below.

#!/bin/sh
list=`net share MSOffice | grep ^Users 2>nul`
if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
error=-1
echo $error
else
num=-1
for x in $list
do
num=`expr $num + 1`
done
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echo $num
fi
exit 0

Figure 19. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Definition

From the main Synchronous Monitor window, select the New Monitor push
button, to start the definition for the new monitor.

Figure 20. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Description
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From the Description window, we give the monitor a descriptive name, which is
used to identify the monitor in TMA, define an event class for the monitor, and
provide a description of the monitor which is viewable by the administrator in
TMA when the application is imported.
We supplied the following information:
•

Descriptive name: Current_MO_Users

•

Predefined event class: Application_low_on_resources

•

Description: Monitor current users of Office.

Number of users is returned.

Note: Only use the User defined event classes field if a valid BAROC class has
been created for it. All of the predefined event classes listed in the Predefined
event classes pull-down list box are valid BAROC classes. The process of
defining a new BAROC class is explained in the redbook TME 10 Cookbook for
AIX Systems Management and Networking Applications , SG24-4867-00.
Select Next to proceed to the next wizard dialog box.

Figure 21. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Program Definition

From the Program Definition window, we specify the name of the program that
implements the monitor, what directory to run the monitor from, and how often
the monitor program should be run.
We supplied the following information:
•

Program Name: mso_usrs.sh

•

Source Directory: /software_server/MSOFFICE_tools

•

Frequency: 1 Hour
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Select Next to proceed to the next wizard dialog box.

Figure 22. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Return Type

From the Return Type window, we specify whether the return type of the monitor
program is a string or numeric, and specify the return unit. In our example, we
select the return type of Numeric and define our own Return Unit of Number of
Users. Select Next to proceed to the next wizard dialog box.
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Figure 23. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Arguments

At the Define Args window, we define any arguments that the monitor program
requires. Our monitor program did not require any arguments, so we select
Finish to add the monitor to the Monitor definitions and instances list box, shown
below.

Figure 24. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor

Now that we have completed the task of creating a new monitor, the next step is
to create an instance of the monitor. Defining an instance allows us to specify
what actions to take for specific values returned by the monitor program.
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Click on New Instance to start the process of creating an instance for the defined
monitor.

Figure 25. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Set Arguments

In the Set Args window, we provide values to arguments that are required by the
monitor program. In our case, the monitor program does not require any
arguments, and therefore the window does not display any fields to provide
arguments in.
Press on Next to proceed to the next wizard dialog box.
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Figure 26. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Thresholds

From the Thresholds window, we set the thresholds for the instance of the
monitor we are creating. We set two thresholds, one when the shared resource
does not exist, and one when the number of users is reaching the maximum
number of licenses.
When the shared resource does not exist, we select a severity level of Severe,
an operator of Equal, and we specify the value of -1 as the threshold value to
check against. We also chose to send an event when this threshold condition is
met.
Note: After defining your first threshold, be sure to select the New push button
before starting the next definition. The New push button clears the entries of the
last entry and changes the Update push button to an Add push button.
Initially we have a maximum of 10 users allowed to connect to the Office network
server. We select a severity level of Warning, and an operator of Is greater than
or equal to, and we set the threshold at 8. We chose to generate an event when
this threshold condition is met as well.
Select Next to proceed to the next wizard dialog box.
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Figure 27. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Response

From the Response window, we can define a response to each threshold that
has been set. This response can be any operational task that you have defined
to this component. We did not define any response to the thresholds that we
have set.
Select the Finish push button to add the instance of the monitor to the defined
monitor.

Figure 28. Microsoft Office Server Synchronous Monitor Instance
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3.4.1.10 Component Relationship
The Component Relationship template allows you to define and query an
application′s topology. A component may need to connect to another component
on another system in order to function properly. This template is where you
would define the connection and how it would take place. We did not define a
component relationship for our Office server component.

Figure 29. Microsoft Office Server Component Relationship

We have completed the steps of defining the needed component data and
instrumentation to the Microsoft Office server component. Before closing the
Microsoft Office Server component definition window, we recommend selecting
Save from the File pull-down to ensure that all your entries have been written to
file. Close the Microsoft Office Server window, and in the next section we step
you through defining the component data and instrumentation for the Microsoft
Office client component.

3.4.2 Microsoft Office Client
In this section, we describe the steps we took to define the Microsoft Office client
component. As shown in Figure 1 on page 15, we are setting up our Office
configuration so that our clients connect to an administrative installation point for
installations, and also share some Office files over the network on a server when
running the Office applications, which is the same system as the administrative
install point. We also referenced in 3.4.1, “Microsoft Office Server” on page 21,
that we would use the installation wizard available on the Microsoft Office 95
Resource Kit CD to customize our client installation to fit our configuration
described earlier. The network installation wizard modifies the setup files, which
define what files are to be installed and how the installation shall occur. The
procedure for running the Office Network Installation Wizard is fully documented
in the Office 95 Resource Kit manual, so we do not cover the details of running
the wizard here. The two setup files that the wizard creates are the setup table
file, or .STF file, and the setup information file, or .INF file. Setup.exe uses the
.STF file to determine the general flow of the installation process, and includes
instructions related to when and where files are to be copied from and to and
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what registry entries should be made. The .INF file contains a detailed list of all
the files included in Office and is used by the .STF file to determine which files
will get copied over during the client installation. The .STF and .INF files must be
accessible during the client installation. Their default location is in the same
directory as SETUP.EXE on the administrative install point, which is where we
have put them, but they can be moved as long as the location is referenced
when issuing the setup.exe command. We also renamed the customized .STF
file to MOSETUP.STF, to preserve the default .STF file for future use, if needed.
Our client installation definitions in the Developer Kit are much simpler than our
server installation definitions because a silent installation procedure is available
for the Office clients. We must perform the following steps for a successful client
installation:
•
•
•

Verifying there is sufficient disk space on the target system
Connecting to the administrative install point
Executing the silent install using the modified setup file

The silent installation will perform all the necessary transferring of files,
Windows registry updates, and program folder and icon creations.
In our client component description file, we also defined an uninstall program
that we wrote and an operational task to disconnect clients from the network
server.
To begin defining the Microsoft Office Client component, from the MSOFFICE.aof
application window, double-click on the component entry Microsoft Office Client.
We will be navigating through a similar series of screens as we did in 3.4.1,
“Microsoft Office Server” on page 21, but supplying information relevant to the
client component. You can navigate through the component template windows
by clicking on the < < P r e v and N e x t > > push buttons or by double-clicking on
an item in the component tree view.

3.4.2.1 Component Data
As we did in the Office Server component definition template, here we supply
basic component data for the Office client CDF which uniquely identifies the
component to the application for management.
We supplied the following information:
•

Component Name: Microsoft Office Client

•

Component Version: 95.0.0

•

Component Function: client

•

Destination: Win32 (Win95/WinNT)

•

Description: This is a Microsoft Office client component. This client will

be installed from the administrative install point created in Microsoft
Office Server component.
Click on Apply before continuing on to the next component data screen.
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Figure 30. Microsoft Office Client Component

3.4.2.2 Directory Definitions
Here we define a directory structure that is relevant to the Microsoft Office client
component. Each directory has two values associated with it: source and
destination. The source defines the location of a component in a software
warehouse or depot system. The destination defines the location of a component
as it will be installed on a target system.
Note: Use correct slashes (UNIX : / (forward) and PC: \ (backward)) when
specifying a path.
We created the following directory definitions:
Table 2. Client Directory Definition table
Symbolic Name

Source path

Destination path

User-defined

/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools

As defined for the server component, the user-defined directory contains the
installation and operational task programs that are defined in later sections and
used by Tivoli′s application management products to manage the Microsoft
Office client component. We did not specify a destination path for the
user-defined directory since we do not need these files to actually be deployed
to an Office client. We want them to remain on the managed node that will be
accessible by the administrator while managing the application component.
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Figure 31. Microsoft Office Client Directory Definitions

3.4.2.3 File List
As mentioned in 3.4.2, “Microsoft Office Client” on page 43, we utilize the silent
installation procedure provided by Microsoft Office for the clients. Because this
procedure is supported by Office, we do not need to distribute any files to the
target systems. The only files that need to be accessed are the SETUP.EXE and
MOSETUP.STF files, which can be accessed from the administrative install point.

Figure 32. Microsoft Office Client File List
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3.4.2.4 Installation Dependencies
For our client component, we added a required disk space dependency of 13
megabytes for the c: drive. This is the minimum disk space required for a client
that will be running the Office applications from a network server and is
documented in the Office 95 Resource Kit manual. This predefined dependency
definition gets stored in the component description file itself and as a result the
information is made available to the applications management product when it
imports the description file. Be sure you have selected the Add push button
before moving on to the next step.

Figure 33. Microsoft Office Client Installation Dependencies

3.4.2.5 Define New Dependency
We did not need to define a new dependency for the client component.

Figure 34. Microsoft Office Client New Dependency
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3.4.2.6 Installation Programs
We wrote a Before Install, After Install, and Before Remove program for our
client component. The Before Install program, MOCBFRE.BAT, which is shown
below, connects to the Microsoft Office network server.

@echo off
rem ″MOCBFRE.BAT″ - a before installation program for Office Clients
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:noUtils
echo Error in MOCBFRE.BAT: did not find CLI utilities
goto exit
:doit
:doit
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rem Disconnect anything connected on ″s″ drive
net use s: /delete /yes
rem Connect to MSOffice server
net use s: \\workstation1\MSOffice
rem Check if connect to server was successful
if not exist s:\setup.exe goto error
goto exit
:error
%WSETERR% 1
:exit
The After Install program, MOCAFTER.BAT, shown below, invokes the install
program with the necessary parameters for a silent install and to use the
customized .STF file, and then disconnects from the network server.

rem @echo off
rem echo MOCAFTER.BAT
@echo off
rem ″MOCAFTER.BAT″ - an after installation program for Office Clients
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto mndoit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:noUtils
echo Error in MOCAFTER.BAT: did not find CLI utilities
goto exit
:mndoit
rem Check if SETUP.EXE can be accessed on the network
if not exist s:\SETUP.EXE goto error
rem Initiate silent client install
wrunui start /w s:/setup.exe /n ″spatel″ /g ″c:\MOINST.LOG″ /o ″IBM″ /qt /t s:\MOSETUP.STF
rem Disconnect ″s″ drive
net use s: /delete /yes
rem Check if the client install was successful
if not exist c:\MSOFFICE goto error
goto exit
:doit
rem Check if SETUP.EXE can be accessed on the network
if not exist s:\SETUP.EXE goto error
rem Initiate silent client install
start /w s:/setup.exe /n ″spatel″ /g ″c:\MOINST.LOG″ /o ″IBM″ /qt /t s:\MOSETUP.STF
rem Disconnect ″s″ drive
net use s: /delete /yes
rem Check if the client install was successful
if not exist c:\MSOFFICE goto error
goto exit
:error
%WSETERR% 1
:exit
The Before Remove program, MOCRMVL.BAT, shown below, connects the target
system to the Microsoft Office Server network server and executes the install
program with remove option to remove the client installation from the target
system.
rem @echo off
rem echo MOCRMVL.BAT
@echo off
rem ″ MOCRMVL.BAT″ - an installation program for Removing Client
if ″ x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
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set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto mndoit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″ \WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″ \wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″ \wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″ \weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″ \waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:noUtils
echo Error in MOCRMVL.BAT: did not find CLI utilities
goto exit
:mndoit
rem Disconnect anything connected to ″ s″ drive
net use s: /delete
rem Connect to MSOffice server
net use s: \\workstation1\MSOffice
rem Check if connect to server was successful
if not exist s:\setup.exe goto error
rem Initiate silent Microsoft Office uninstall
wrunui start /w s:\setup.exe /ua /g ″ c:\MORMVL.LOG″ / qt /t c:\msoffice\office\setup\off95std.stf
rem Disconnect from MSOffice server
net use s: /delete /yes
rem Check if uninstall was successful
if exist c:\MSOFFICE\OFFICE goto error
goto exit
:doit
rem Disconnect anything connected to ″ s″ drive
net use s: /delete
rem Connect to MSOffice server
net use s: \\workstation1\MSOffice
rem Check if connect to server was successful
if not exist s:\setup.exe goto error
rem Initiate silent Microsoft Office uninstall
start /w s:\setup.exe /ua /g ″ c:\MORMVL.LOG″ / qt /t c:\msoffice\office\setup\off95std.stf
rem Disconnect from MSOffice server
net use s: /delete /yes
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rem Check if uninstall was successful
if exist c:\MSOFFICE\OFFICE goto error
goto exit
:error
%WSETERR% 1
:exit

All of these files are located in our user-defined directory,
/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools, which we defined in section 3.4.2.2, “Directory
Definitions” on page 45. Once you have entered the program function, program
file name, and the symbolic name to run the program from, you should select the
Add push button. At that point you should see the entry added to the list box at
the bottom of the window, as shown below.

Figure 35. Microsoft Office Client Installation Programs

3.4.2.7 Windows Configurations
All the needed configuration information is automatically defined for us through
the After Install program, shown in 3.4.2.6, “Installation Programs” on page 48,
which invokes the Microsoft Office install program, so we do not need to define
any Windows configuration information manually.
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Figure 36. Microsoft Office Client Windows Configuration

3.4.2.8 Operational Task Definition
To show an operational task example, we will define a task for an administrator
to disconnect clients from the Microsoft Office server shared resources
(/MSOffice and /MSAPPS). This task is a program that we wrote,
DSC_CLNT.BAT, and is shown below:

@echo off
rem ″DSC_CLNT.BAT″ - an operational task program for Office Clients
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:noUtils
echo Error in DSC_CLNT.BAT: did not find CLI utilities
goto exit
:doit
net use \\%1\MSOffice /delete
if not errorlevel 0 goto :error
net use \\%1\MSAPPL /delete
if not errorlevel 0 goto :error
goto exit
:error
%WSETERR% 1
:exit
To define this task, from the Operational Task Definition template window, we
defined a task name of Disconnect_Clients and specified the program name
DSC_CLNT.BAT. We also specified the source directory symbolic name and path of
/software_server/MSOFFICE_tools, which we had defined in 3.4.2.2, “Directory
Definitions” on page 45 as our user-defined directory, a description of the
program, and our argument label of Server Name. Be sure to select the Add push
button after supplying the argument label to actually add it to the operational
task definition. Once we supplied the necessary information, we pressed Add to
Tree to add the task to the component data tree.
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Figure 37. Microsoft Office Client Operational Task Definition

3.4.2.9 Synchronous Monitors
We did not define any synchronous monitors for our Microsoft Office client
component. Not only are synchronous monitors not supported on the operating
system destination we defined in 3.4.2.1, “Component Data” on page 44, but
typically an administrator would be more interested in monitoring Office servers
and not the clients.

Figure 38. Microsoft Office Client Synchronous Monitor
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3.4.2.10 Component Relationship
The Component Relationship template allows you to define and query an
application′s topology. A component may need to connect to another component
on another system in order to function properly. This template is where you
would define the connection and how it would take place. We did not define a
component relationship for our Office client component.

Figure 39. Microsoft Office Client Component Relationship

At this point we have successfully completed the step of defining the application
and the components for Office 95 using the Tivoli Developer Kit. Appendix B,
“Microsoft Office 95 AOF and ADFs” on page 267 contains the actual MIF files,
as well as the .aof file, that were generated automatically for us by the
Developer Kit. We now need to copy all the source files to the server in the
locations we specified when defining the components. We also must copy the
application description files and the application object file to a unix platform
managed node. Be sure that you have saved all your definition information that
you entered using the developer kit to file prior to copying the AOF and ADF′s to
a UNIX platform TMA managed node. Once the files have been copied over, you
can load the application into a Tivoli application management product, such as
TMA, where it can be managed. See Chapter 6, “Managing Applications with
Tivoli Manager for Applications” on page 215 for details on importing the
definitions of and managing these applications using TMA.
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Chapter 4. Creating a New Management-Ready Application
In this chapter we step you through an example of how to AMS-enable a new
PowerBuilder application using the Tivoli Developer Kit so that it is ready to be
managed by a Tivoli-based management environment, such as Tivoli Manager
for Applications. The purpose of this example is to illustrate the procedure for
creating an AMS-enabled PowerBuilder application. The PowerBuilder
application has not been fully tested on all the supported platforms shown in this
chapter and may therefore contain some bugs. We have provided all of the
application description files and application management programs generated by
the Developer Kit that are described and created in this chapter on a diskette
shipped with this redbook. If you have a PowerBuilder environment and would
like to use these files, please see the readme.txt on the diskette.
You must have the Tivoli Developer Kit, the PowerBuilder development
environment, and your application program code on the same system so that the
component description files can be auto-populated and the Tivoli Developer Kit
wizard that gets invoked from the PowerBuilder executable template can
automatically instrument your application for internal event generation.
Note that any application can be AMS-enabled using the Tivoli Developer Kit,
regardless of the application development environment it was built with. We
chose to use a PowerBuilder example to show the integration points between
PowerBuilder and the Tivoli Developer Kit. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
“Applications Management Overview” on page 1, VisualAge for C++ and
Smalltalk also have integration points with the Developer Kit at this time. The
generic templates supplied with the Developer Kit can be used for any
application to define the needed description files to make it manageable in a
Tivoli-based environment.

4.1 Building our Sample Management-Ready Application Program
To demonstrate how to AMS-enable a new application, we developed a simple
client/server program using PowerBuilder 5.0 and SQL Anywhere. We tried to
obtain a balance by keeping the application simple enough so that extensive
knowledge of PowerBuilder would not be needed, yet sufficiently complicated so
as to utilize as many features of the Developer Kit and TMA as possible. There
are some PowerBuilder-specific capabilities and terminology that must be
understood to follow the example. We will explain these in general as they are
encountered in the example. For more detailed information about how we used
PowerBuilder to create the demonstration application, refer to Appendix C,
“PowerBuilder Demo Application Architecture” on page 295

4.1.1 Application Development Steps
Following is the order in which we developed the demonstration application.
The rest of this chapter will concentrate on explaining each of these steps
although they will not be explained in the same order in which they occurred. It
will be helpful to refer back to these steps after you finish each section in this
chapter. Where applicable, the sections where steps are discussed in more
detail are referenced after the step in parentheses.
1. Create your main application PowerBuilder library (pbl) and application
object. (This step requires PowerBuilder experience and is not discussed at
 Copyright IBM Corp. 1997
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any length in this redbook, as it is independent of the AMS-enablement
procedures.)
2. Add the n_teceif non-visual object and the Tivoli application reporting event
scripts to the application object. This can either be done manually or by
running or by the wizard when creating the PowerBuilder executable
component in the Developer Kit. (See 4.2.2.5, “Demo2 Client Application
Components” on page 126 and Appendix C, “PowerBuilder Demo
Application Architecture” on page 295, respectively.)
3. Finish creating the application. Add reporting event function calls where
necessary. (See Appendix C, “PowerBuilder Demo Application
Architecture” on page 295.)
4. Compile and functionally test the application.
5. Test the application for generation of Tivoli application reporting events. Set
TestMode=Yes in the teceif.cfg and check teceif.log file for event entries.
6. Create (or finish if you used the wizard to create the n_teceif object and
event script) the application management descriptions using the Tivoli
Developers Kit. (See 4.2, “Creating Application Description Files using
Tivoli′s Developer Kit” on page 65.)
7. Copy the application object and description files and other related files to the
application software server. (See 6.1, “Importing an Application” on
page 215.)
Note: The first three steps also require some thought on how to design the
application, which is discussed in 4.1.3, “ Applying the Applications Management
Specification” on page 59.

4.1.2

PowerBuilder Demo Application
The purpose of our demo application is to store and retrieve information about
state names, abbreviations, and flowers. A secondary purpose is to provide
enough manual control so as to be able to generate errors that will generate
internal monitoring events to send to the TMA Event Viewer. The main window
for the application is shown below.

Figure 40. Demo Application

To look up information, enter the information you know and click on the
appropriate button to retrieve the corresponding information, if it exists. To add
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information, enter the data in the appropriate fields and click on the Add State
and Add Flower buttons to save the information in the database. To delete
information, retrieve the values and click on the Delete State and Delete Flower
buttons to remove the information from the database. The data is stored in two
tables in a SQL Anywhere relational database. There are two buttons which
allow you to manually connect and disconnect the client to or from the database.
There are also three buttons (Simulate Application Error, Simulate DB Error, and
Idle Event) that allow you to directly generate a Tivoli application reporting event
which can be displayed at the TMA Event Viewer. All the different buttons
provide for manual control and individual control over table data in order to
generate errors and have some control over the error type, allowing us to
duplicate typical errors an application might generate and observe the Tivoli
application reporting events on the TMA Event Viewer.
One last button that needs some explanation is the Peek at DB button. Clicking
on this button causes another window to appear that displays the two tables in
the database. This way you can see exactly what is in each table and know if
the data you are trying to retrieve exists. You can also see if the data exists in
one table but not in the other. The code used in the buttons and edit fields for
the main window uses embedded Structured Query Language (SQL) to
communicate with the database. This kept the database code generic and
applicable to any programming language or environment that supports
embedded SQL. The peek window takes advantage of the PowerBuilder Data
Window which takes care of connecting, retrieving, and updating data from a
database without needing to know SQL and was added simply as a convenience.

Figure 41. Database Peek Window

4.1.3

Applying the Applications Management Specification
To make our application management-ready, we must specify all aspects of our
application in application description files that can be read by an applications
management program such as TMA. This section will describe the analysis of
our demo application to determine the information that will be entered into the
Tivoli Developer Kit to create the application description files.
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4.1.3.1

Identifying Application Functions and Components

The demo application was implemented using a client/server architecture;
therefore, we will have two major functions, a database server and a client. For
our example, we have chosen to execute both functions on the same computer.
It is possible to locate the database server on a different computer from the
client; however, additional software is necessary to support the network
connection and we felt this would needlessly add to the complexity of the
example. Since we implemented the application using PowerBuilder 5.0 and
SQL Anywhere, these products determined how we broke our application into
components within the database server and client functions in the Tivoli
Developer Kit, as these PowerBuilder 5.0 component templates have been
predefined for you in the Developer Kit.

Figure 42. Demo Application Architecture

The database server function can be logically broken into three parts: the
database itself, the database management system (DBMS), and the DBMS
connectivity drivers. SQL Anywhere provides three different ways to implement
the DBMS: a stand-alone run-time version, a stand-alone DBMS engine, and a
multi-user DBMS engine. The run-time version is a reduced capability,
royalty-free way to provide a DBMS for an application. This is what we will
distribute with our application. The DBMS manages the data and stores it in the
database files. Connectivity from a client to a database can be accomplished
two ways: via drivers that connect directly from the client to the DBMS or via
the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) drivers. We are using ODBC for our
database connection.
The client function can be logically broken into two parts: the application
executable files generated from the PowerBuilder application code and the
PowerBuilder run-time DLLs. The run-time DLLs are the same for any
application and depend only on the target operating system (32 or 16-bit). The
application executables will generally be different for each application and can
be created for both 16 and 32-bit operating systems.
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We will be making our demo application capable of running on all of the different
Windows systems (Windows 3.11, Windows for Workgroups, Windows 95, and
Windows NT), so our application will be broken down into components as shown
below:
•

Database Server Function
−

ODBC Connectivity Driver Components: System programs required for
any application that will communicate with a database using ODBC.
- ODBC 16-bit (for Windows 3.11 and Windows for Workgroups)
- ODBC 32-bit for Windows 95
- ODBC 32-bit for Windows NT

−

SQL Anywhere Run-time Components: The programs which implement
the SQL Anywhere run-time DBMS.
- SQL Anywhere Run-time 16-bit (for Windows 3.11 and Windows for
Workgroups)
- SQL Anywhere Run-time 32-bit (Windows 95 and Windows NT)

−

Demo2 Database Component: The actual database (tables, indexes, etc.)
file that contains the data. This is the same for all operating systems.
- Demo2 16-bit Database
- Demo2 32-bit Database

•

Database Client Function
−

PowerBuilder Run-Time DLLs Components: Support DLLs that are
necessary to execute any PowerBuilder developed application.
- PowerBuilder 16-bit Run-Time DLLs (for Windows 3.11 and Windows
for Workgroups)
- PowerBuilder 32-bit Run-Time DLLs (Windows 95 and Windows NT)

−

Demo2 Client Application Components: The actual application code that
determines the look of the windows, what the buttons and edit fields do,
etc.
- Demo2 16-bit Executables (for Windows 3.11 and Windows for
Workgroups)
- Demo2 32-bit Executables (Windows 95 and Windows NT)

4.1.3.2

Distribution and Installation

We now need to look at how we are going to distribute and install our demo
application. There are two ways we could distribute our application:
1. Use the PowerBuilder install disk builder to take all aspects of the
distribution (files, directories, registry changes, .INI changes, CONFIG.SYS
changes, AUTOEXEC.BAT changes) and create a set of compressed install
files with a SETUP.EXE to perform the installation, or
2. Distribute the files directly and make the changes to the registry, .INI files,
CONFIG.SYS, and AUTOEXEC.BAT as necessary.
To illustrate what type of information is possible in the application description
files, we have chosen the second method to distribute the demo application. If
you have a good tool for creating installations and you can perform your
installation from a central place on the network, you might find the first method
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more efficient. Ultimately, this is dependent on how your application is
architected and whether you want to replace individual components over time or
always reinstall the entire application. The ability to do a silent install might also
affect the decision.

Directory Structure: First, we need to create a directory structure on the TMA
UNIX server where we will keep the master files for distribution. We created a
path to a software parent directory (/export/home/Tivoli) and then created the
following subdirectories in which to place the appropriate files:

/software
/system
/Win16
/odbc16 (16-bit files)
/Win-95
/odbc32 (the ctl3d32.dll and other Windows 95
specific files)
/NT
/odbc32 (the ctl3d32.dll and other Windows NT
specific files)
/Win32
/odbc32 (all 32-bit files except for ctl3d32.dll.
This is Windows 95 or NT specific)
/PowerBuilder
/pb5i32dk (PowerBuilder and SQL Anywhere 32-bit
run-time files)
/pb5i16dk (PowerBuilder and SQL Anywhere 16-bit
run-time files)
/demo2 (Application description and management files)
/db (SQL Anywhere database)
/exe (application 32-bit executables and related files)
/Win16 (application 16-bit executables and
related files)
The next thing to consider is where the files should go on the target machine.
The directory structure you establish will depend on the reusability of
components. For example, the ODBC component consists of system files that
only need to be installed once. The SQL Anywhere Run-time DBMS also only
needs to be installed once. One DBMS can handle several databases. The
PowerBuilder run-time DLLs are the same way. One set of run-time DLLs will
support any PowerBuilder developed application. Because of this, these
components are installed in their own directories. The components that are
application dependent will be installed in an application directory. We selected
the following:

\demo2 (for application executables)
\db (for database files)
\pwrs
\sys32 (for PowerBuilder 32-bit Run-time)
\sys (for PowerBuilder 16-bit Run-time)
\sqlany50
\win32 (for SQL Anywhere 32-bit Run-time)
\win (for SQL Anywhere 16-bit Run-time)
\windows
\system (for ODBC for Windows and Windows 95)
\winnt
\system32 (for ODBC for Windows NT)
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The files do not have to be installed in these particular directory names with the
exception of the ODBC files. ODBC must go in the windows\system directory.
The only catch to putting the files somewhere else is that the information we will
put in a batch file to install the application into the registry or .INI files must
contain the proper directories.

File Lists: We need to know which files go into which directory and to copy
them to the correct place on the software server. You don′t have to make a
written list. We will see when we fill in the information using the Developer Kit
that most of the files will already be filled in for us. We can also drag file names
from the file manager (or Explorer) into the Developer Kit file list. We just need
to have the files organized and know which ones go where.
Dependencies: Along with system-specific requirements, some of the database
server components are dependent on another already being installed, and some
of the client components are dependent on another being installed. As a result
of these dependencies, the installation order of each of the application function′ s
components will be very important.
The database server SQL Anywhere components have some minimum system
requirements:
•

•

•

•

Processor
− Intel i386 or higher for 32-bit implementations
− Intel i286 or higher for 16-bit implementations
Disk space
− Windows 3.x: 10 MB
− Windows 95 and NT: 13 MB
Memory
− Windows 3.x: 4 MB
− Windows 95: 8 MB
− Windows NT: 16 MB
Relevent ODBC component is installed.

The Demo2 Database component is dependent on the SQL Anywhere DBMS
component being installed.
The client′s PowerBuilder run-time DLLs components require the following:
•

•

Disk space
−

Windows 95, NT: 6 MB

−

Windows 3.x: 8 MB

Memory
−

Windows 95 and NT: 8 MB

The client′s Demo2 Executables components require the PowerBuilder run-time
DLLs be installed.
Related to a component′s dependencies are its relationships with other
components. A component relationship is a dependency between components
that may exist on different computers. When installing a component that has a
relationship to a component on a different machine, you will not be able to do a
simple dependency check on the machine where you are installing the
component. For our sample application there is a potential component
relationship between the client and the database server. Because we will
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distribute the client and database server to the same machine, we will not have
to specify a relationship; however, in general, these two components can be on
different machines and a relationship should be specified in the component
relationship component description files.

System Configuration: Once the files are distributed, we need to add
configuration information to the registry for Windows 95 and NT, and certain INI
files for Windows. The ODBC component installs shared DLLs and an
application that need to be registered. The SQL Anywhere run-time component
needs to register its path. The ODBC configuration parameters for the Demo2
database must be registered. The PowerBuilder run-time DLLs need to be in the
path. The application executables need to register their path. A program group
and icon for our application should be created. We must be able to describe
exactly what needs to happen to consider the application installed and ready for
use.

4.1.3.3 Application Monitoring and Administration
As discussed in 2.4, “Planning for Application Monitoring and Administering” on
page 12, applications may be monitored externally or internally. With our
Demo2 application, we have incorporated internal, asynchronous monitoring.
We have implemented all the Tivoli application reporting events provided by the
teceif.dll in our application. Three can be artificially created by clicking on a
control button on the main window. The others are embedded in the code just
the way they should be for a real application. The following is a list of the
functions that were added to our application that call the teceif.dll:
•

public function integer sendstartupevent (string as_message)

•

public function integer sendshutdownevent (string as_message)

•

public function integer sendidleevent (string as_message)

•

public function integer sendapplicationerror (long al_error, string
as_message)

•

public function integer sendsqlerror (long al_error, string as_server, string
as_database, string as_table, string as_message)

If you are not familiar with the format of these functions, please refer to
Appendix C, “PowerBuilder Demo Application Architecture” on page 295, where
more details are available. Calls to these functions can be made from anywhere
within the application executables.
The sendstartupevent ( ) function is called from only one place, the open event
for the application object. This generates an event that should indicate that an
instance of the application has started.
The sendshutdownevent ( ) function is called from only one place, the close
event for the application object. This generates an event that should indicate
that the application instance has been terminated.
The sendidleevent ( ) function is called from two places, the idle event for the
application object and the clicked event for the Idle Event push button on the
application main window. This generates an event that should indicate that the
application instance has been idle for a specified period.
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The sendapplicationerror ( ) function is called from only one place, the clicked
event for the Simulate Application Error push button on the application main
window. This generates an event that should indicate that an error has occurred
somewhere in the application. This Tivoli application reporting event is general
in nature, only the error number and string arguments it receives will help to
localize a problem.
The sendsqlerror ( ) function is called from two places in the application, the
clicked event for the Simulate DB Error push button on the application main
window and the wf_check_sql_error function. The wf_check_sql_error function is
called after every SQL command to check the status of its success. If there is a
problem, the wf_check_sql_error function calls the sendsqlerror function and
passes the SQL error number, SQL error string, and several other strings to
explain where the error occurred. This generates an event that should indicate
that a database access error has occurred somewhere in the application. This
Tivoli application reporting event is more specific than the sendapplicationerror
event. However, it is still quite general. Only the arguments it receives will help
to localize a problem.

Administrative Tasks: Once the application is deployed and executing, there
may be routine administrative tasks that need to be accomplished. For our
Demo application we will include a task for backing up the database. The
dbbackup.exe file is included as part of the SQL Anywhere run-time component.

4.2 Creating Application Description Files using Tivoli′s Developer Kit
The process of creating application description files along with detailed
information about each of the windows and its fields and controls can be found
in the Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide . There is a soft copy in the docs
subdirectory of the Tivoli Developer Kit installation medium named amsthelp.zip.
Once you unzip the file, there will be an amsthelp file in Word (.doc) and
postscript (.psc) format.
The procedure to follow when using the Developer Kit to create the application
description files is to first define the application data in the global description file
and then create the component description files. The global description file
describes the application as a whole. The component description files describe
only the function that particular component performs. Each application that you
AMS-enable will have only one global description file and will have at least one
component description file.
Before you begin entering application information in the Developer Kit, it is a
good idea to make a backup of your PowerBuilder library files (.PBLs) if you plan
to use the wizard to add the n_teceif non-visual object (NVO) and Tivoli
application reporting event functions to the PowerBuilder application object. For
all the software components, except the PowerBuilder executables, describing
the component consists of entering information into the data fields of the
Developer Kit windows. When you create the PowerBuilder application
executable component, a wizard is automatically started which gives you the
option to add the n_teceif NVO and application events script to your
PowerBuilder application .PBL file. Since the wizard will modify your program′ s
PBL file, it will be much easier to recover from a mistake if you have a backup.
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Note: If you are not familiar with the PowerBuilder development environment or
terms and desire more details, refer to Appendix C, “PowerBuilder Demo
Application Architecture” on page 295.
There are two ways to define your application′s components in the Developer
Kit: create all the component files first and then go back and fill in the
description data for each component, or create a component file and fill in the
data immediately, repeating this for all components. In the example that follows,
we will use the second option to make it easier to explain everything about a
particular component in one location. When you have experience with entering
descriptions and have your application description design already laid out, you
will probably find the first option faster.
Note: When using either of the above methods to generate your component
description files, it is important to completely define the application data before
defining the components, as information provided in the Application Data window
needs to be inherited by all of the components. If that data hasn′t been defined
when the CDFs are created, the information will not be inherited.
Once your application data has been defined in your global description file, your
application′s component description files can be defined in any order. You
should note that the order in which the component description files are created
is the order in which they will be shown on the TMA Console once the
application definitions have been imported. Their distribution order can be
customized from within TMA, but if you know that components will have to be
distributed in a particular order, you may want to create them in that order,
saving the TMA administrator the time of having to change the component
distribution order. For our example, we will create the application description
files relative to their dependency order, shown below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2.1

Global Description File
ODBC Connectivity Components, one for each target operating system.
SQL Anywhere Components, 32-bit and 16-bit.
Demo Database Component, 32-bit and 16-bit.
PowerBuilder Run-Time Component, 32-bit and 16-bit.
PowerBuilder Executable Component, 32-bit and 16-bit.

Creating the Global Application Files
Our first step in AMS-enabling our application using Tivoli′s Developer Kit is
defining our application as a whole. This general information about the
managed application will be stored in a global description file (GDF). When you
start the Developer Kit for the first time, it automatically opens the Select File
Type window with the Application Data radio button selected.
If you were already working with an application, the Developer Kit opens with
that application description automatically loaded. To create a new application,
you must click on the New icon on the tool bar or click on New from the File
pull-down menu and select the Application Data radio button as the selected file
type. Later, when you save this information, all the former application′s files will
be closed and the new application file will be created.
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Figure 43. Creating the Global Application Files

When creating the global description file, select the PowerBuilder 5.0 32
template. Selecting one PowerBuilder template over the other here will not
preclude us from defining components later using the other templates. We next
enter a name for our global description file in the Filename field. Note that the
file name is limited to eight characters to be compatible with any file system.
You do not need to add a file extension because the Developer Kit will create
two different file types (.aof and .gdf) for the application. We provided a file
name of pb_demo2. In the Component (Application in this case) Name field, we
have entered the descriptive name, Two Tier Demo, for our application. This is
the name we will see for our application when it is imported into TMA. Last, we
must enter an application version. This is required and important information
when it becomes time to upgrade your application to a new level. As this is our
first version, we have entered 1.0.a in the Version fields.
After all the needed information in this window has been specified, click on the
Create Application Files button. This will create the application object file (AOF)
and the global description file (GDF) for your application program in the
amst\files directory.
Be aware that clicking on Done only closes the window. To create the AOF and
GDF files, you must click on the Create Application Files button. The global
description file, pb_demo2.gdf, contains application information which we will fill
in shortly. At this point it only contains the information we provided in Figure 43.
The application object file, pb_demo2.aof, contains a list of the application name,
a reference to the global description file, pb_demo2.gdf, and will contain
references to the component description files which we will be creating later. At
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this time, the pb_demo2.aof file only contains an abbreviated application name
line.
At this point, we must fill in the global description file with the application data to
allow our CDFs to properly inherit information provided by the GDF, so click on
Done on the Select File Type window. We will revisit this window to define the
components in 4.2.2, “Creating the Component Description Files” on page 69.

Figure 44. Default Application Data Window

You should now see two windows on the Tivoli Developer Kit desktop: a window
which displays the contents of the application object file, pb_demo2.aof, and an
Application Data window, whose information will be put into the global
description file, pb_demo2.gdf, when completed.
The Application Name and the Application Version in the Application Data
window comes from the information we entered in Figure 43 on page 67. The
rest of the fields are optional, but should be filled in when appropriate. These
fields are useful in that they can uniquely identify the application and can be
used to facilitate customer problem reporting. This information will be viewable
from the TMA Console by the application administrator. Be sure to click on the
Apply push button to save the information to memory before closing the window.
When you close the Application Data window, the information in memory will
automatically be saved to the pb_demo2.gdf file. To save information to the
pb_demo2.aof file as you are creating the description files, click on Save from
the File pull-down menu or the Save icon on the tool bar.
Note: If you close the Application Data window without clicking on Apply, the
information will not be saved. You must click on Apply to save the information to
memory before you can save the information to disk. You may click on Save
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from the File pull-down menu or the Save icon on the tool bar at any time;
however, this will only save information stored in memory.

Figure 45. Completed Application Data Window

4.2.2 Creating the Component Description Files
In the previous section, the pb_demo2.aof file was created, which lists all the
files that are part of the application, and the pb_demo2.gdf file was created,
which contains general application information. We will now begin to define the
software components for our sample application. Each component will have its
own component description file (CDF) and be listed in the pb_demo2.aof file.
The order in which you create these components in the Developer Kit is the
order they are listed in the .aof file. It will also be the default order of
distribution when you import the application description into TMA. After it is
imported into TMA, you may change the order from the TMA Console.
Note: Any changes made to the application definition from the TMA Console will
not be reflected in the actual application description files (AOF, GDF and CDFs).
If there are permanent, global changes that need to be made to the application
definition, these changes need to be made using the Developer Kit.
As explained in 4.1, “Building our Sample Management-Ready Application
Program” on page 57, our PowerBuilder application example is composed of
two major functions implemented by eleven components total. The database
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server function is composed of ODBC Sys32 Connectivity, SQL Anywhere
run-time, and Demo2 Database components for the target operating systems.
The client function consists of the PowerBuilder run-time and Demo2 client
components for the target operating systems. We must create a component
description file for each of these components in order to fully manage our
sample application. The above order is the order in which we want to install the
components since, for the most part, each component depends on the successful
installation of the previous component. As a result, we will create the
component description files in that order.
As was stated in the previous chapter, for each component, the following
categories of information can be defined using the Tivoli Developer Kit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Component Data
Directory Definitions
File List
Installation Dependencies
Define New Dependency
Installation Programs
Windows Configuration
Operational Task Definitions
Synchronous Monitors
Component Relationship

Not all of these categories will be defined for every component. As we step
through our example, the first time a category is defined, the process will be
explained in detail. Once the procedure is explained, we will only explain what
to enter when the same category is being defined for another component.

4.2.2.1 ODBC Connectivity Driver Components
The first set of components we will define lists the ODBC System software
necessary for a client to connect to a database using ODBC (open database
connectivity). Once this component is installed for its operating system,
Windows will support ODBC connections and an ODBC Administrator program
can be used to add, change, or delete ODBC configurations. The first
component we will describe is ODBC for NT. After that we will create an ODBC
for Win95 and ODBC for Win16 component.
To begin defining a component, we must create a component file from the Select
File Type window. From the Tivoli Developer Kit main window, select New from
the File pull-down menu or click on the New icon on the tool bar to open the
Select File Type Window. Since we have already created an application
description (and there can only be one application description per managed
application), the Component Data radio button is automatically selected in the
Select a File Type section.
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Figure 46. Initial Select File Type Window

The template selection field displays templates in a hierarchical structure the
same way a Windows file manager does. Expanding and shrinking the tree is
done exactly the same way also. Expand the PowerBuilder 5.0 32 template and
select the PB 5.0 32 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver template. In the Filename
field we entered ODBC-NT, again without an extension because the Developer Kit
will create the file with a .cdf (component description file) extension. We entered
a descriptive Component Name of NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver. This
Component name will be displayed in the Developer Kit and the TMA Console
and used for selection.
The component name should be meaningful. The Developer Kit User′s Guide
suggests that you do not include the version or platform in the component name.
We chose to for a couple of reasons. One, each component name must be
unique. Since we will be defining three ODBC connectivity drivers, we must do
something to make them unique and adding the target operating system would
do that. Second, there are some places where you will want to select a
component, but all you have to choose from is the component name. If all three
ODBC connectivity components had the same name, you would not know which
one was which.
We specified a Version of 1.0.a. Click on the Create Component File button.
Just as with the application files, you must do this to create the component
description file. Clicking on Done will only close the window and not create
anything. Once you have created the file, you will see a .cdf file with the file
name you assigned in the window in the amst\files directory. At this point, the
.cdf file is essentially an outline which will ultimately contain all the necessary
information about the component to be managed. We will fill this in shortly.
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This component description file will be added to the .aof file after the component
data window is closed and you click on the Save icon on the toolbar or exit the
Developer Kit. Click on the Done button to close the Select File Type window.

Figure 47. Creating the NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Component File

You will now see a window with a title that matches the value that we specified
in the Component Name field in Figure 47. This is where you will enter all the
information an administrator needs to distribute, monitor, and operationally
manage this component.
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Figure 48. NT ODBC 32-Bit Connectivity Driver Component Data

The left side of the window shows a tree of all the different categories of data for
a component. The right side shows the specific entries for the selected category
on the tree. The Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide thoroughly describes the
various component categories and fields within these categories. You should
use this User′s Guide as a reference when filling in these fields for your
application.
Looking at the Component Data category, the Component Name and Component
Version fields contain the information entered in Figure 47 on page 72. The
Component function section allows you to designate a major function of which
this component is a part. Clicking on the drop-down arrow in the Function field
reveals several predefined functions. You may also define your own function by
clicking on <add new entry> and entering a function name in the Function edit
field. Since the ODBC drivers are part of the database server, we will keep the
database server function.
The Destination field refers to the operating system on which this component will
run. Click on the drop-down arrow and select one of the predefined operating
systems. If this component will run on more than one target operating system,
you will have to create a separate component for each operating system.
Note: For every rule there is an exception and Win32 is an exception. Win32 is
the programming API used in both Windows 95 and NT. It can be treated as an
operating system for the destination.
Since there is one file in the ODBC 32 files that is specific to Windows 95 and NT,
for the first ODBC component, we selected Windows NT for the Destination field.
You do not need to include the operating system name in the component name;
however, sometimes it is convenient. TMA will associate the correct component
with the correct target operating system when you distribute the application.
The Description field allows free-form text comments about the component. Be
sure to click on Apply before going to any other component data category or
closing the window to save this information to memory.
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Note: To save the information to disk, click on Save from the File pull-down
menu or the Save icon on the tool bar.
The next category we will fill in is the Directory Definitions. Click on N e x t > > to
move to this category.
Note: Clicking on N e x t > > will move you down one component category in the
tree. < < P r e v will move you up one component. To go directly to a component
category, click on the desired category.
This category allows you to enter symbolic directory names for specifying the
location of files for distribution, installation actions, monitors, and tasks (see the
File List, Installation Programs, Synchronous Monitors, and Operational Task
Definition categories) rather than a literal path name. When distributing an
application, the TMA will need to know where the master files are located
(source on the TMA server) and where they should be sent (destination on a
managed or PC managed node). By using symbolic directory names, if you ever
need to change these paths you only have to change the directory path once.
Select the Symbolic Name by clicking on the drop-down arrow in the Symbolic
Name field. You will see a long list of predefined Symbolic Names from which to
choose. If you do not want to use one of the predefined names, you can create
your own by clicking on User Defined. For our example, we chose the System
library directory symbolic name for the common ODBC 32 files in the Win32
directory. In the Source path field, we specified
/export/home/Tivoli/software/system/Win32/odbc32, and in the Destination path
we specified c:\winnt\system32.
Note: The challenge here is with the Windows system directory. There are
different default names for the different versions plus the person installing the
operating system can choose to use their own names rather than the default.
Click on the Add button to add the directory definition to the list box. If you want
to change an entry, click on that entry in the list box and its values will be placed
in the Symbolic Name, Source path, and Destination path edit fields. Retype
what you wish to change and click on the Update button. To remove a definition,
select it from the list box and click on the Delete button.
We are going to add one user-defined symbolic directory for the NT-specific files
that will be in the NT ODBC32 directory on the software server. Click on the
drop-down arrow in the Symbolic Name field and click on User Defined. For the
Source path field, we specified /export/home/Tivoli/software/system/NT/odbc32,
and in the Destination path we specified c:\winnt\system32. Lastly, we click on
the Add button to add the directory definition to the list box.
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Figure 49. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Directory Definitions

The next component category that we wish to define for our NT ODBC 32-bit
Connectivity Driver Component is the File List category. When you select File
List from the component category tree, you will see that this information is
already entered because we selected the PB 5.0 32 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity
Driver template. For each file, we can specify its file name, whether the
destination directory is fixed or not, the source directory path, and the
destination directory path. The template automatically specified the symbolic
directory name from the System library directory for every file in the list. The
literal values for both the source and destination symbolic names are shown in
the path field in the Source Directories and Destination Directories sections.
For our example, we will leave all the files as they are except for CTL3D32.DLL.
Since this file is different on NT and 95, we will place it in our user-defined
NT-specific directory. Scroll down to that file and click on it to place its values in
the edit fields. Click on the drop-down arrow in the Source Directories Symbolic
name field and select the literal value
/export/home/Tivoli/software/system/NT/odbc32. You may have to scroll the
drop-down to find it. Then do the same thing in the Destination Directories
Symbolic name field selecting the c:\winnt\system32 entry. Make sure you click
on the Update button to save these changes to the list box before moving to
another file. You will see the new values in the list box.
We are also going to add one file to the list that will update the registry on the
target machine. The reason for this extra file will be discussed when we talk
about installation programs. To add a file, click on the New button. Enter
ODBC32.REG in the File name field. This is a platform-specific file, so select
/export/home/Tivoli/software/system/NT/odbc32 for the source directory and
c:\winnt\system32 for the destination directory. Then click on the Add button.
You can also add a file by dragging it from the File Manager or File Explorer to
the File List category window.
To delete a file, select it on the list box and click on the Delete button.
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Figure 50. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver File List

The next category is Installation Dependencies. This allows you to put
conditions on whether or not this component will be installed. In this example, if
the ODBC system files are already installed, there is no need to install them
again.
To see all the predefined dependency checks, click on the drop-down arrow in
the Type name field. All the dependencies allow you to either make sure a
certain condition exists (such as enough disk space or a required disk file) or
doesn′t exist (such as the component files are not already present). If you do
not see the dependency you want, you can create your own by selecting the
Define New Dependency category from the Component Data tree.
For our example, we want to make sure there is sufficient memory on the target
system to install the application. Select required memory for the Type name.
There is only one parameter for this dependency - the number of megabytes.
We are requiring 4 MB of RAM, so type 4 in this field and click the Add button.
You will now see this dependency in the list box at the bottom of the window.
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Figure 51. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver M e m o r y Dependency

Another dependency for our example is to determine if the ODBC component is
already installed. If it is, we do not need to install it again. To determine this,
we will check the registry and see if the ODBC system files are registered. To
do this we select registry entry excluded from the Type name drop-down list and
enter the key path and name, value name, and value. If this registry key and
value exists on the target system, the dependency will fail and the component
will not be installed.
The ODBC system files are registered as shared DLLs. Ideally, we would go to
the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\SharedDLLs
key and look for a value for each of the ODBC files (such as
c:\winnt\system32\odbc32.dll). If the value exists and its value is greater than or
equal to one, the file is installed. Unfortunately, this requires us to specify a
numeric value and a relation which is not yet supported for registry queries with
the Developer Kit. At this time, the only value data types supported are strings
and the only comparison is equality.
While not as thorough of a check, we can see if the ODBCAD32.exe file has a
registered application path. If it does, we can assume (at our own risk) that the
rest of the ODBC system files are also registered. (Note: ODBCAD32.exe is the
only ODBC system application. The rest of the system files are DLLs.) Select
registry entry excluded from the Type name drop-down list. For the fully
qualified key path enter

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App
Paths\ODBCAD32.exe. There is no name for the value entry and the required entry
value should be c:\winnt\system32\ODBCAD32.exe. Once you have entered the
information, click the Add button to save the dependency to the list. The
completed Installation Dependencies window for this component is displayed
below.
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Figure 52. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Installation Dependencies

We will not define any new dependencies for this component, so we will move to
the Windows Configuration category.
The Windows Configuration category allows you to specify values that should go
into an .INI file or in the registry. It also allows you to specify desktop
configurations. For our example, we need to register the ODBC component files
and add a program icon for the odbcad32 program in an ODBC program group.
We will not be able to register any files that require registry data types other
than string, which means we will not be able to register the shared DLLs for our
application. We will get around this limitation by distributing an ODBC32.REG
file which we will talk about when we move to the installation programs
category. We can register the ODBCAD32.EXE application path and add the
ODBCAD32 program icon through this configuration utility. Select Windows
Configuration from the Component Data tree and click on the Configure button.
The Windows Configuration window has three tabs: one for INI Settings, one for
Registry Entries, and one for Program Group Setup. Since this software
component is for Windows NT, we will create a registry entry for ODBCAD32.EXE
instead of an INI file entry. Click on the Registry Entries tab.
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Figure 53. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Windows Config, Registry Entries

Ideally, we would want to register all the ODBC shared DLLs and set the counter
value for each file to 1 or increment it by 1 if it already exists from this
configuration utility. Since the only value data type supported at this time is
string, we will not be able to do this. The only thing we can register is the
application path for ODBCAD32.exe.
Click on the drop-down arrow in the Registry base key field and select
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE. In the Registry key field enter
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\ODBCAD32.exe. We would
like the Registry item to be blank so that the default value item would be used;
however, to add a registry entry into the list in the Developer Kit, it must have
something entered for each field. Entering ″″ for the Registry item field will
satisfy this condition. We will fix this unneeded entry later, just before we copy
the description files to the TMA server. Enter c:\winnt\system32\ODBCAD32.exe as
the Registry value. Click on the Add push button to add the information to the
list box at the bottom of the window.
Note: Adding anything into the Registry Item field would have been fine. We
will manually edit the .bat file created by this configuration process to remove
this workaround before copying it to the software server.
Now we will add an icon for the ODBC administrator to an ODBC program group.
Click on the Program Group Setup tab. Enter ODBC as the name of the Program
Group that will contain this icon. If it does not exist, it will be created. Enter
ODBC 32 Adminstrator in the Descriptive name for icon field, which will be
associated with the program icon and displayed in the specified Program Group.
Enter c:\winnt\system32\odbcad32.exe in the Command line for program field,
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which is the command that will execute when this icon is selected. Click on the
Add push button to add this entry to the list box.

Setup
Figure 54. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Windows Config, Program Group

Click on the OK push button to return to the initial Windows Configuration
window for the component. A pop-up window will inform you that an
ODBC-NT.bat file was created which contains commands to create the
configurations specified in this window. We will add this as an after script in the
installation programs category. Click on OK to continue.

Figure 55. Created ODBC-NT.bat Information Window

Finally, you will see the windows configuration entries in their respective list
boxes, as shown below.
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Figure 56. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver, Windows Configuration

We will now look at the ODBC-NT.bat file that was created. It will be in the
amst\files directory and contains the commands that will make the specified
changes to the registry and add the icon to the Windows Program Manager.
This batch file, displayed below, will be added as an after install program when
we move to the next description category, which will allow the information to be
executed on a target system when the component is distributed to it.

@echo off
rem ″ODBC-NT.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
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:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WADDICON% -c ″c:\winnt\system32\odbcad32.exe″ -g ″ODBC″
-t ″ODBC 32 Administrator″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\ODBCAD32.exe″
-n ″″″″ -v ″c:\winnt\system32\ODBCAD32.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in ODBC-NT.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
Notes:
1. By entering ″″ for the value name when adding this registry entry, you
satisfied the Developer Kit requirement that something was in that edit field.
When you look at the ODBC-NT.bat file that results, you will find a WSETVAL
command for our registry entry. Notice that the value name flag and
argument is -n ″″″″. You must change this to ″″ to indicate no value name
and cause the registry value to go into the key′s default value. Make this
change before you copy this file to the software server machine. We′ve left
it in our batch file so that it will load into the Developer Kit for you, if you
wish to, as is.
2. As we did in Chapter 3, “ M a k i n g an Existing Application
Management-Ready” on page 15 with the MOSERVER.bat file that the
Developer Kit created, we made one change to the ODBC-NT.bat file in the
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:PCmn4 routine. We changed the search path from \WIN32\CLI\ to
\TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\, since that is the resulting directory structure
for the CLI commands on a Windows NT system when the default directory is
chosen during the installation of the TMEAGENT. As a result, this is the path
that needs to be searched for and assigned environment variables to for the
utility commands on that platform. We will make the same changes to the
other .bat files that the Developer Kit creates in this chapter from the
Windows Configuration information supplied.
The next step will be to specify the Installation Programs. Select Installation
Programs in the component category tree. There are several different types of
Installation Programs: before install, after install, before remove, after remove,
on commit, and on error. These are all described in detail in the Tivoli
Developer Kit User ′ s Guide , however the names are fairly self explanatory. If
you are not familiar with database transactions, on commit might not be as
familiar. If a distribution must go to several computers and must succeed on all
the computers before it is considered installed, the distribution can take place in
two steps. The first is the actual distribution of the files. The second step, the
commit, will take place only if the first step was successful on all the computers.
The commit will do the final activation of the new software on each computer
and will only happen if the software successfully made it to each computer.
For our example, the ODBC-NT.bat will be an after install program to update the
registry and add the program group icon once the files have been distributed to
the target computer. In the Program Function field, select After Install. Enter
ODBC-NT.bat in the Program file name field. Since this after install routine will be
Windows NT specific, we will put it in our user-defined directory. Select
/export/home/Tivoli/software/system/NT/odbc32 for the symbolic file name. Click
on the Add button to add this installation program to the list box.
We now must create a script that will merge our ODBC32.REG file into the
registry on the target machine. This is how we are getting around the limitation
in the Window Configuration category of the Developer Kit. The registry can be
changed by merging a file that contains registry entries (in the proper form) and
an extension of ″.reg″. This will accomplish what we want but it is not fool proof.
Ideally, to update the shared DLLs, we would check each DLL individually and
see if there was a registry key value (number). If there was, we would increment
the number by 1. If not, we would create the key and give it a value of 1. When
merging registry entries from a .reg file, no logic is applied. The registry entries
in the .reg file are added to or replace existing entries in the registry. Since we
don′t know ahead of time how many of the shared DLLs will already exist, we set
the number for each entry to 1. If a shared DLL did already exist, it will be given
a value of 1, which is not quite right, but will work. Where you might get in
trouble is when a smart uninstaller comes along and removes a program. If that
program used a shared DLL, it should check the value for the shared DLL and
decrease it by 1 if it is greater than 1. If it is 1, it should remove the key.
Because the number was set to 1 by our .reg merge, an uninstall program might
remove the shared DLL entry when it shouldn′t. Just be aware of this potential
problem if you use this technique.
Your first thought might be to add the command necessary to merge the registry
information into the ODBC-NT.bat file since it is going to be run after the
installation already. This would work if you never modified the windows
configuration description again. However, if you do make a change through the
Developer Kit, a new ODBC-NT.bat file would be created which would not contain
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this additional code that you added manually. The best thing to do is create
another batch file to run after the distribution. We created a batch file named
odbc-reg.bat with only one line.

Start /w c:\winnt\regedit odbc32.reg
This will run the regedit program and have it merge the registry entries in
odbc32.reg with the complete registry. The start /w means that this line will wait
for the command to finish before going on to the next line.
We can now add the odbc-reg.bat as an after installation program in the same
way we added ODBC-NT.bat. It will also go in our NT-specific user-defined
directory.

Figure 57. NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver, Installation Programs

There will be no Operational Task Definition, Synchronous Monitors, or
Component Relationship category entries for this component, so this completes
the description of the NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver component. Close the
window to save all the changes to the ODBC-NT.cdf file.
The Windows 95 ODBC 32 Driver component will be very similar to the NT ODBC
32 Driver component. Essentially, the only differences between the two
components are the path names which are specified in the CDF, the two .bat
files, and the ODBC32.REG file. Because of the similarities, to save some time in
generating the 95 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver, we will create a copy of the
ODBC-NT.cdf file and open it into the Developer Kit and make changes to it for
the Windows 95 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver component.
Start by exiting the Developer Kit and looking at the amst\files directory. At this
time you should have four files: ODBC-NT.bat, ODBC-NT.cdf, pb_demo2.aof, and
pb_demo2.gdf. Make a copy of the ODBC-NT.cdf file and name it ODBC-95.cdf.
You should also make a copy of the ODBC-NT.bat file and name it ODBC-95.bat.
You should now have six files in the amst\files directory.
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Start the Developer Kit. Select Open from the File pull-down menu. You will
now see the Open window showing the pb_demo2.aof file.

Figure 58. Initial Open Window

In the File name field, change the .aof extension to .cdf and press Enter. You
should now see all the .cdf files in the amst\files directory including the newly
created ODBC-95.cdf file.

Figure 59. Open Window for .CDF Files

Select ODBC-95.cdf and click on Open. This component file will now be added to
the component list and you will now see two NT ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver
components in the pb_demo2.aof and the new ODBC-95.cdf component window,
as shown below.
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Figure 60. After Opening the ODBC-95.CDF File

In the Component Data window, change the Component Name to Win95 ODBC
32-bit Connectivity Driver and change the Destination entry to Windows 95. Click
on the Apply button. This will save the changes to memory. Click on Save from
the File pull-down menu or the Save icon on the tool bar to save the information
to disk. To see the new component name displayed in the pb_demo2.aof
window, we had to close and re-open the pb_demo2.aof window at this point.
Your new component should look like this.
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Figure 61. New Win95 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Component

We now need to change the Directory Definitions entry from the NT directory to
the Win-95 directory. Click on the Directory Definitions category. If it is not
already selected, click on User Defined in the Directory Definitions list. In the
Source path entry, change NT to Win-95. Change the Destination path entry to
c:\windows\system. Click on the Update button to save the changes to the list
box. Select System library in the list box. Change the Destination path entry to
c:\windows\system and click on Update. This finished the modifications to the
Directory Definitions.
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Figure 62. Win95 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Component, Directory Definitions

Changing the Directory Definitions automatically corrected the File List since
they are all stated in symbolic directory terms. The difference between the
ODBC32.REG files which are located in our user-defined source directories for
Windows 95 and Windows NT is only the directory locations of the files listed in
the ODBC32.REG files. Another spot where we need to update a directory is in
the Installation Dependencies. For our registry entry excluded dependency, we
need to change the required entry value parameter to point to
c:\windows\system\ODBCAD32.exe, as shown below.

Figure 63. Win95 ODBC 32-bit Connectivity Driver Component, Installation Dependencies

The last thing to change is the Installation Programs. Click on this category to
display the installation programs information. Select the ODBC-NT.bat entry and
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change the Program file name to ODBC-95.bat. Be sure to click on the Update
button to save the change back to the list box. We now need to change the
directory locations in the ODBC-95.bat file itself. We could make these changes
from the Windows Configuration window, but when we save these changes it will
recreate the ODBC-95.bat file. If you will recall, we made changes to the :PCmn4
routine to update the search path in this file (originally made in the ODBC-NT.bat
file) and making updates to this file through the Windows Configuration would
overwrite those changes. Instead, we will just edit the ODBC-95.bat file and
make the changes there. In the WSETVAL command, we need to change the
registry value parameter (-v) from c:\winnt\system32\ODBCAD32.exe to
c:\windows\system\ODBCAD32.exe. In the WADDICON command we need to
make a similar change, changing the Command line for program entry (-c) from
c:\winnt\system32\odbcad32.exe to c:\windows\system\odbcad32.exe. The
updated file is shown below:

@echo off
rem ″ODBC-95.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
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:doit
%WADDICON% -c ″c:\windows\system\odbcad32.exe″ -g ″ODBC″
-t ″ODBC 32 Administrator″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
-k ″SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\ODBCAD32.exe″
-n ″″″″ -v ″c:\windows\system\ODBCAD32.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in ODBC-95.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
We also needed to change the odbc-reg.bat file for Windows 95 to point to
regedit from c:\windows.
That is it for the Windows 95 ODBC Connectivity Driver component. You might
want to look at the other information categories to see that everything we
entered for the ODBC-NT component is also in the ODBC-95 component. When
you are finished, close the window and save all the changes to disk.
To create the 16-bit ODBC Connectivity Driver component, follow the same
procedure as was used to create the NT 32-Bit ODBC Connectivity Driver. Select
the PB 5.0 16 ODBC Connectivity Drivers template. Select database server as
the function and Windows 3.x as the destination for the component data
category. Use /export/home/Tivoli/software/system/Win16/odbc16 as the Source
path for the System library directory symbolic name in the Directory Definitions
category. Nothing needs to be changed in the File List category. No Windows
configuration or installation programs are necessary. The following figures show
the necessary information.
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Figure 64. Win16 ODBC Connectivity Driver Component

Figure 65. Win16 ODBC Connectivity Driver Component, Component Data
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Figure 66. Win16 ODBC Connectivity Driver Component, Directory Definitions

This completes the creation and description of the ODBC Connectivity
components.

4.2.2.2 SQL Anywhere Run-time Components
The next software components we will describe are for the SQL Anywhere
run-time DBMS. These components will install the SQL Anywhere run-time
engine, several utility programs, and the SQL Anywhere ODBC drivers. We need
to identify the files that will be distributed and how to update the registry or ini
files on a target machine (register programs and add directory to path). This
software will only work if you have the Windows ODBC system drivers installed
properly, which is the component we defined in the previous section. We will
first create the 32-bit SQL Anywhere run-time component and then the 16-bit
version.
To begin the component description, click on the New icon on the tool bar or
select New from the File pull-down menu. Expand the PowerBuilder 5.0 32
templates and scroll down to the PB 5.0 32 SQL Anywhere 32-bit Run-time
template. Select this template and enter data for the Filename, Component
Name, and Version. For our example, we specified a Filename of Sany-32, a
Component Name of Win32 SQL Anywhere runtime, and a Version of 1.0.a, as
displayed in Figure 67 on page 93. Select the Create Component File push
button to create the file, then select the Done push button. You have now
created the Sany-32.cdf component file.
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Figure 67. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time

For this component, we will add entries to the following categories: Component
Data, Directory Definitions, File List, Installation Dependencies, Windows
Configuration, and Installation Programs. All these categories were discussed in
detail in 4.2.2.1, “ODBC Connectivity Driver Components” on page 70. We will
only describe what to enter for the Win32 SQL Anywhere Run-time Component
categories in this section.
In the Component Data window, the Component Name and Component Version
fields are already filled in with the values we specified in the previous window.
This software component is part of the database server function, so we selected
database server as the Component function. Our Destination is Win32. We also
provided a description of our component in the Description field. Select the
Apply push button to save the information added.
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Figure 68. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time, Component Data

Next we will add our directory definitions. Click on the Directory Definitions
category to display its information. You will notice two predefined symbolic
directory choices, Product executables and Product library. These symbolic
directories have been pre-selected for you as valid choices as a result of
selecting the PB 5.0 32 SQL Anywhere 32-bit Run-time template. When we get to
the File List, you will see that all the utility programs for SQL Anywhere such as
DBSTOP.EXE and DBBACKUP.EXE as well as the engine RTDSK50.EXE are
considered product executables. The SQL Anywhere driver DLLs are considered
part of the Product library. Typically, all these files are installed in the same
directory on the target computer and would come from the same source
directory. We entered the following directory definitions for the Win32 SQL
Anywhere Run-time component:
Table 3.

Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-time

Symbolic Name

Source path

Destination path

Product executables

/export/home/Tivoli/software/PowerBuilder/pb5i32dk

c:\sqlany50\win32

Product library

/export/home/Tivoli/software/PowerBuilder/pb5i32dk

c:\sqlany50\win32

Select the Update push button after each entry to add the definition to the
directory list box.
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Figure 69. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time, Directory Definitions

The File List category is already filled in from the template and the Directory
Definitions just entered. For our example, no changes are necessary.

Figure 70. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time, File List

If you look at the Installation Dependencies category, you will find a requirement
of 2 MB of disk space already filled in. We also would like to determine if the
ODBC system files have been installed. We only want to install this component
if the ODBC shared DLLs are registered. We would do this by checking the
Shared DLL entries in the registry; however, we cannot do that at this time
because we cannot query numeric key value data types, as we mentioned when
describing the Installation Dependencies in 4.2.2.1, “ODBC Connectivity Driver
Components” on page 70. We will leave the dependencies as they are.
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The next category where we will enter information is the Windows Configuration.
We need to add application paths for each of the applications we will use such
as the engine (RTDSK50.EXE) and backup utility (DBBACKUP.EXE). We also
need to register the SQL Anywhere driver and add SQL Anywhere as a valid
ODBC connection. Select Windows Configuration from the component category
tree.

Figure 71. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time, Initial Windows Configuration

From the initial Windows Configuration window, select the Configure push button.
Click on the Registry Entries tab. For our example, we will only add the
application paths for RTDSK50.EXE and DBBACKUP.EXE. Select
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE as the Registry base key. For the Registry key, enter
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\RTDSK50.EXE. For the
Registry item, we would ideally like to leave it blank (use the default value name
in the registry); however we will enter ″″ to satisfy the error checking in this
window, and we will remove it just as we described in section, 4.2.2.1, “ODBC
Connectivity Driver Components” on page 70. For the Registry value, enter
c:\sqlany50\win32\rtdsk50.exe. This is the location that was specified in the File
List. Click on the Add push button to add this entry to the list. Note that the
Registry base key and Registry key values remain in the edit windows. This will
save us a lot of typing. Modify the Registry Key and change RTDSK50.EXE to
DBBACKUP.EXE. Enter for the Registry item and c:\sqlany50\win32\dbbackup.exe
for the Registry value. Click on the Add push button.
We will also register the SQL Anywhere driver, which requires two registry
entries. Keep HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE as the Registry base key. For the
Registry key, enter SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0. For the
Registry item enter DRIVER. For the Registry value enter
c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll. This is the location that was specified in the File
List. Select the Add push button to add this entry to the list. Keep the same
Registry base key and Registry key entries. For the Registry item enter SETUP.
For the Registry value enter c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll. Select the Add push
button to add this entry to the list.
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This last registry entry will register SQL Anywhere as a valid ODBC connection.
Change the Registry base key to HKEY_CURRENT_USER. For the Registry key
enter SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0. For the Registry item
enter DRIVER. For the Registry Value enter c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll. Select
the Add push button to add this entry to the list.

Entries
Figure 72. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Windows Configuration, Registry

Here we could also optionally create icons for some or all of the utility functions
through the Program Group Setup tab, which could potentially be very useful for
the end user. Since we went through the process of adding an icon in 4.2.2.1,
“ODBC Connectivity Driver Components” on page 70, we will not add any icons
here for our example. Our Windows Configuration definitions are complete for
this component. Select the OK push button to close this window and bring you
back to the windows configuration shown below. Note that the pop-up window
tells you that a Sany-32.bat file was created and should be entered as an after
install script in the installation programs category. That is what we will do next.
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Figure 73. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Final Windows Configuration

The Sany-32.bat file that was created as a result of entering the Window
Configuration data contains the commands that will add all the registry entries
we specified. Below is the complete Sany-32.bat file.
@echo off
rem ″ Sany-32.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″ x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″ \WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″ \wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″ \wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″ \weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″ \waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
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:doit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″ SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\RTDSK50.EXE″ -n ″″″″ -v
″ c:\sqlany50\win32\rtdsk50.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″ SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App Paths\DBBACKUP.EXE″ -n ″″″″ -v
″ c:\sqlany50\win32\dbbackup.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″ SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -n ″ DRIVER″ -v
″ c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k ″ SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -n ″ SETUP″ -v
″ c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″ SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -n ″ DRIVER″ -v
″ c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in Sany-32.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end

Note: Once again, there are two registry entries that have a -n ″″″″ entry. We
will change this to -n ″″ when we move the files to the TMA server.
We now want to add the Sany-32.bat as an after install Installation Program.
Click on the Installation Programs component category. In the Program Function
field select After Install. Enter Sany-32.bat in the Program file name field. Since
this after install routine is used only with the SQL Anywhere files, we will put it
in the product executables directory. In the Symbolic name field, select Product
Executables Directory. Click on the Add button to add this installation program
to the list box.
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Figure 74. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Installation Programs

We define one operational task for this component that will perform a complete
database backup. Click on the Operational Task Definition category.

Figure 75. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Initial Operational Task Definition

For the Task name enter Complete database backup. For the Program name enter
dbbackup.exe. Click the drop-down arrow in the Symbolic name field and Select
Product executables directory. This is where dbbackup.exe will reside on the
software server. You can enter free-form text in the Description field to expand
on what the task will do. For the Privilege field, we entered nobody. Since this
application is a stand-alone, individual user, we will not require any special
administrative privilege to back up the database. This way any administrator
can perform the task. If we had left this blank, the administrator would have to
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have root or NT Administrator privileges. The last item to enter is an argument
list for the program. In the argument label field we entered directory and then
clicked on the Add button. This entered the argument into the Position and
Argument Label box. If your program requires several inputs, continue adding
argument labels until all the input arguments are identified.

Figure 76. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-time Completed Operation Task Definition

Click on the Add to Tree button to add this operational task to the category tree.
It will become a child in the Operational Task Definition category.

Figure 77. Win32 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-time Operational Tasks

There will be no Synchronous Monitors, or Component Relationship category
entries for our sample application. This completes the description of the Win32
SQL Anywhere Run-time component. Close the window to save all the changes
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to the Sany-32.cdf file. Click on the Save icon on the tool bar to update the
component list in the pb_demo2.aof file.
Creating the Win16 SQL Anywhere run-time component is very similar to the
32-bit component. The major difference is that you do not use the registry, you
use INI files. INI files do not contain as much information as the registry.
Therefore there are less things to check and update.
Start by creating the component file. Refer to the following figure for the data
field contents.

Figure 78. Win16 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-time Component File Creation

Select the Component Data category. For the Function, select database server.
For the Destination, select Windows 3.x.
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Figure 79. Win16 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-time Component Data

Select the Directory Definitions category. Modify the Product base directory
Source path to /export/home/Tivoli/software/PowerBuilder/pb5i16dk. Leave the
Destination path as c:\sqlany50\win.

Figure 80. Win16 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Directory Definitions

The File List category already contains the proper information. We will not add
any Installation Dependencies beyond the disk space requirement that is already
defined for us.
For the Windows configuration, we need to specify entries that will go in the
ODBCINST.INI file. This file tells Windows what ODBC DBMSs are installed and
where their drivers are. Select Windows Configuration and click on Configure.
Select the INI Settings tab. For the .ini file name field enter ODBCINST.INI. For
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the rest of the fields refer to the following table. Remember to click on the Add
button to save the entry to the list after each entry.
Table 4.

ODBCINST.INI File Entries

Section

Key word

Value

ODBC Drivers

Sybase SQL
Anywhere 5.0

Installed

Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0

Driver

c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.exe

Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0

Setup

c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.exe

Figure 81. Win16 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Windows INI Configuration

After entering all the information in the INI Settings, click on OK to save the
information. Note the creation of the Sany-16.bat which we will add as an
Installation Program. The following is contents of the Sany-16.bat.
@echo off
rem ″ Sany-16.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″ x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
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set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″ \WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″ \wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″ \wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″ \weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″ \waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WEDITINI% -g ″ ODBC Drivers″ -n ″ Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -v ″ Installed″ ″ODBCINST.INI″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″ Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -n ″ Driver″ -v ″ c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.dll″ ″ODBCINST.INI″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″ Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -n ″ Setup″ -v ″ c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.dll″ ″ODBCINST.INI″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in Sany-16.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end

Click on the Installation Programs category and enter the information shown
below.
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Figure 82. Win16 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Installation Programs

The last information for this component is the 16-bit database backup task. Click
on Operational Task Definition and enter the information shown below.

Figure 83. Win16 SQL A n y w h e r e Run-Time Windows INI Configuration

Be sure to click on Add to Tree to save the task definition.
This completes the Win16 SQL Anywhere run-time component description.
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4.2.2.3 Demo2 Database Components
The Demo2 Database components are structured very similar to the SQL
Anywhere Run-time components. They will distribute only one file, the database
file, and update the ODBC portion of the registry or ODBC.INI file to make the
database a valid ODBC source. We need two components because of the
difference between the Windows and Windows 95/NT (Win32) operating systems.
Windows uses the .INI file and Win32 uses the registry.
First, we will create the component description file for the Win32 database
component. Click on New from the File pull-down menu or click on the New icon
on the tool bar. Make sure the Component Data radio button is selected. Since
we will have to manually specify the one file for distribution and the windows
configuration parameters, we will select a generic template. Expand the Generic
template section of the Template tree and click on the generic .CDF file template.
We picked this template because it does not have any predefined values. For
the Filename we specified a value of d2db32. For Component Name, we specified
Win32 Demo2 Database, and our Version is 1.0.a. Click on the Create Component
File button to create the d2db32.cdf file and then click on Done.

Figure 84. Creating the Win32 Demo2 Database Component File

The categories we will use for this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, File List, Installation Dependencies, and Windows Configuration.
Each of these were discussed in detail in 4.2.2.1, “ODBC Connectivity Driver
Components” on page 70; therefore, we will only describe what to enter for the
Win32 Demo2 Database Components in this section.
For Component Data, the Component Name and Component Version fields have
already been defined, as in the previous sections, from the information provided
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in Figure 84. Select database server as the Component Function and Win32 in
the Destination field. We also entered a description for the component in the
Description box. Click the Apply button before continuing to the next category,
Directory Definitions.

Figure 85. Win32 Demo2 Database Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to display its information. Since we
will only be distributing one file, a database file, we will create a user-defined
directory definition. From the drop-down list box in the Symbolic Name field,
select User Defined. In the source path field, we entered
/export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/db, which is where this file will exist, as a
source file, in our environment. We specified c:\demo2\db as our destination
path. Select the Add push button to add these paths to the list box.

Figure 86. Win32 Demo2 Database Directory Definitions
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We now want to associate our database file with the user-defined source and
target directories. Click on the File List category. Enter demo2.db in the File
name field. If you had many files to manually add, you could drag the files in
from File Manager or NT Explorer. Another alternative is to specify a
subdirectory name in the File Name field, and when you select Update, all of the
files in that subdirectory are added to the list box. From the Source Directories
Symbolic name field, select the literal path for the source directory which was
user-defined in the Directory Definitions category,
/export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/db. In the Destination Directories Symbolic
name field, we also want to select the destination directory which was
user-defined in the Directory Definitions category, c:\demo2\db. Click on the Add
push button to add this file and its directories to the list box.

Figure 87. Win32 Demo2 Database File List

Next we will define the Installation Dependencies. For the Demo2 database
component, we need an installation dependency to determine if the SQL
Anywhere drivers have been installed. A simple way to check this is to look at
the registry key
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Driver and see
if there is an entry for Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0 with a value of Installed.
Click on the Installation Dependencies category. From the Type name field
select registry entry. In the fully qualified key path field, we need to enter
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ODBC\ODBCINST.INI\ODBC Driver. For the value entry
name, we must specify Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0. In the required entry value(s)
field, we must specify the value Installed. Click on the Add push button to add
this registry entry to the list box.
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Figure 88. Win32 Demo2 Database, Installation Dependencies

Now we must enter the Windows Configuration information required for this
component. We need to add the database parameters to make the demo2
database a valid ODBC source. Select Windows Configuration from the
component category tree.

Figure 89. Win32 Demo2 Database, Initial Windows Configuration

From the Windows Configuration window, select the Configure push button and
then click on the Registry Entries tab. Enter all of the following Registry Entries,
with HKEY_CURRENT_USER specified in the Registry base key field, and
selecting the Add push button after entering each entry.
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Table 5. HKEY_CURRENT_USER Registry Base Key Entries
Registry Key

Registry Item

Registry Value

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

AutoStop

yes

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

Database

c:\demo2\db\demo2.db

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

DatabaseFile

c:\demo2\db\demo2.db

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

DatabaseName

Demo2

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

Driver

c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

PWD

sql

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

Start

c:\sqlany50\win32\rtdsk50.exe

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2

UID

dba

Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data
Sources

Demo2

Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0

Figure 90. Win32 Demo2 Database, Windows Configuration, Registry Entries

After all of the entries have been added, click on the OK push button to close the
window. You will see the pop-up window reminding you that a d2db32.bat file
was created that needs to be added as an after install script in the Installation
Programs category. The contents of the d2db32.bat are shown below.

@echo off
rem ″d2db32.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
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set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″AutoStop″ -v ″yes″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″Database″ -v ″c:\demo2\db\demo2.db″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″DatabaseFile″ -v ″c:\demo2\db\demo2.db″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″DatabaseName″ -v ″Demo2″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
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-n ″Driver″ -v ″c:\sqlany50\win32\wod50t.dll″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″PWD″ -v ″sql″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″Start″ -v ″c:\sqlany50\win32\rtdsk50.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\Demo2″
-n ″UID″ -v ″dba″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_CURRENT_USER -k ″Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data
Sources″
-n ″Demo2″ -v ″Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in d2db32.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
Since none of the registry entries are for the default value, there is nothing to fix
in this batch file. It can be directly copied to the TMA server.
Click on the Installation Programs component category. In the Program Function
field select After Install. Enter d2db32.bat in the Program file name field. Since
this after install routine is used only with the database file, we will put it in the
user-defined directory created in the Directory Definitions category. In the
Symbolic name field, select /export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/db. Click on the
Add button to add this installation program to the list box.
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Figure 91. Win32 Demo2 Database, Windows Configuration, Installation Programs

We do not need to add any more information for this component, so close the
Win32 Demo2 Database window. This will save all the information to the
d2db32.cdf file. Click on the Save icon on the tool bar to update the component
list in the pb_demo2.aof file.
To create the 16-bit database component, click on New from the File pull-down
menu or click on the New icon on the toolbar. Just as we did with the Win32
Demo2 Database component, we will create this component from the generic
template. Make sure the Component Data radio button is selected. Select the
generic .CDF file template. For Filename, we specified a value of d2db16. For
Component Name, we specified Win16 Demo2 Database, and our Version is 1.0.a.
Click on the Create Component File button to create the d2db16.cdf file and then
click on Done.
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Figure 92. Creating the Win16 Demo2 Database Component File

For Component Data, the Component Name and Component Version fields have
already been defined from the information provided in the previous window.
Select database server as the Component Function and Win 3.x as the
Destination field. We also added a description for the component in the
Description box. Click on the Apply button before moving on the Directory
Definitions template.

Figure 93. Win16 Demo2 Database Component Data
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In the Directory Definitions template, we will create the same user-defined
directory as we did with the Win32 Demo2 Database component. From the
drop-down list box in the Symbolic Name field, select User Defined. In the
Source path field, we entered /export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/db, and in the
Destination path field, we entered c:\demo2\db. Select the Add push button to
add these paths to the list box.

Figure 94. Win16 Demo2 Database Directory Definitions

We only have our database file to add to our File List template, so enter demo2.db
in the File name field. From the Source Directories Symbolic name field, select
/export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/db. In the Destination Directories Symbolic
name field, select c:\demo2\db. Click on the Add push button to add this file and
its directories to the list box.
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Figure 95. Win16 Demo2 Database File List

We can create an installation dependency that looks at the ODBCINST.INI file to
see if the Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0 DBMS is installed. Click on the Installation
Dependencies category and select .INI file entry for the Type name. Enter the
rest of the information as shown below. Remember to click on the Add push
button to add the entry to the list.

Figure 96. Win16 Demo2 Database

Select the Windows Configuration category and click on the Configure button.
Select the INI Settings tab and enter ODBC.INI in the .ini file name field. Enter
the following information for each entry. Click on Add to save each entry to the
list.
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Table 6. ODBC.INI File Entries
Section

Keyword

Value

ODBC Data Sources

Demo2

Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0

Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0

driver

c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.dll

Demo2

AutoStop

yes

Demo2

Database

c:\demo2\db\demo2.db

Demo2

DatabaseFile

c:\demo2\db\demo2.db

Demo2

DatabaseName

Demo2

Demo2

Driver

c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.dll

Demo2

PWD

sql

Demo2

Start

c:\sqlany50\win16\rtdsk50w.exe

Demo2

UID

dba

When you are finished, the list should look like the following.

Figure 97. Win16 Demo2 Database Windows INI Configuration

Click on OK to save the information to memory. The contents of the d2db16.bat
are shown below.

@echo off
rem ″d2db16.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
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set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WEDITINI% -g ″ODBC Data Sources″ -n ″Demo2″
-v ″Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0″ -n ″driver″
-v ″c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.dll″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″AutoStop″ -v ″yes″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″Database″ -v ″c:\demo2\db\demo2.db″
″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″DatabaseFile″ -v ″c:\demo2\db\demo2.db″
″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
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%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″DatabaseName″ -v ″Demo2″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″Driver″ -v
″c:\sqlany50\win16\wod50w.dll″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″PWD″ -v ″sql″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″Start″ -v
″c:\sqlany50\win16\rtdsk50w.exe″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
%WEDITINI% -g ″Demo2″ -n ″UID″ -v ″dba″ ″ODBC.ini″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in d2db16.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
The last thing we need to do is add this batch file as an after install script.
Select the Installation Programs category and fill in the information as shown
below.
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Figure 98. Win16 Demo2 Database Installation Programs

Close this window to save the component information.
This completes our database server components descriptions. Now we are
ready to move on to the component descriptions which will make up the client
function.

4.2.2.4 PowerBuilder Run-Time Components
Our first client components are the PowerBuilder run-time DLLs which are
necessary to execute a PB5 application. We will make one component for the
32-bit DLLs and another for the 16-bit DLLs.
Click New on the File pull down menu or click on the New icon on the tool bar.
Expand the PowerBuilder 5.0 32 section of the Templates tree and click on PB 5.0
32-bit DLLs. In the File Name field, we will give this component description file a
name of d2dll32 and in the Component Name field, we will provide a value of
Win32 PowerBuilder run-time DLLs. The version is 1.0.a. Select the Create
Component File push button, and then click on Done to close the Select File Type
window.
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Figure 99. Creating the Win32 PowerBuilder Run-time DLL Component File

The categories we will use for this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, and File List. Each of these were discussed in detail in 4.2.2.1,
“ODBC Connectivity Driver Components” on page 70; therefore, we will only
describe what to enter for the Win32 PowerBuilder run-time DLLs Component in
this section.
In the Component Data category, we want to select client in the Function field
and Win32 as the Destination. As with the previous components, the Component
Name and Version fields already have values in them from the information
specified in the previous window, and a meaningful description for the
component should be provided in the Description field. Select Apply to save the
information before continuing on to our next category which we need to define,
Directory Definitions.
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Figure 100. Win32 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLL, Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to display its information. There is
only one predefined Symbolic directory name, called Product library, to chose
from, as a result of the PB 5.0 32-bit DLLs template, which we chose in Figure 99
on page 122. For the source path, we will provide a value of
/export/home/Tivoli/software/PowerBuilder/pb5i32dk. This directory contains all
the run-time DLLs for both a PowerBuilder application and SQL Anywhere (we
already specified the SQL Anywhere 32 bit run-time component). For the
destination path, we will specify a value of c:\pwrs\sys32. Click on the Update
button to modify these paths in the list box.

Figure 101. Win32 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLL, Directory Definitions
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Now that our Directory Definitions have been defined, we need to associate all of
our run-time DLL files with these directory definitions. Click on the File List
category. You will find a list of the PowerBuilder run-time files, which are all
pre-designated with the Product library directory symbolic file name.

Figure 102. Win32 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLL, File List

This is all we need to specify for the Win32 PowerBuilder run-time DLLs. Close
the window to save the information to the d2dll32.cdf file. Click on the Save icon
on the tool bar to update the component list in the pb_demo2.aof file.
To create the Win16 PowerBuilder run-time Dlls, we will follow the same
procedure. Create a new component file with the following information.
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Figure 103. Win16 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLLs Component Data File Creation

Create the component file and then select Component Data. Enter the following
information.

Figure 104. Win16 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLLs Component Data

Select the Directory Definitions category and enter

/export/home/Tivoli/software/PowerBuilder/pb5i16dk as the Source path for both
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the System library and Product library symbolic directory names. The
Destination path values are OK.

Figure 105. Win16 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLLs Directory Definitions

All the other category information is fine. Close the window to save the data.
This completes describing the PowerBuilder run-time components.

4.2.2.5 Demo2 Client Application Components
The last components to define are the ones that everyone sees, the Demo2 client
application components. Defining the PowerBuilder 32-bit component will be the
same as all the others except for the addition of a wizard which will add a
non-visual object to your application .PBL and add internal instrumentation
function calls to the application object events, which we will use to incorporate
event generation capabilities into the client application. Implementing this
instrumentation will allow us to send internally generated events to the TMA
event viewer.
As with all the previous component descriptions, select New from the File pull
down menu or click on the New icon on the tool bar to open the Select File Type
window. Expand the PowerBuilder 5.0 32 Entry and select the PowerBuilder 5.0
32 executable template. In the Filename field, we will specify a value of d2exe32.
The Component Name field will contain the value Win32 Demo2 Exe and the
Version will be 1.0.a. After all the information has been specified, select the
Create Component File push button to create the component description file
template.
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Figure 106. Creating the Executable Component

The PB 5.0 32 executable template is the only template that starts a wizard for
adding application management capabilities to your program code. After you
have selected the Create Component File push button, you will see a wizard that,
if you choose to, will add a non- visual object and minimal instrumentation code
into your PowerBuilder program code. We will step through the wizard, since we
do wish to incorporate event generation capabilities from within the application
itself. The first wizard screen lists all the PowerBuilder applications that are
defined in your pb.ini file. We want to create instrumentation for the
tivoli_ams_demo_2 application, so we will select that application and proceed
through the wizard by selecting the N e x t > push button.
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Figure 107. Application Instrumentation Wizard

The wizard will now do a file check and display a somewhat confusing error
message.

Figure 108. Ignore This Error if the pbl Exists

It states it is trying to find a PBL file yet the path is to a PBD file. This appears
to be a bug in the wizard. It appears to be looking for an amsdemo2.pbd file
when it really should be looking for the amsdemo2.pbl file. If your PBL file exists
in the correct directory, this error can be ignored.
Note: The file type .pbd is a valid PowerBuilder file type. It is an executable
library file similar to a DLL except that it can only be used by a PowerBuilder
developed application. This type of file is created when the program is compiled
into executable code. Since we are adding an object and functions with this
wizard, the application will have to be compiled to create executables that
contain this code. Consequently a new PBD file would be created anyway.
Next, you will see a Create File List window where we will specify what files will
make up the PowerBuilder 5.0 32 executables component. The wizard looks for
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a project object in your PowerBuilder libraries and shows the one it finds in the
Application libraries and project objects section of the window. A list of the files
the project object references is displayed in the Files in project object section of
the window, along with two more files, teceif.dll and teceif.cfg. The teceif (T/EC
event integration facility) files are needed to pass event information from your
internally instrumented PowerBuilder code to the TMA Event Viewer and/or the
T/EC console.

Figure 109. Selecting Application Files Using the Wizard

To add the desired files one at a time, click on the desired file in the Files in
project object section of the window and then click on Add Selected File. Repeat
this process until you have added all the files you wish. We want to add all the
files, which will most likely be the case for most applications, since the project
object should contain all the necessary files for creating the executables for an
application, so we click on Add All Files. Select the N e x t > push button to go to
the next frame.
The next window you will see asks if you want to add the application response
measurement DLL to your application. The ARM Support .DLL should be added
only if the application that you are AMS-enabling has been instrumented to use
the Application Response Measurement API. Selecting the push button to add
the ARM .DLL to the file list will automatically add the name of the ARM Support
.DLL for your platform to the File List. Our application does not use the ARM
API, so we selected N e x t > to bypass this option.
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Figure 110. Application Response Measurement

The next wizard frame will allow us to automatically add a PowerBuilder
non-visual object (NVO) to our code that contains the foreign function calls to the
teceif.dll for instrumenting our code.
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Figure 111. Adding TECEIF User Object Using Wizard

We wish to add the NVO to our PowerBuilder library file, so we select the
PowerBuilder library file, amsdemo2.PBL, in the Application libraries and User
Objects section of the window and click on Add TECEIF User Object. A warning
message pops up at this point with a notification that our .pbl file will be
modified.

Figure 112. Adding TECEIF User Object Warning Message

We selected the OK push button on the warning message to add the object. The
results of the import are displayed in the Import Status section of the wizard
window.
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Figure 113. Successful Import of TECEIF Non-Visual Object

Our import succeeded, so we will proceed through the wizard by selecting the
N e x t > push button.
Our last step in the wizard is to add the basic instrumentation to our code. This
will be done by adding functions provided by the NVO to the application object
events we specify. The application object is the only place this wizard will
automatically add instrumentation function calls. As the developer of an
application, you will have to add function calls, such as SQLerrorEvent and
ApplicationErrorEvent, to your code as appropriate for the application. See
Appendix C, “PowerBuilder Demo Application Architecture” on page 295 for
further information on adding function calls into a PowerBuilder application.
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Figure 114. Adding Instrumentation Code Using Wizard

At the Add Inst. window, we select which application object events we want to
automatically add code to from the Select the events to add to the application
object section. The Application object contents section allows us to see the
source code for the application object that will be updated when we choose to
add the instrumentation. To automatically add the instrumentation, click on the
App Instrumentation push button. Once the App Instrumentation push button is
selected, another warning pop-up is displayed, notifying us that our .pbl file will
be modified.

Figure 115. Modification of PBL Warning Message

We selected the OK push button on the warning message and the results of the
import are displayed in the Import results section of the wizard window. Our
import was successful, so we will proceed through the wizard by selecting the
N e x t > push button.
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Figure 116. After Installing Instrumentation Code

The last window of the wizard simply informs you that Tivoli has included a help
file to help you understand how to instrument your application. The help file,
named PB_EIF.HLP, is in the \PB50 directory under the location where you
extracted the Developer Kit. Double clicking on this file from a file manager will
start the windows help program and allow you to read it. Click on Finish to end
the wizard.
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Figure 117. Pointer to Additional Information in Wizard

When you have ended the wizard, you will be returned to the Select File Type
window. Click on Done to close the window, which will bring you to the
Component Data category for our Demo2 Client Application component, where
we will add the needed definitions to the component description file. The
categories we will use to define this component are Component Data, Directory
Definitions, File List, Installation Dependencies, and Windows Configuration.
Each of these were discussed in detail in 4.2.2.1, “ODBC Connectivity Driver
Components” on page 70; therefore we will only describe what to enter for the
Win32 Demo2 Exe Component in this section.
This software component belongs to the client function, so we select client in the
Function field. Our destination field will contain Win32, and a Description was
entered in the Description field. Select the Apply push button to save the
information before proceeding to the next category.
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Figure 118. Win32 Demo2 Exe Component Data

Click on the Directory Definitions category to proceed to our next category. The
PB 5.0 32 executable template provided one Symbolic directory name called
Product executables. We entered a source path of
/export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/exe and a target machine destination path of
c:\demo2. Click on the Update push button to modify these paths in the list box.

Figure 119. Win32 Demo2 Exe Directory Definitions

The next component category that we wish to define for our Demo2 client
application component is the File List category. Since we completed the wizard
earlier in this section, the file list is already populated with the files we chose;
however, we need to add one more file which was not offered in the wizard. If
you did not use the wizard, or if you need to add files to the component as we
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must now, you will have to manually add the files to the list in this window. The
only file we need to add is the demo2.ini file which is in the Product executables
directory. Enter this file name in the File name field and select the Product
executables directory for both the Source and Destination Directories. Click on
Add to add the file to the list.

Figure 120. Win32 Demo2 Exe File List

For the client application component we want an installation dependency to
determine if the Demo2 database has been installed. A simple way to check this
is to look at the registry key
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data Sources and see if
there is an entry for Demo2 with a value of Sybase SQL Anywhere 5.0.
Click on the Installation Dependencies category. In the Type name field, select
registry entry. In the fully qualified key path field, enter
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ODBC\ODBC.INI\ODBC Data Sources. In the value entry
name field, enter Demo2. In the required entry value(s) field, specify Sybase SQL
Anywhere 5.0. Click on the Add button to add this registry entry to the list box.
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Figure 121. Win32 Demo2 Exe Installation Dependencies

Next we need to add registry information in the Windows Configuration category.
We need to register the application path. Select Windows Configuration from the
component category tree.

Figure 122. Win32 Demo2 Exe Initial Windows Configuration

From the Windows Configuration window, select the Configure push button, and
then click on the Registry Entries tab. Select HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE as the
Registry base key, and enter SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App
Paths\tivoli_ams_demo_2.exe as the Registry key. Enter ″″ as the Registry item,
noting that we really want to leave this field blank, but to work around the
Developer Kit requirement that a value be in this field, we added ″″. We will
remove the extra set of double quotes after the batch file is created and before
we import the application or description file into a Tivoli-based management
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environment. Add c:\pb_ams\demo2\tivoli_ams_demo_2.exe as the Registry Value.
Select the Add push button to add the entry to the list.

Figure 123. Win32 Demo2 Exe Windows Configuration Registry Entries

Select the OK push button to return to the Windows Configuration window. You
will see the pop-up window informing you that a d2exe32.bat file has been
created that needs to be added as an after installation script in the Installation
Programs category.
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Figure 124. Win32 Demo2 Exe Final Windows Configuration

The following is a listing of the d2exe32.bat created in the amst\files directory.

@echo off
rem ″d2exe32.bat″ - an installation program for Windows Configuration
if ″x%CHILD_OF_OSERV%″ == ″x″ goto PCmn
rem NT managed node, utility commands are in path
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
set WADDICON=wrunui waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn
rem PC managed node, find utility commands
if not exist CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn2
set WSETERR=cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=cli\weditini
set WADDICON=cli\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn2
if ″%TMECLI%″ == ″″ goto PCmn3
if not exist ″%TMECLI%″\WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn3
set WSETERR=″%TMECLI%″\wseterr
set WSETVAL=″%TMECLI%″\wsetval
set WEDITINI=″%TMECLI%″\weditini
set WADDICON=″%TMECLI%″\waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn3
if not exist WSETERR.EXE goto PCmn4
set WSETERR=wseterr
set WSETVAL=wsetval
set WEDITINI=weditini
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set WADDICON=waddicon
goto doit
:PCmn4
if not exist \TIVOLI\TMEAGENT\WIN32\CLI\WSETERR.EXE goto noUtils
set WSETERR=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wseterr
set WSETVAL=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\wsetval
set WEDITINI=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\weditini
set WADDICON=\tivoli\tmeagent\win32\cli\waddicon
goto doit
:doit
%WSETVAL% -h HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -k
″SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\App
Paths\tivoli_ams_demo2.exe″
-n ″″″″ -v ″c:\demo2\tivoli_ams_demo2.exe″
if not errorlevel 0 goto errExit
goto normExit
:noUtils
echo Error in d2exe32.bat: did not find CLI utilities
goto end
:errExit
%WSETERR% 1
goto end
:normExit
%WSETERR% 0
goto end
:end
The last pieces of information we need to add to this component description file
are the installation programs. Click on the Installation Programs category. First,
we will add the batch file, d2exe32.bat, which was created for us from the
information we provided in the Windows Configuration category. We want to add
this as an after install program, so in the Program Function field, select After
Install. For the Program file name, we specify d2exe32.bat. We want this batch
file to be run from the product executables directory, so in the Symbolic name
field, we have selected Product executables directory, and select the Add push
button to add this install program to the list box.
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Figure 125. Win32 Demo2 Exe Installation Programs

We have no more information to add for this component, so we can close the
Win32 Demo2 Exe window. This will save the information to the d2exe32.cdf file.
Click on the Save icon on the tool bar to update the component list in the
pb_demo2.aof file.
The last component to create is the Win16 Demo2 Exe component. This will be
done the same way as the Win32 Demo2 Exe component with one notable
exception. The wizard which added the non-visual object and event generation
code to our PowerBuilder source code is not called for the PowerBuilder 16-bit
code executables. The PowerBuilder development environment is a 32-bit
system and will only run on a Win32 platform. Therefore, the only time it makes
sense to add objects and script is in the 32-bit executable code development.
Once the application has been developed, it can be compiled into both 32-bit and
16-bit executable files. We have created the 16-bit executables prior to this time
and are now ready to describe the component.
The description process is the same as for any of the other components. For the
Component Data, Windows 3.x is the destination operating system.
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Figure 126. Win16 Demo2 Exe Component Data

Next we need to define the directory structure. We will add a symbolic Product
executables directory, with a source directory of
/export/home/Tivoli/software/demo2/exe/Win16 and a destination directory of
c:\demo2.

Figure 127. Win16 Demo2 Exe Directory Definitions

The last piece of information we need to add to the component description file is
the file list. There are no dependencies, Windows configurations, or any other
management information that needs to be defined for this component. For our
file list, we will be adding the same four files that we added for the Win32 Demo2
Exe component.
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Figure 128. Win16 Demo2 Exe Directory Definitions

Once the file list information has been added, you can exit the Developer Kit.
This completes the description of our Two Tier Application example using the
Tivoli Developer Kit program. We now need to copy all the application source
files to our software server in the locations we specified when defining the
components. We also must copy the application object file (.aof) and the
application description files (.gdf and .cdfs) to the server. In addition, we need to
edit the Windows Configuration installation programs that the Developer Kit
created that contain an extra set of double quotes in the WSETVAL commands
that we had pointed out in 4.2.2.1, “ODBC Connectivity Driver Components” on
page 70, 4.2.2.2, “SQL Anywhere Run-time Components” on page 92, and in
4.2.2.5, “Demo2 Client Application Components” on page 126. The installation
programs also need to be copied to the software server in the locations we
specified using the Developer Kit. The two operational task programs that we
created were copied to the software server as part of the source code. Once all
of the files have been copied to the software server, you can then load the
application definition into TMA, where the application can be managed, or import
the component description files into TME. See Chapter 6, “Managing
Applications with Tivoli Manager for Applications” on page 215 for details on
importing application definitions and managing applications using Tivoli Manager
for Applications.
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Chapter 5. Setting Up a Tivoli Manager for Applications Environment
In this chapter we show you how to set up the Tivoli Manager for Applications
2.0 (TMA) environment. TMA, Tivoli′s application management workgroup
solution, is actually a bundling of the TME 10 Platform, TME 10 Distributed
Monitoring, TME 10 Software Distribution, TME 10 Enterprise Console, and a TMA
Console into one installation package. In fact, you will see during the TMA
environment installation, the product name TME used instead of TMA on some
installation windows, since much of the actual TME environment installation is
being used here. As this is a workgroup solution, valid configurations and
functionality have been simplified. The TMA server and T/EC server reside on
the same system, and you are limited to one Tivoli management region (TMR),
unable to interconnect with other TMA regions.
The supported platforms for TMA v2.0 are:
•

TMA Server - TME Tier 1 Supported UNIX Platforms

•

Managed Nodes - Tier 1 UNIX and Windows NT

•

PC Managed Nodes - Windows NT, Windows 95, and 3.x

•

TMA Console - Windows NT

Refer to the Release Notes shipped with TMA for the specific versions of the
operating systems that are supported.
The following steps must be performed in order to set up your TMA environment:
1. Install and configure a Tivoli/Enterprise Console supported database
2. Install and configure the TMA server
3. Install the TMA console
4. Install and define managed nodes
5. Install and define PC managed nodes

5.1 Installing and Configuring a T/EC Supported Database
Prior to installing the TMA server, a T/EC supported database must be installed
and configured on a system that is accessible to the TMA server. The T/EC
product which is bundled in TMA supports Sybase 10.x and Oracle 7.x.
The relational database management system (RDBMS) should be installed
before the TMA Server, because you are prompted for database parameters
during the TMA Server installation.
If there is already a supported database system on your server, you should
contact the database owner to help you set up the required parameters since
they might vary from the ones we have chosen.
We have chosen Oracle 7.1.6 for AIX as our database.

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1997
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5.1.1 Preparing for the RDBMS Installation
Prior to starting the actual installation of Oracle for our AIX system, there were a
number of steps we had to perform to prepare our system for the Oracle
installation, which we have outlined below:
1. Create dba and oper groups

# mkgroup ′ -A′ dba
# mkgroup ′ -A′ oper
2. Create a user ID named oracle

# mkuser pgrp=′ dba′ groups=′ dba′ home=′ / home/oracle′ oracle
3. Create an ORACLE_HOME directory. We have chosen /usr/local/oracle . This
directory needs about 310 MB of DASD, which sums up to a total of 360 MB
needed, when adding the needed 50 MB in step 1.
4. Change the directory access permissions to owner oracle , group dba and
mode 755.

# chown oracle /usr/local/oracle
# chgrp dba /usr/local/oracle
# chmod 755 /usr/local/oracle
5. Create a local bin directory. We have chosen /usr/lbin .

# mkdir /usr/lbin
6. As user oracle, create a documentation directory.

#su oracle
$mkdir /usr/local/oracle/docs
7. Set your environment variables as user oracle. This is achieved by writing
and running a simple shell script, which we created in /home/oracle and
called db_setup.sh, shown below:

#!/bin/ksh
export ORACLE_OWNER=oracle
export ORACLE_HOME=/usr/local/oracle
export PATH=$ORACLE_HOME/bin:/usr/lbin:$PATH
export ORACLE_SID=sid1
Note: You′ll want to make sure that the shell script has user executable
permission. You will also want to have these environment variables set
each time you switch to the oracle user ID. We added the shell script to
oracle′s .profile to allow this to happen automatically.
8. Mount the CD-ROM drive and create a link directory as root. Be sure that
this link directory has 50 MB of free space.

$su root
# mkdir /mount_point
# chmod 777 /mount_point
# mount -rv cdrfs /dev/cd0 /mount_point
# mkdir /oracle_link
# chmod 777 /oracle_link
# exit
$
9. Provide links from UNIX filenames to the CD-ROM. This process may take
up to ten minutes to perform.

# cd /mount_point/orainst
# ./start.sh
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Figure 129. Create Symbolic Links for Oracle Install

10. Install the post-wait driver kernel extensions as root.

# cd /oracle_link/orainst
# ./rootpre.sh
Installing kernel extensions...
Configuring Asynchronous I/O...
aio0 Available
aio0 changed
#

5.1.2 Installing the RDBMS
We are now ready to start the actual installation of the RDBMS. Ensure that you
are currently logged in as oracle when initiating the installation, shown below.
This process may take about an hour.

$ id
uid=202(oracle) gid=203(dba) groups=1(staff)
$ cd /oracle_link/orainst
$ ./orainst
Note: When we first attempted to initiate the oracle installation, we received an
error message that stated we were not running under a supported terminal type
for the procedure. If you receive this error, set your TERM variable to a
supported type. We set our TERM variable with the following command:

# xterm -T rs60008 -n 15 -fn rom14 -bg cyan -fg black -e tn rs60008 &
where rs60008 is the host name of our AIX system.
Once the installation has started, you will be prompted for the location of your
ORACLE_HOME directory, shown below, followed by the location of your
ORACLE_DOCS directory, which we defined in 5.1.1, “Preparing for the RDBMS
Installation” on page 146.
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Figure 130. Specify ORACLE_HOME location

Next, we are asked to confirm that rootpre.sh has been run. We have already
run this script, so we selected Yes to proceed with installation.
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Figure 131. Confirm Pre-Installation OS Preperation

We are then prompted for the name of the ORACLE owner.
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Figure 132. Screen Cap

At the Install Actions window, we are asked to select an action for the Installer.
We do not have a previous copy of Oracle on our system, so we selected
COMPLETE SOFTWARE/DATABASE FRESH INSTALL.
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Figure 133. Specify Oracle Installer Action

Next, we are prompted for the value of our ORACLE_SID.
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Figure 134. Specify ORACLE_SID Value

When asked if you would like to relink Oracle product executables, select No.
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Figure 135. Relink A l l Executables?

You will then see an Information window which tells you the location of the
installation log and also notifies you of a post-installation script that will need to
be run after the Installer completes.
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Figure 136. Oracle Installer Information Window

When you reach the Available Products window, you will need to select the
products you want to install. We installed the following products:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ORACLE7 Server (RDBMS) (required)
SQL*Plus (required)
SQL*NET V2 (required)
Oracle TCP/IP Adapter V2.1 (?)
Oracle Network Manager V2.1 (recommended)
Oracle UNIX Installer and Documentation (recommended)
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Figure 137. Select Available Products to Install

You will then be prompted, through a series of windows, to select privileged
groups and set passwords.
•
•
•
•
•

•

For the DBA group, we entered dba.
For the OSOPER group, we entered dba.
For the Database name, we entered sidl.
We did not choose to set passwords for the internal users, dba and operator.
We did not choose to configure MTS and start SQL*NET listener
automatically.
We accepted the default file names for the Control files and the database.
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You should see files being loaded from your CD mount point to your system.

Figure 138. Loading Oracle Files Progress Indicator

Once all files have been loaded, you should see an Install Completed window
displayed.
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Figure 139. Oracle Install Completed Window

5.1.3 Post-Installation Tasks
Once the Installer has completed installing all the needed files onto your system,
there are a few post installation tasks which must be performed prior to
configuring your database environment.
1. Login as root, and set your database environment variables by running
db_setup.sh
2. Run the root.sh script that was created during the Oracle installation. You
will be asked to confirm your environment variables and to specify the local
bin directory. If you receive a message that states that ORACLE_HOME does
not match the home directory for oracle, specify Y to continue.
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Figure 140. Running Oracle root.sh Script

3. Set up automatic database startup during a reboot by editing /etc/oratab so
that it contains a line which reads:

sid1:/usr/local/oracle:Y
instead of

sid1:/usr/local/oracle:N
4. To automatically start the database at system restart enter the following
command from an aixterm window:

# mkitab ″oracle:2:wait:/bin/su oracle -c $ORACLE_HOME/bin/dbstart″
This command creates the entry in your /etc/inittab file.
We have completed the necessary steps to install the needed Oracle products
for use in our TME environment. Now we must configure SQL*Net to make our
database environment setup complete.

5.1.4 Configuring SQL*Net
SQL*Net enables client/server and server/server communications across a
network. SQL*Net allows clients and servers to connect to each other, send data
and data responses, and it resolves all differences between the internal data
representations of the communicating systems. When a connection request is
initiated by a client or a server, SQL*Net receives the connection request and
passes it to the database, as an SQL statement.
In order for SQL*Net to function properly, certain network definitions must be
defined on the clients and servers in the database environment. We used
Network Manager, which we installed in 5.1.2, “Installing the RDBMS” on
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page 147, to create these network definition files. Optionally, you can manually
create these definition files using the SQL*Net documentation provided with
Oracle. Since our database environment only consists of one client and one
server, who both happen to reside on the same AIX system, this option is not an
unsurmountable task.
Using NetWork Manager, we will be defining a single protocol, one community
network, without an Oracle Names server. Network Manager is located in our
$ORACLE_HOME/bin directory, and is started by issuing the command netman.
Shown below is the main NetWork Manager Object List window which you are
presented with when you start the utility. To correctly configure SQL*Net for our
environment, we must create Community, Node, and Database Listener property
sheets.

Figure 141. Network Manager Object List Window

From the Object List window, select Community in the Class list box, and then
select the Create.. push button.
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Figure 142. Network Manager Community Property Sheet

In the Name field, we must give our community a name. A common convention
is to use the underlying protocol in the name, so we chose tcpcom. Since we
have only one domain, our local domain, we should leave the Domain field
default value of world. The last field we need to address in this window is the
Protocol field. From the drop-down list box, we selected TCP/IP. All other fields
can be ignored on this window. Select the OK push button to create the
Community property sheet and return to the main Object List window.
Next we need to create our Node property sheet. From the main Object List
window, select Node from the Class list box and select the Create.. push button.

Figure 143. Network Manager Node Property Sheet

In the Node window, the Name field should contain the name of the node. A
node is any computer that provides a service on the database network, such as
an Oracle server, a Names server, or an Interchange. For our network, we only
have one node, the Oracle server, so we entered the name of that node, rs60008.
As in the Community window, the Domain field should be left as is. From the
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Type field, we selected UNIX Server, which represents the operating system of
the node. The last piece of information that we need to specify in the Node
window is the community which this node belongs to. We only have one
community, which we defined in Figure 142 on page 160, tcpcom.world. Select
the Link.. push button, and select this community name. The Client Profile value
on the Node window is automatically generated from the community information
which we just entered for this node. Select the OK push button to create the
Node property sheet and return to the Object List main window.
Our last property sheet which needs to be defined is the Listener property sheet.
From the Object List main window, select Database Listener from the Class list
box and select the Create.. push button.

Figure 144. Network Manager Listener Property Sheet

In the Listener window, our first two fields, Name and Node, have been defaulted
to values for us already, and are correct. We could change the Name to a value
other than Listener, but that would require additional configuration elsewhere, so
we decided to leave it at the recommened default value. Our Node field value,
rs60008.world, is the only node which we have defined, so it must be our
Listener. To define our address, select the Create.. push button under the
Addresses: field, which brings us to the following window:
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Figure 145. Network Manager Address Window

From the Addres window, once we select our community name of tcpcom.world,
all of the required information is automatically generated for us (tcp protocol,
host name, and port number). Select OK to return to the Listener window.
The last piece of information which we need to provide for the Listener property
sheet is the Database. Select the Create.. push button under the Databases:
field, and we will see the following window:
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Figure 146. Network Manager Database Window

From the Database window, we must specify the service name of the database in
the Name field. Our database name is sidl. In the node field, we specify which
node the database resides on, which is rs60008.world, our only defined node.
We must also enter the service identifier in the SID field, which is sidl for our
environment. We must also provide the value of our ORACLE_HOME directory,
which we have previously defined to be /usr/local/oracle. This is all the
needed information for our environment, so select the OK push button to return
to the now complete Listener window, shown below.
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Figure 147. Network Manager Listener Property Sheet

Select the OK push button on the Listener window to create the Listener
property sheet. We are now ready to save the information which we defined in
our property sheets to a network definition file and to generate the configuration
files for our network. Before we do this, it is a good idea to verify that the
information which was entered into the property sheets is consistent and
complete. From the Oracle Network Manager Window, select Validate from the
File pull down menu. You should receive a pop-up message confirming that all
the objects are valid.
To save the information into a network definition file, select Save from the File
pull down menu. You will be presented with a Filter window.

Figure 148. Network Manager Save Filter Window

The Object Access default value of File System and the Display default value of
Network Definitions are what we want selected, so select the OK push button to
be brought to the Save File window.
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Figure 149. Network Manager Save File Window

When providing a file name in the Save to File:- field, do not specify a file
extension, as an extension of .net will be added for you. We made this mistake
the first time we went through this exercise, and Network Manager did not give
us an error when we specified an extension, but it did not append the needed
.net extension at the end of the file name. This resulted in our network
definitions not being saved correctly, and not being retrievable by the utility once
they were saved under the invalid name. The default directory location is your
current working directory. We kept the default directory location and a file name
of oracle_ndf, as shown in Figure 149. Select the OK push button after you have
specified a file name to save the network definitions to.
We are now ready to generate the configuration files for our network. Select
Generate from the File pull down menu. You will be presented with an Export
Network Definition window, shown below.

Figure 150. NetWork Manager Export Network Definition Window
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We wish to export the network definitions to a File System only, so select the File
System radio button and select OK.. to close the window. You will now see an
Open File window, where you will specify a directory to export the definitions to.

Figure 151. Network Manager Open File Window

As in Figure 149 on page 165, the default directory location is your current
working directory. We selected the default directory and then selected the OK
push button to create the network definition files.
In our /usr/local/oracle/orainst directory, which we specified in Figure 151, we
now have a new directory, oracle_ndf, which has two newly created directories
under it, rs60008_world and tcpcom_world. The network definition files that were
generated by NetWork Manager are placed in these directories. The needed
network definition files for clients in our database environment are located in
tcpcom_world. These files are tnsnames.ora and sqlnet.ora. The needed
network definition files for our node rs60008_world are located in that
subdirectory, and they are tnsnames.ora, sqlnet.ora, and listener.ora. The
tnsnames.ora file is the basic SQL*Net V2 alias file which contains a list of the
service names of all the databases and Interchanges in the local region. It is
required on every database client and server that will be performing distribution
transactions through database links. The sqlnet.ora file contains logging and
tracing diagnostic parameters for SQL*Net V2 clients and servers. By default,
without this file, all errors are logged to a file called sqlnet.log. This log typically
contains sufficient debugging information, but the sqlnet.ora file created by
NetWork Manager can be used to specify additional diagnostic parameters. The
listener.ora file is required on every server to start and run a network listener.
Now we must distribute these files to their appropriate locations on our network.
Since we only have one system, our aix system, which currently has the network
definition files on it, which needs the files, we will manually copy the files in
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rs60008_world to their appropriate location. Alternatively, there is a NetFetch
utility that is installed with SQL*Net which could be used to distribute the files
across the Oracle environment to the necessary systems. The SQL*Net directory
search order which Oracle uses to locate these network definition files is:
1. $TNS_ADMIN, where TNS_ADMIN is an optional environment variable which
you may set if desired.
2. /etc
3. /$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin
We have chosen to copy our files into /$ORACLE_HOME/network/admin. See
Appendix D, “Oracle SQL*Net V2 Network Definition Files for RS60008” on
page 311 for a copy of our actual network definition files which we generated
here at the ITSO for this project.
The last step required to make our Oracle setup complete for use in our TMA
environment is to set the TWO_TASK environment variable on the client, which
is our AIX system. This variable specifies which entry in tnsnames.ora the client
will use to connect to the desired Oracle database server. Of course, in our
simple environment, we only have one entry in the client′s tnsnames.ora file,
since we only have one server, but the TWO_TASK environment variable still
must be set in order to communicate to that server.

#export TWO_TASK=sidl.world

5.2 Installing and Configuring the TMA Server
If you are familiar with the installation procedure for TME, you will see that the
procedure for installing the TMA server is quite similar, since it is essentially the
TME 10 products under the covers. You should create an installation directory
on your UNIX server and start the pre-installation shell script from within that
installation directory. The pre-installation shell script, WPREINST.SH, creates a
number of temporary directories and symbolic links that are used in the TMA
server installation process, and if all of this information is created in an
installation directory, it is easier to manage.
Typically, this pre-installation shell script would be executed from a mounted
CD-ROM, which contains the TMA CD, but we had placed a copy of the code in a
directory /software_server/TMAW_23. We created a subdirectory /tmp/tma_inst
to initiate WPREINST.SH from.

rs60008:/tmp/tma_inst # /software_server/TMAW_23/WPREINST.SH
to install, type ./wserver -c /software_server/TMAW_23
rs60008:/tmp/tma_inst #
Once this shell script is run, you will be instructed on how to proceed with the
installation of the server. Be sure to type the wserver command exactly as
shown and from your current, temporary directory where you executed the
WPREINST.SH script from, as this will correctly use the temporary files and
symbolic links that have been created for the installation.
After the server command has been issued, you will be presented with a window
where you can specify the location of the directories where you want the server
code installed in.
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Figure 152. Default TMA Server Installation Directory Locations

Although not typically necessary, in our case, we chose to change the locations
of the directories to the following locations:
Table 7. Customized TMA Server Directory Locations
Code To Be Installed

Default Value

Customized Value

Libraries

/usr/local/Tivoli/lib

/TMA/Tivoli/lib

Binaries

/usr/local/Tivoli/bin

/TMA/Tivoli/bin

Server Database

/var/spool/Tivoli

/TMA/spool/Tivoli

Message Catalogs

/usr/local/Tivoli/msg_cat

/TMA/Tivoli/msg_cat
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Figure 153. Customizing TMA Server Directory Locations

Whatever the chosen directory locations, ensure that you have enough disk
space for the TMA environment and server database in them. 250 MB disk
space for the TMA environment and 150 MB disk space for the database server
was sufficient for our environment.
Before selecting the Set push button, we also selected the box to create
″Specified Directories″ if missing when installing. After selecting the Set push
button, you are then brought to the TME Install window, shown in Figure 155 on
page 170. You may notice that behind this window, there is an Install Tivoli
Server window, which contains your license key and TMA server name, as
shown below:
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Figure 154. Specifying TMA Server License Key and Name

Typically you should not have to change anything on this window, which is why it
has been placed behind the TME Install window. The Install Options push button
will bring you back to the window shown in Figure 153 on page 169.
The TME Install window is an information window which notifies you of the code
that will be copied over into the directories specified in Figure 153 on page 169.

Figure 155. TMA Server Installation Confirmation Window

Select the Continue Install push button to proceed with the installation.
An Installation Progress window will be displayed, where you can monitor the
progress of the server installation, shown below:
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Figure 156. TMA Server Installation Progress Window

Any errors affecting the installation will be logged in this window. Once the
progress window indicates that the TMA Server installation is complete, select
the OK push button. If you selected the Install push button on Figure 153 on
page 169, then you will be returned to that window at this point, where you will
need to select Cancel in order to proceed to the portion of the installation where
the database will be configured for use with T/EC.
Typically, the Configure_Database shell script is started automatically for you at
this point. However, on a couple of occasions we have received an xterm
display failure error message and the Configure_Database shell script was
unable to run. If you run into this error, you can manually run
Configure_Database. You must first set the Tivoli environment variables by
running setup_env.sh, which is located in /etc/Tivoli. The Configure_Database
shell script is located in TMA′s binaries directory. In our case, it was specifically
located in /TMA/Tivoli/bin/generic_unix/TME/TEC.
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Figure 157. Database Vendor Selection

The first Configure_Database window that you will see prompts you to select the
Database vendor that you have installed, Oracle or Sybase. We have installed
Oracle, so we specified 1.

Figure 158. Configure Database Confirmation

Next you are provided with an informational window that notifies you of what is
required of the database environment in order for this portion of the installation
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to complete successfully. Pressing return to continue brings you to the first of
four windows where you will be asked for values associated with your database
environment.

Figure 159. ORACLE_HOME Environment Variable Specification

Our ORACLE_HOME environment variable is set to a value of /usr/local/oracle.

Figure 160. ORACLE_SID Environment Variable Specification

Our ORACLE_SID environment variable is sidl.
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Figure 161. TWO_TASK Environment Variable Specification

The TWO_TASK environment variable is sidl.world.

Figure 162. SYS Account Password Specification

The last piece of information that we need to provide is the SYS account
password for Oracle so that the Tivoli database and user can be created. Note
that in Figure 162, the title reads ORACLE SYS ACCOUNT PASSWORD , but later
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in the same window it references the DBA password . You need to specify your
SYS account password, not your DBA password.

Figure 163. Confirmation of Values

You are given the opportunity to confirm the values that you have specified prior
to the actual database configuration process starting.

Figure 164. Configuration Progress and Completion Status

You will then see messages indicating the progress of the configuration. If the
configuration was successful, the last messages you see should indicate that the
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T/EC Server has initialized and is running, and that the configuration completed
successfully, as shown in Figure 164. If the configuration did not complete
successfully, the errors encountered and locations of logs are displayed in the
window, where you can look to resolve the problems encountered.
Some of the reasons why this step failed for us during this project were incorrect
values being provided for the environment variables that did not match with the
variables supplied during the Oracle installation, the Oracle LISTENER not being
started, and the TWO_TASK environment variable not being set.
The Configure_Database shell script can be rerun manually. You must first set
the Tivoli environment variables by running setup_env.sh, which is located in
/etc/Tivoli. The Configure_Database shell script is located in TMA′s binaries
directory. In our case, it was specifically located in
/TMA/Tivoli/bin/generic_unix/TME/TEC.
When the installation is complete, you may want to verify that TMA is running
and communicating properly with the database. After setting the TMA
environment variables, you can issue a couple of commands from the TMA
server to verify that your server is up and running and communicating with the
database. odadmin odlist should display your TMA server in the list of available
machines in the environment. wstatesvr will report whether or not your
database is running, and wgetrim tec will return information maintained by the
RIM (RDBMS Information Module) object which you might find helpful. It will
report the host, user, vendor, database ID, database home and server ID of the
database.

5.3 Installing the TMA Console
The TMA console allows you to perform the management of your applications
remotely from the TMA server. Most of the application management features of
the TMA server are available from the TMA console.
The installation of the TMA console is started by running setup.exe from the File
Manager or Windows Explorer on your NT system. In our case, we have copied
the code on to our hard drive, into the c:\code\console directory, which is where
we will run setup from. If you are installing the code directly from the shipped
installation medium, you would execute setup from the drive associated with the
installation medium.
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Figure 165. Selecting SETUP.EXE from File Manager

The TMA Console Setup window will be displayed and will guide you through the
installation of the TMA console. The < B a c k and N e x t > push buttons will
navigate you through the panels.
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Figure 166. TMA Console Setup Window

At the User Information window, you will be prompted to enter your name and
your Company name.

Figure 167. Specifying User Information

Next you will be asked to provide a destination drive and directory for the
installation. The Browse... push button gives you the opportunity to browse your
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directory structure to assist you in selecting a location if you choose not to use
the default installation location. We selected the default destination directory of
C:\Tivoli\TMA\.

Figure 168. Specifying Destination Location

You are then prompted to specify a Program Folder which will contain the TMA
Console program icons. You can use the default program folder name of Tivoli
Manager for Applications, create another new program folder name to contain
the TMA console icons, or you can choose for the program icons to be placed in
an existing program folder.
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Figure 169. Selecting Program Folder Name

At this point, setup will continue with the installation, transferring files to the
installation directory specified until the installation is complete.
After the installation has completed, you will be notified with a Setup is
Complete message.

Figure 170. TMA Console Setup Is Complete Message

Upon completion of the TMA Console installation, you should have a program
folder with the name that you specified during setup with the program icons in it
displayed below.
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Figure 171. Tivoli Manager for Applications Folder and Program Icons

5.4 Installing and Defining Managed Nodes
There are two main steps involved in creating managed nodes. First, we must
install the Tivoli Remote Execution Service, commonly referred to as TRIP, on
our managed nodes. Once TRIP is installed on the system, we can install and
set up the managed nodes so that they, and the PC managed nodes that they
control, can be managed. In this section we will step you through defining a
managed node on a Windows NT 3.5.1 system.

5.4.1 Installing TRIP
TRIP, or the Tivoli Remote Execution Service, is software that must be installed
on every managed node which allows TMA to execute commands remotely from
other machines on the network. This service is used for the remote installation
and removal of managed nodes.
The installation of TRIP on an NT system is started by running setup.exe from
the File Manager or Windows Explorer.
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Figure 172. Selecting SETUP.EXE from File Manager

The Tivoli Remote Execution Service Setup window will be displayed and guide
you through the installation of TRIP. The < B a c k and N e x t > push buttons will
navigate you through these panels.
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Figure 173. Installing Trip

When you reach the Choose Destination Location panel, select the Destination
Directory Location which you would like the TRIP code installed to.

Figure 174. Trip Destination Location Specification

You can use the Browse.. push button to change the destination directory. We
selected the default location of C:\TIVOLI\TRIP.
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Once the directory location has been chosen, you will see a progress indicator
which reflects the files being transferred to that location. Once the transfer has
been completed, you will see an information window notifying you that the Tivoli
Remote Execution Service has been started successfully and prompted to press
any key to continue.

Figure 175. Tivoli Remote Execution Service Information Window

Next you will receive a pop-up asking if you would like to review the README
file.

Figure 176. View README File Message

Following the README file message, you will receive another pop-up notifying
you that the Service setup is complete.
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Figure 177. Service Setup Complete Message

Selecting OK on the Service Setup Complete Message ends the setup process.
If you go to the Services window from the NT Control panel, you should see the
Tivoli Remote Execution Service running, as shown below.

Figure 178. Tivoli Remote Execution Service

5.4.2 Defining Managed Nodes Using the TMA Console
Once the Tivoli Remote Execution Service, or TRIP, is installed, you can now
install and set up your managed nodes, which will allow them to be manageable
in a TMA environment. This management includes receiving software
distribution packages, executing monitors, executing tasks, and sending events.
In this section, we will show you how to set up a managed node using the TMA
Console.
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Figure 179. TMA Folder

In the Tivoli Manager for Applications program folder, double-click on the
Managed Node Setup icon, which brings you to the Connect to Server window.

Figure 180. Selection of TMA Server

In the Connect to Server window, you must provide the TMA Server to connect
to, which will in turn manage the system you are defining. Since this release
only supports a UNIX-based TMA server and the TMA Console only runs on
Windows NT, the Connection Type will always be remote and you will need to
specify the host name of the TMA Server, along with a user ID and password for
access. The user ID and password must match one of the logins defined to TMA
using the Administrator Setup. By default, TMA adds the TMA server′s root user
ID, which is what we used. Once you have provided the information, select the
OK push button and you will see the Managed Node Setup window.
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Figure 181. Installing Managed Nodes

From this window, you will initiate the installation of the managed nodes, or
clients.
Here you may select the default access method that will be used when installing
the managed nodes. Trusted Host Access means that the TMA Server has
administrator access to the system which will be receiving the managed node
installation via an entry in the /.rhosts file. Alternatively, you can select the
Account radio button and specify a default Administrator user ID and password
that will be used by the TMA Server to gain access to the system. Note that this
is only the default access method. For each managed node that you add, you
have the option of using the default access method you specified here or
choosing another access method. After you have made any desired changes to
the default access method, select the Add Clients.. push button, which brings you
to the following window:
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Figure 182. Adding a Managed Node

Here you specify the host names of the clients you wish to make managed nodes
and the access method the TMA server should use. After the entries have been
added and this window is closed, you are returned to the Managed Node Setup
window with all the clients defined in Figure 182 listed in the Install These
Clients space of this window.
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Figure 183. Managed Node Setup Window

Next we will select the Install Options.. push button where we can select the
directories to install the managed node code to.
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Figure 184. Managed Node Directory Location

From the Installation Options window, you can specify where the libraries,
binaries, client database, and message catalogs will exist on the managed
nodes. The default directory locations are the directory locations you specified
when installing the TMA server. You also have the option of selecting whether
or not the specified directories are created if they do not exist. This option is
selected by default. We chose to keep the default values. Select the Set push
button to save any changes which have been made and Close to close the
window and return to the Managed Node Setup window.
Note: If you already have managed node code installed on this machine, for
example from a TME installation, and wish to replace it, you can add an
exclamation point (!) at the end of the directory paths to overwrite the current
installation.
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Figure 185. Managed Node Setup Window

The last step before starting the actual installation on the managed nodes is to
specify installation medium. From the Managed Node Setup window, select the
Select Media.. push button, and you will be brought to a File Browser window.
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Figure 186. Installation Media Path

From the File Browser window, you need to select where the managed node
installation code is located. The default location is the same location that the
TMA server installation was invoked from. If this is no longer the correct
location for you, you may select a new location by using the Look in pull-down
list box and the File name: and Files of type: pull-down list box search delimiters.
If you have chosen a location other than the default, highlight the directory in the
Look in pull-down list box and select the Select push button. If you have chosen
a new path and selected the Select push button, you will then receive a pop-up
notifying you of the new host and path that will be used for the installation
media, shown below.

Figure 187. Media Path Selection Notification
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Select OK on the notification pop-up and close the File Browser window. You
will be returned to the Managed Node Setup window.

Figure 188. Managed Node Setup Window

Now we are ready to begin the installation of the managed node. From the
Managed Node Setup window, select either the Install or the Install & Close push
button. If you select the Install push button, after the Installation is complete you
will be returned to this window. When you select an Install push button, you will
be prompted for confirmation before the actual installation begins.
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Figure 189. Managed Node Installation Confirmation

Select the Continue push button to start the installation and you will see the
progress of the installation in the window, as shown below.
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Figure 190. Managed Node Installation Progress

Once the installation has completed, you will be asked if you wish to reboot the
system. The system must be rebooted to complete the setup procedure for the
managed node. If you wish to reboot the machine now, select the Reboot push
button. If you wish to reboot the system later, select the Cancel push button.
Once the setup is complete, you should see from the Services window in the NT
Control Panel the Tivoli Object Dispatcher service running, as shown below.
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Figure 191. Tivoli Object Dispatcher Service

5.5 Installing and Defining PC Managed Nodes
There are two main steps involved in creating PC managed nodes. First, we
must install software on our PC managed nodes which allows them to be
managed in a TMA environment, and then we must define the PC Managed Node
to the TMA environment.

5.5.1 Installing the TMA Agents
The TMA agent is software that must be installed on each PC managed node.
This software enables the PC managed node to be managed in the TMA
environment. This management includes receiving software distribution
packages, executing tasks, and sending events.
The installation of the TMA agent is started by running setup.exe from the File
Manager on your Windows system.
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Figure 192. Selecting SETUP.EXE from File Manager

The TMA Agent Setup window will be displayed and will guide you through the
installation of the TMA agent. The < B a c k and N e x t > push buttons will navigate
you through the panels.

Figure 193. TMA Agent Setup Window

When you reach the Choose Options panel, select the operating system which
you are installing on. Valid choices for the TMA 2.0 environment are Windows
NT, Windows 95, and Windows 3.x.
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Figure 194. Choose Operating System Platform

If you are installing on Windows NT, you have two options. You can either run
the agent from the console or as a service. Selecting the console agent, the
agent will be active only when a user is logged in to the system. It will be
running on the NT console and writing out information to its console window.
The agent can be stopped by closing the console window that it is running in.
Selecting this option allows a user to easily interfere with your ability to manage
their system. Selecting the service agent, the agent will come up automatically
every time the operating system is initialized and run continually. It is not
visible on the desktop and writes information to the Windows NT applications
event registry. The agent can be stopped from within the Services icon in the
Control Panel folder.
You are then given the opportunity to read the information window pertaining to
your install.
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Figure 195. Setup Pause

Next you will be asked to provide a destination drive for the TMA agent
installation.

Figure 196. Destination Drive Specification

A check is then performed to determine if a prior installation of the TMA agent
exists on the system. In our case, there was not a prior installation.
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Figure 197. Previous Installation Check

When you click on OK, you will be prompted to specify a base destination
directory for the TMA agent installation.

Figure 198. Destination Directory Specification

A panel is then presented to confirm the destination paths for the installation.
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Figure 199. Confirmation of Drive and Directory Specification

You are then given the choice of starting the agent automatically and starting the
agent immediately after the install completes. We selected both options. If you
select Start Automatically, the installation will add the TMA Agent to the startup
folder if you chose to install on the Windows NT (Console) or Windows 95
platform. If you chose Windows NT (Service) as the platform, the installation will
set the startup of the agent as as automatic service.
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Figure 200. Choose Installation and Startup Options

If you are installing on the Windows NT platform and you selected to install the
agent as a service and to have it start automatically, you will be presented with
a pop-up window notifying you that you must be logged into Windows NT with
administrator privileges in order to successfully perform the operation.

Figure 201. Automatic Startup Confirmation

Continuing with the installation, you will then be prompted to enter a unique
machine name for the TMA agent. Spaces are accepted as valid characters in
this field.
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Figure 202. TMA Agent Machine Name Specification

Next you will receive a pop up which asks if you wish this agent to operate
under a Tivoli NetWare Managed Site. You should select No here, as NetWare is
not supported in the TMA 2.0 environment.

Figure 203. NetWare Managed Site Operation

The next panel you are presented with pertains to a DHCP (Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol) environment. You are asked if you would like the agent
to be IP synchronized with a default server. TMA does not support a DHCP
environment, so you should select No here.
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Figure 204. IP Synchronization with Remote Server

Next you are asked whether the agent should update its IP address with the
DHCP/Userlink service when the agent is started. Again, since DHCP is not
supported in this release of TMA, select No.

Figure 205. IP Synchronization at Bootup

You then have the opportunity to view the RELEASE.TXT file for the TME agent.
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Figure 206. Review Release Notes Message

Next you are notified that the TMA agent setup is complete. If you specified for
the agent to start after install, the agent will be active at this time. It is not
necessary to reboot your system for the agent to initialize properly after the
installation.

Figure 207. TMA Agent Setup Complete Message

Upon completion of the TMA agent installation, you should have a Tivoli program
folder with the Release Notes icon in it. If you installed the agent on Windows
NT (Console), Windows 95, or Windows 3.x, you will also see the TMA Agent
program associated with the program folder as well, as shown below with
Windows 3.5.1:
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Figure 208. Tivoli Folder Containing TMA Agent Program Icon and Release Notes

If you installed the agent as a Windows NT service, you should see an entry in
the NT Services similar to what is pictured here:

Figure 209. TMA NT Services Agent

5.5.2 Defining PC Managed Nodes Using the TMA Console
Once you have your managed nodes defined to the TMA server and the TMA
agent software installed on the systems you wish to be PC managed nodes, your
PC managed nodes can be defined. You can configure your PC managed nodes
using the TMA console, which we have stepped through in this section.
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Figure 210. TMA Folder

In the Tivoli Manager for Applications folder, double-click on the PC Managed
Node Setup icon which brings you to the following window, where you must
specify the TMA server which you wish the PC managed nodes to be defined to.

Figure 211. Selection of TMA Server

Once you have specified the TMA server which the PC managed nodes will be
defined to, click on OK and you will see the PC Managed Node Setup window, as
shown in Figure 212 on page 208.
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Figure 212. PC Managed Node Setup

This window allows you to add new nodes or remove nodes which you have
entered in but not yet created. In our case, we will be adding nodes.
Note: Once a PC managed node is created, it no longer is displayed in this list
box and therefore cannot be removed from this list box. It must be removed
locally at the TMA server using the wrmnode command.
Clicking on Add nodes... brings you to the Add PC Managed Nodes window
where you will specify all the needed information to configure your PC managed
node in the TMA environment.
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Figure 213. Defining a PC Managed Node

In the Add PC Managed Node field, you may either specify the IP host name of
the system you are defining or choose another name. If you do not use the IP
host name, you must specify Yes for the Use IP address for connections choice
on this panel, and you must specify the IP address of the system you are
defining in the IP Address field. The TMA Server must be able to associate the
PC Managed Node with either an IP host name or an IP address. The
Connection Timeout field specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that you wish
to wait while attempting to establish a connection between the managed node
and the PC managed node before an operation will time out.
You must associate a managed node with a PC managed node in order for the
PC managed node to send and receive information to and from the TMA server.
Note that the TMA server, by default, is a managed node, so PC managed nodes
can be directly associated with the TMA server, if you wish. The PC Managed
Node Location field is where you specify which managed node the PC managed
node will be associated with. If you do not know which managed node you want
to associate with the PC managed node being defined, you can select the
Browse... push button. This will bring you to the following window with a list of
the managed nodes known to the TMA server that you specified in the Connect
to Server window in Figure 211 on page 207.
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Figure 214. Select Host Location

There is also a Host name filter field in this window where you can enter a
partial string followed by a wildcard character (*). Clicking on Filter will display
in the Hosts list box the managed nodes defined to the TMA server that matched
the filter. Once you have selected a managed node from the Hosts list box, click
on Select and you will be returned to the Add PC Managed Nodes window with
the selected managed node in the PC Managed Node Location field. The last
piece of information you must provide when defining a PC managed node is
whether or not the PC you are defining is online or not. If the PC is not online,
you must specify what type of a PC managed node it is, or what operating
system is running on that PC. If the PC is online when the system is added, the
TMA server can determine what type of a PC managed node it is. If the PC is
not online, you must provide this information by selecting the PC managed node
type in the Available PC Managed Node Types list box.
An example of a completed Add PC Managed Nodes window is shown below. If
you have additional PC managed nodes you wish to define, click on Add. If you
have completed defining PC managed nodes, click on Add & Close.
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Figure 215. Completed Add PC Managed Window

When you click on Add & Close, you are brought back to the PC Managed Node
Setup window, shown below. Each of the PC managed nodes that you have
added, but not created, and their associated managed nodes are listed in the
Create these PC Managed Nodes list box of this window. You may select one or
more PC managed nodes in this list box and then click on Create & Close or
Create to define the PC managed nodes to the TMA server.
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Figure 216. Completed PC Managed Node Setup Window

After you have clicked on Create & Close or Create, you will see the following
window stating whether or not the PC managed nodes were successfully defined.
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Figure 217. PC Managed Node Creation Results

All of the steps required to set up your TMA environment have now been
completed, and you are now ready to start managing your AMS-enabled
applications!

5.6 ITSO′s TMA Environment
The following is a graphic of the ITSO lab environment that we used while
composing this redbook, showing the relationships between the various
components of the TMA environment.
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Figure 218. ITSO TMA Environment

Note: You do not have to have your TMA Console running on the same system
as a managed node, as we have in our environment. It does not require any
other TMA software to run, other than a remote TMA server to interface with.
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Chapter 6. Managing Applications with Tivoli Manager for
Applications
In Chapter 3, “Making an Existing Application Management-Ready” on page 15
and Chapter 4, “Creating a New Management-Ready Application” on page 57,
we stepped you through how to AMS-enable an application using the Tivoli
Developer Kit. We will now show you how to manage those applications in a
workgroup environment using Tivoli Manager for Applications (TMA). As
mentioned in the first chapter, TMA, which implements the AMS standard,
manages the full cycle of an AMS-enabled application in a workgroup
environment; from deploying and configuring application components to
monitoring and administering tasks against the application components. TMA
also supports upgrading to a new version of the application.

6.1 Importing an Application
Before you can begin to manage your applications with TMA, you must first
import the application definition into TMA. Importing an application definition
into TMA consists of importing the following files, generated by the Tivoli
Developer Kit:
•
•
•

Application object file
Global description file
Component description file(s)

Additionally, the component description files (CDFs) can contain references to a
number of other files, some of which are required to be available at time of
import, others that are not. These files are listed below along with whether they
are required to be present or optional at time of import, if they are defined in
your CDFs:
•
•
•
•
•

Distribution files (optional)
Installation programs (optional)
Operational tasks (required)
Synchronous monitors (optional)
User-defined dependency programs (required)

Note: Although the optional files listed above are not required to be accessible
at the time of the application definition import, they are required to be accessible
when TMA needs them for deploying or monitoring the application.
When importing the application definition into TMA, you can choose to have TMA
validate the application object file, application description files, and the required
files that the CDFs reference during the import. You can also have TMA validate
the existence of the synchronous monitor, distribution, and installation script
files, as defined in the component description files. We recommend you use this
pre-validation option, as any problems detected here will only result in problems
down the road when you try to deploy or monitor the application and the needed
files cannot be found or are not valid.
In order to import the application object file, application description files, and the
other required files that the CDFs reference into TMA, they must first be
transferred to a UNIX platform TMA-managed node. You can use any
mechanism you wish to transfer the files, such as FTP, RCP, or NFS.
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If you will be choosing to have TMA validate the synchronous monitor,
distribution, and installation script files, you must also move these files to their
appropriate source locations as defined in the component description files prior
to the import.
We chose to pre-validate all files during the import, so we transferred all of them
to our AIX managed node, RS60008.
For our Microsoft Office example, we transferred the following files to RS60008:
Table 8. Office Application Definition Files to be Transferred
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Application Object File

MSOFFICE.aof

Application Object File

Application Description File

MSOFFICE.gdf

Global Description File

Application Description File

MOSERVER.cdf

Server Component Description File

Application Description File

MOCLIENT.cdf

Client Component Description File

Installation Program

MOCBFRE.BAT

Before Install Client Program

Installation Program

MOSBFRE.BAT

Before Install Server Program

Installation Program

MOCAFTER.BAT

After Install Client Program

Installation Program

MOSAVAIL.BAT

After Install Server Program

Installation Program

MOSERVER.bat

After Install Server Windows
Configuration Program

Installation Program

MOCRMVL.BAT

Client Before Remove Program

Synchronous Monitor Program

mso_usrs.sh

Current Users Monitor Program

Operational Task Program

mso_lic.sh

Increase Licenses Task Program

Operational Task Program

DSC_CLNT.BAT

Disconnect Client Task Program

In addition to the above files, the distribution files defined in the Office
component description files in 3.4.1.3, “File List” on page 25 and 3.4.2.3, “File
List” on page 46 must be moved to their defined source locations as well.
For our PowerBuilder Two Tier Demo example, we transferred the following files
to RS60008:
Table 9 (Page 1 of 2). Two Tier Demo Application Definition Files to be Transferred
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Application Object File

pb_demo2.aof

Application Object File

Application Description File

pb_demo2.gdf

Global Description File

Application Description File

ODBC-NT.cdf

NT ODBC 32 bit Connectivity Driver
Component Description File

Application Description File

ODBC-95.cdf

Win95 ODBC 32 bit Connectivity Driver
Component Description File

Application Description File

ODBC-16.cdf

ODBC 16 bit Connectivity Driver
Component Description File

Application Description File

Sany-32.cdf

Win32 SQL Anywhere Run-Time
Component Description File

Application Description File

Sany-16.cdf

Win16 SQL Anywhere Run-Time
Component Description File
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Table 9 (Page 2 of 2). Two Tier Demo Application Definition Files to be Transferred
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Application Description File

d2db32.cdf

Win32 Demo2 Database Component
Description File

Application Description File

d2db16.cdf

Win16 Demo2 Database Component
Description File

Application Description File

d2dll32.cdf

Win 32 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLLs
Component Description File

Application Description File

d2dll16.cdf

Win 16 PowerBuilder Run-Time DLLs
Component Description File

Application Description File

d2exe32.cdf

Win 32 Demo2 Executable Component
Description File

Application Description File

d2exe16.cdf

Win 16 Demo2 Executable Component
Description File

In addition to the above files, the distribution (application source) files defined in
the PowerBuilder Demo2 component description files in 4.2.2.1, “ODBC
Connectivity Driver Components” on page 70, 4.2.2.2, “SQL Anywhere Run-time
Components” on page 92, 4.2.2.3, “Demo2 Database Components” on page 107,
4.2.2.4, “PowerBuilder Run-Time Components” on page 121, and 4.2.2.5, “Demo2
Client Application Components” on page 126 must be moved to their defined
source locations as well. Note that the two operational task programs that were
defined in 4.2.2.2, “SQL Anywhere Run-time Components” on page 92 are a part
of the SQL Anywhere Run-time source, and all of the installation programs that
were created in Chapter 4, “Creating a New Management-Ready Application” on
page 57 were also copied into the applicable base source directories for the
application, so be sure they get transferred to our managed node as a part of
the source code transfer as well. These files are listed below.
Table 10. Two Tier Demo Installation and Operational Programs
Type of File

File Name

File Description

Installation Program

ODBC-NT.bat

After Install NT ODBC 32 bit Connectivity
Driver Windows Config Program

Installation Program

odbc-reg.bat (2)

After Install NT and 95 ODBC 32 bit
Connectivity Driver Windows Registry
Program

Installation Program

ODBC-95.bat

After Install Win95 ODBC 32 bit
Connectivity Driver Windows Config
Program

Installation Program

Sany-32.bat

After Install Win32 SQL Anywhere
Run-Time Windows Config Program

Installation Program

Sany-16.bat

After Install Win16 SQL Anywhere
Run-Time Windows Config Program

Installation Program

d2db32.bat

After Install Win32 Demo2 Database
Windows Configuration Program

Installation Program

d2db16.bat

After Install Win16 Demo2 Database
Windows Configuration Program

Installation Program

d2exe32.bat

After Install Win32 Demo2 Executable
Windows Configuration Program
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Once the needed files have been transferred to a managed node, the application
definition can be imported into TMA.

Figure 219. TMA Program Folder

On our Windows 3.5.1 system, we start the TMA Console by double-clicking on
the TMA Console icon in the Tivoli Manager for Applications program folder.

Figure 220. TMA Console Login

Enter the TMA server host name, user name, and password. Click on OK to
connect to the TMA server.
Once you have connected to the TMA server, from the File pull-down menu,
select Import to bring up the Import Application dialog box.
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Figure 221. Import Application Dialog

In the Managed Node field, specify the managed node host name that you
transferred your application definition files to. In the Path field, specify the
application object file name with its fully qualified path. The Source Location
Prefix field allows you to append a specified directory path to the source
directory locations defined in the component description files. Specify an
administrator′s tag to differentiate application versions. Specifying an
administrator′s tag allows you to import the same version of an application
definition multiple times, allowing you to modify such things as a target
directory. Finally, you need to specify which pre-validation checks you would
like TMA to perform while importing the application. Click on OK to import the
application into TMA.
If TMA was not able to successfully import the application, a pop-up message
will be displayed notifying you of the error. Notices are also posted that provide
more details on the errors incurred and can be viewed using the Notification
Viewer in the Applications Management Group. You can start the Notification
Viewer from the TMA Console program folder or by selecting the Notification
Viewer toolbar icon from within the TMA Console.
The application will be added to the list of Available Applications in the Open
Application dialog once the import is successful.
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Figure 222. Open Application Dialog

Once the application has been successfully imported into TMA, you can now
begin to manage it. Select the application from the list of available applications
and click on OK to open the application definition.
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Figure 223. Application Definition View

You will be brought to the TMA Console′s Application Definition window for the
application which you chose to work with. The left hand side of this window
displays a hierarchical tree of the application definition. Clicking on + or
double-clicking on an entry with a plus sign in front of it will expand the tree, and
clicking on - or double-clicking on an entry with a minus sign in front of it will
contract the application definition tree. We have shown our Microsoft Office
Application Definition in Figure 223 with the definition view expanded to show
the majority of the Microsoft Office Server component.

6.2 Modifying an Application
Once an application is imported into TMA, the data and information required to
deploy and manage the application is available to and viewable from TMA.
However, there usually is a need to tailor the information to meet the needs of
each of the particular environments that the application will be deployed to and
managed in. For example, you may want to change the directory destination of
where the application will be deployed to, or you may want to adjust the
threshold values of the predefined monitors. The following management objects
can be tailored:
•

Application version
−
−

•

Default distribution options
Component distribution order

Application component source hosts
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Can change managed node to act as source host for all files referenced in
this CDF
•

Dependencies
−
−
−

•

Directory list
−
−
−

•

Add new
Modify already defined
Delete
Modify execution order

Monitors
−
−
−
−

•

Add new
Modify already defined
Delete

Installation Programs
−
−
−
−

•

Add new
Modify already defined
Delete

File list
−
−
−

•

Add new
Modify already defined
Delete

Modify group or domain name and user name that monitors and
responses run under
Modify default scheduling
Enable/Disable instance of monitor
Add new instance
- Universal Monitor Collections
- Sybase Monitor Collections
- Oracle Monitor Collections
- User-defined Monitors

Tasks
−
−
−

Add new tasks
Add new instances to existing tasks
Delete existing tasks

To update the imported definition from the TMA Console Definition View, you can
either click on the management object in the application tree which you wish to
update using the right mouse button and select the appropriate actions, or you
can select the appropriate actions associated with the management object from
the Definition pull-down menu.
Note: You should be aware that updating the definition on the TMA Console
does not actually update the description files. Any changes made using
the TMA Console will only be reflected for that application definition in
that TMA environment. Importing the application definition using another
administrator′s tag or into another TMA environment will result in the
original application definition being imported. If there is a need to make
changes to the application definition and you will be importing the
updated application definition multiple times with different administrator
tags or in multiple TMA environments, the changes should be done using
the Tivoli Developer Kit so that the description files are updated.
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You should also be aware that if modifications need to be made to the
task programs themselves, as opposed to updates that can be made to
them from the TMA console, the application definition must be
re-imported into TMA in order for those modifications to take place.
These programs are read into TMA and processed when the application
is imported. Modifications can be made to the installation programs and
synchronous monitors without having to re-import the application
definition.
Using our Microsoft Office example, we will step through the process of
modifying the required disk space for the client component, enabling the monitor
instances that were defined for the server component, and adding a new monitor
to monitor the host availability for the server component.

6.2.1 Modifying Client-Required Disk Space
Since the required disk space that was defined for the client was the minimum
required disk space, we want to increase the required disk space to ensure that
the end user has enough space to store documents that they will be creating
when using the Office Application.
From the TMA Console Microsoft Office Definition View, select Microsoft Office
Client, then Dependencies, then Pre-Defined, so that all the predefined
dependencies are displayed.

Figure 224. Microsoft Office TMA Console Definition View
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Double-click on the required disk space icon to display the currently defined
instances of this predefined dependency.

Figure 225. Displaying Currently Defined Disk Space Instance

Right mouse click on the defined required disk space (c:,13) instance, and select
Properties.
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Figure 226. Modifying Disk Space Dependency

In the Dependency Instance Properties window, you will see a Basic Properties
tab and Configuration tab. The Basic Properties page displays the name and
description of the dependency selected. The Configuration page is where the
arguments of the instance parameters can be updated. Select the Configuration
tab to bring this page to the foreground. Select the minimum free disk space
parameter, placing the argument and current value in the Argument and Value
fields. Update the disk space value to 20. You will see a check mark and an X
appear to the right of the fields. You can select the check mark to save the
updated value. Selecting the X cancels the update and restores the argument to
its original value. Selecting OK will also save the updated argument value and
close the window as well. After the argument has been updated and the
Dependency Instance Properties window has been closed, you will be returned
to the TMA Console Office Definition window where you should see the updated
required disk space instance.
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Figure 227. Updated Disk Space Dependency

6.2.2 Modifying our Imported Monitor
At the time of writing of this book, when importing an application definition into
TMA that contained a monitor with multiple instances, the end result was a
separate monitor for each instance. As you′ll recall with our example as
described in 3.4.1.9, “Synchronous Monitors” on page 35, we defined two
instances for our Current_MO_Users monitor. After importing the definition, we
had two monitors, one for each instance, as shown below.
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Figure 228. Imported Monitors

To change our definition back to one monitor with multiple instances, we will edit
one and delete the other. Double-click on one of the monitor icons to show its
properties, and select the Thresholds tab to add the other instance.
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Figure 229. Updating Properties of Imported Monitors

While we are updating the monitor, we will add an additional instance for this
monitor to generate an informational event when the number of users is greater
than or equal to 1. This will allow us to easily generate events, which we will
view in 6.4, “Monitoring an Application” on page 252. By default in TMA, as
opposed to in the Tivoli Developer Kit, when you define a monitor instance,
events will be generated when the threshold is exceeded. Save the updated
monitor by selecting the OK push button.
At this point you can delete the other monitor, by right mouse clicking on the
icon and selecting Delete.
We would also like to enable our Microsoft Office Server user-defined monitor
instances prior to distributing this component.
Right mouse click on the monitor and select Enable. You should see the monitor
now enabled on the TMA Console Definition View.
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Figure 230. Enabled Monitor

6.2.3 Adding Host Availability Monitor
In addition to monitoring the users of Office, we would also like to monitor the
availability of the Office server.
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Figure 231. Creating New Synchronous Monitor

From the TMA Console Office Definition View, right mouse click on the Monitors
management object and select New Instance. You will be presented with a
Monitor window that displays all of the monitor collections available to TMA.
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Figure 232. Available Synchronous Monitor Collections

You will see our user-defined monitor collection, and you will also see three
other built-in monitor collections that are available; Universal, Sybase, and
Oracle. Each of these collections contain a number of predefined monitors
common to the NT and UNIX platforms, Sybase, and Oracle, respectively. We
wish to define one of the universal monitors, so expand the Universal tree by
clicking on the plus sign.
Throughout the definition of the new monitor, you can navigate through the
windows by using the N e x t > and < B a c k push buttons.
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Figure 233. Selecting New Synchronous Monitor

From the Universal monitor collection, we will select Host availability.

Figure 234. Defining Arguments to Synchronous Monitor
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From the Arguments window, we will specify hebble as the Host Name, as this is
the host name of the system which will be our Office server.

Figure 235. Defining Schedule for Synchronous Monitor

At the Schedule window, we have chosen to monitor the availability of this host
every hour, between the hours of 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. during the week.
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Figure 236. Defining Thresholds for Synchronous Monitor

At the Thresholds window, we associate threshold levels with monitor return
values. For our host availability monitor, we will associate a Warning level with
the value returned of ″Becomes unavailable″. We will associate a Normal level
with the value returned of ″Becomes available″.
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Figure 237. Selecting Thresholds for Responses

Our next step is to define responses for the severity levels. We will choose to
define a response for our Warning threshold, so we will select Warning and
select the Add Response push button.

Figure 238. Defining Responses for Thresholds
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From the Select a Response Task window, you can see that there are a number
of Monitoring Builtin responses available, as well as any user-defined
operational tasks that have been defined for the component. We will add two
responses for our host availability monitor. We will send a notice and send mail
when a warning threshold is reached. After clicking on each entry in the
Monitoring Builtins tree, select the Select push button. The Send Notice
response does not have any parameters to define, but the Send mail response
does.

Figure 239. Specifying Parameters for Response Task

After you have chosen the Send mail entry and selected the Select push button,
you will need to specify a recipient of the mail that the warning threshold will
generate. Select the Recipient parameter so that it appears in the Argument
field, and specify the e-mail address of the individual whom you wish to receive
notification o the unavailability of the host. We have chosen to send the e-mail
to netadmin. We have now defined the response to the warning threshold.
Select Finish to return to the Edit Sentry Responses window, where you will see
the two responses which we added associated with the Warning severity.
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Figure 240. Responses Defined to Thresholds

We have completed our definition of the host availability monitor, so we can
select the Finish push button and we will be returned to the TMA Console
Definition view where we can see the new monitor that we have added.
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Figure 241. New Synchronous Monitor Defined

Now that all of the updates that we wish to make to our Office application
definition are complete, we are now ready to deploy the application.

6.3 Deploying an Application
TMA provides the system administrator the flexibility of deploying an entire
application, a particular application function (such as an application server or a
client), or a specific component (for example, an application′s run-time .DLLs).
In order to deploy an application, application function, or component to target
systems, the following steps must be performed:
1. Create a deployment group
2. Populate the deployment group
3. Assign a version to the deployment group
4. Distribute to subscribers of the deployment group
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6.3.1 Creating the Deployment Group
The first step that must be taken to deploy an application is to define a
deployment group to which we will assign subscribers. We will be defining two
deployment groups for our Office example, one for the application server
function and another for the client function.
From the Deployment pull-down menu on the TMA Console, select Group and
then New... to display the Create New Deployment Group dialog.

Figure 242. Creating New Deployment Group

Enter a logical group name and click on OK to create the deployment group. For
our Office application server deployment group, we specified Office Servers and
Office Clients in the Deployment Group field, selecting the OK push button after
each entry.
The Copy from Group field allows you to copy the subscribers of an already
defined deployment group to a new deployment group. If you have a deployment
group whose subscribers are largely the same as a deployment group that you
have already defined, copying the subscribers over from that deployment group
is an easier task than repopulating the deployment group manually.
Once a deployment group is created, it can be viewed in the TMA Console
Subscription window by selecting Subscription from the View pull-down menu on
the current TMA console window.
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Figure 243. Defined Deployment Groups

6.3.2 Populating the Deployment Group
After creating a deployment group, we must populate it with subscribers, or
candidate systems, to which the application may be distributed. We will step you
through adding subscribers to our Office Servers deployment group.
Open the Deployment Group Subscribers dialog by selecting Group and then
Subscribers... from the Deployment pull-down menu.
Select the Office Servers deployment group from the list and click on Next...
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Figure 244. Defining Deployment Group Subscribers

We only want to distribute the Application Server function to the Office Servers
deployment group, so select Application Server from the Currently Defined
Function Types list and select Next.

Figure 245. List of Deployment Groups

Move the node hebble from the list of Available Subscribers to the list of Current
Subscribers either by double-clicking on the node in the Available Subscribers
list, or select it and click on left arrows to move it to the Current Subscribers list.
Notice that the only available subscribers are NT systems. The NT managed
nodes are indicated by w32-ix86 and the NT PC managed nodes are indicated by
NT. These are the only systems you are presented with to choose from because
when the component description file was created, the destination specified was
Windows NT, as shown in Figure 7 on page 23.
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Figure 246. Adding Subscribers to Office Servers Deployment Group

After adding hebble, select OK. You can see the subscribers of a deployment
group by selecting Subscription from the View pull-down menu on the TMA
Console. Expanding the Microsoft Office subscription tree, you can see all of the
defined deployment groups and the subscribers of these systems. Below we see
hebble as a subscriber of the Office Servers deployment group who is a
candidate to receive the application server code.
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Figure 247. TMA Console Subscription View of Office Servers

Repeating the same steps to add subscribers to the client function, we have
selected hebble2, kelner.raleigh.ibm.com, kelner2.raleigh.ibm.com, and
WTR05309 as subscribers to the Office Clients deployment group.

Figure 248. Adding Subscribers to Office Clients Deployment Group
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After selecting OK, the subscribers of the Office Clients deployment group can
be displayed in the TMA Console Subscription view as shown below.

Figure 249. TMA Console Subscription View of Office Clients

6.3.3 Assigning a Version to the Deployment Group
Since an administrator may be maintaining multiple versions of the same
application, we must associate a version with the deployment group prior to the
actual distribution of the application to target systems. We will step through
assigning a version to the Office Servers deployment group. Assigning a version
to the Office Clients deployment group is accomplished following the same
steps.
From the Deployment pull-down menu on the TMA console, select Group and
then Assign Versions....
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Figure 250. Selecting a Deployment Map for Version Assignments

Select the Office Servers deployment group from the list of Deployment Maps
and select Next.
Move version Version - 95.0.0(primary) from the list of Available Versions to the
list of Assigned Versions by either double-clicking on the version in the Available
Versions list or selecting it and selecting the left arrows.
Notice that the administrator′s tag, primary, that we specified in Figure 221 on
page 219 is shown here. If multiple administrator′s tags had been defined for
this application version, they would be listed in the Available Versions list box as
well.
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Figure 251. Assigning a Version to a Deployment Group

Click on OK to assign the version to the deployment group.
Once the version is assigned to a deployment group, it can be viewed in the
TMA Console Distribution window by selecting Distribution from the View
pull-down menu.
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Figure 252. TMA Console Office Distribution View

6.3.4 Distributing the Application
Now that our deployment groups are properly defined, we are ready to distribute
the application functions to target systems. Remember that with TMA, you can
choose to distribute the whole application, an application function, or a single
function component. With our Microsoft Office example, we have created two
deployment groups for the distribution for each of the application functions that
were defined using the Tivoli Developer Kit, the application server and the client
function.
We will step you through the distribution of the Office Server.
From the Deployment pull-down menu, select Distribute and then Function.
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Figure 253. Selecting Deployment Group for Distribution

From the Distribute Function window, we will select Version 95.0.0(primary)@Office Servers from the list of Deployment Groups and select
Next.

Figure 254. Selecting Function for Distribution
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We will select Application Server from the list of Available Functions and click on
the Next push button to move on to the next window.

Figure 255. Selecting Target Systems for Distribution

From the Subscriber Selection window, we need to select which subscribers we
wish the distribution to go to. For our Office example, we only added one
subscriber, hebble, to our Office Servers deployment group since we knew that
hebble was the only system which would be our Office Server. Double-click on
hebble from the list of Available Subscribers to move it to the Target Subscribers
list. Press Next once the Target Subscribers list has been populated.
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Figure 256. Choosing Distribution Options

At the Distribution Options window, we can choose various distribution options.
We chose to select all the distribution options:
•
•
•
•

Check Dependencies
Distribute Files
Activate Monitors
Always Log Results

Note: Selecting Commit Distribution allows for the execution of any applicable
Commit Installation programs that have been defined.
If you choose to check dependencies, then you have a choice of what action
occurs if a dependency check fails. You can:
•
•
•
•

Stop distribution only to the targets that fail dependency checks
Stop distribution only of the component(s) that fail dependency checks
Stop the entire distribution if any dependency check fails
Continue distribution to all targets even if dependency checks fail

We chose to stop distribution only to the targets that fail dependency checks.
Select N e x t > once the selections have been made.
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Figure 257. Scheduling the Distribution

We are now ready to schedule the distribution. We can either choose to
distribute immediately or to schedule it for a later time. We have chosen to
schedule the distribution. When scheduling a distribution, you must select the
date and time you wish the distribution to occur. For a scheduled distribution
you also have the choice of retry options. You can choose not to retry the job,
retry the job until the distributio is successful, retry the job a predefined number
of times, and you can also specify the time interval between retries.
You should be aware that if you choose to distribute now over scheduling the
distribution, your TMA Console is tied up until the distribution completes.
Therefore, we would recommend using the scheduling option if you have other
work on the TMA Console that you would like to do while the distribution is
occurring.
Notices in the Notification Viewer contain the results of the distribution. You can
open the Notification Viewer either through the TMA program folder or by
selecting the Notification Viewer toolbar icon from within the TMA console. A
notice group that has the same name as your application definition will contain
these notices. If you did not choose to always log results when you distributed
(see Figure 256 on page 250), only errors will be logged in the notification
viewer. If you chose to distribute now, instead of scheduling your distribution, in
addition to the notices in the notification viewer, you will also receive a pop-up
message on the TMA Console when the distribution has completed. A notice for
our Microsoft Office server distribution is shown below:
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Figure 258. Successful Distribution Notice

You can also see a cumulative display of deployment status on a component or
host basis by selecting Status from the Deployment pull-down menu.

6.4 Monitoring an Application
Once an application has been deployed by TMA, you will be able to monitor the
application using the TMA Event Viewer. Any events that are generated as a
result of asynchronous monitors embedded internal to the application or
synchronous monitors written and defined using the Developer Kit will be
displayed in the Event Viewer. You can start the Event Viewer a number of
ways. It can be started by selecting the Event Viewer from the TMA Console
program folder, or from within the TMA Console it can be started by selecting
the Event Viewer toolbar icon or by selecting Event Viewer from the Tools
pull-down menu. Any of these actions will bring you to an empty Event Viewer
window, where you must specify an application(s) to open to view the events
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related to it. This is accomplished by selecting Open... from the Event Viewer
pull-down menu. Select the applications you wish to monitor from the Available
Applications list box by double-clicking on the application or by selecting it and
selecting the left arrow to move it to the Selected list box.

Figure 259. Selecting Applications for Event Viewing

Selecting OK once the desired applications have been selected loads the
application and the systems the application has been deployed to into the Event
Viewer.

Figure 260. Events Displayed in Event Viewer

The format that the events are displayed in can be tailored by selecting options
under the Options pull-down menu. The columns of information for the event
can be customized to control the order in which they are listed as well as
whether or not a field is displayed or not. You can also control the order in
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which the events are listed, based on severity, date, source, and status. There
also is a filtering capability in which you can control whether or not an event is
displayed based on its severity and/or status.
You can see the details of a given event by double-clicking on the event or right
mouse clicking on the event and selecting Detail... The detailed view includes
such information as the type of event, the originator of the event, the actual
value returned that caused the event to be triggered, etc.
Events can be acknowledged or closed by selecting the check mark icon or the X
icon on the toolbar respectively, or by right mouse clicking on the event and
selecting Acknowledge or Close.

6.5 Executing Application Tasks
From the Event Viewer window, you can also execute tasks for operating and
administering the applications that you are managing. These tasks are tasks
that you have written and have defined as a part of the application′s definition
using the Tivoli Developer Kit and imported into TMA or that you added to the
definition of the application from the TMA Console prior to distribution.
With our Microsoft Office example, we go through the exercise of increasing the
number of users allowed to access our Office server as a result of an increase in
the number of licenses that we have received.

Figure 261. Executing Task from Event Viewer

To execute a task from the Event Viewer, right mouse click on the component
you wish to execute the task from and select Execute Task.... This is the
component that has the task definition associated with it. With our Office
example, we will execute the task from Microsoft Office Server, as this is the
component to which we defined the task, mso_lic.sh, in 3.4.1.8, “Operational
Task Definition” on page 34.
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Figure 262. Selecting Task to Execute

Once you have selected ExecuteTask..., you will see the Select a Response Task
window, where you will need to select the task that you wish to execute. In our
case, there is only one task that we have defined for the Office Server
component, Increase_MSO_licenses, so we select that task with the left mouse
button, and click on the Select push button.
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Figure 263. Selecting Host to Execute Task Against

From the Select Hosts window, we can choose which hosts to execute the task
to. For our example, we only have one system, hebble, which is operating as an
Office server, so this is the system which we will execute the task to. Move
hebble from the Available Hosts list box to the Selected Hosts list box by
double-clicking on it or by selecting it and selecting the left arrows. Select the
N e x t > push button to move to the next window.
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Figure 264. Specifying Parameter Values for Task

Before actually executing the command, the last step we must complete is to
specify the value of the parameters for the task. Our Increase_MSO_licenses
task only has one parameter, Total number of licenses. We select that
parameter and enter in the value 20 to increase the number of users allowed to
connect to the Office server to 20. Once a value has been entered for the
parameter, you will notice that two boxes appear, one with a check mark and
one with an x. Selecting the check mark sets the value, and the x clears the
entry. Selecting the Finish push button saves the entry as well, and also
executes the command.
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Figure 265. Displaying List of Executing Tasks

Once you have selected the Finish push button on the Configuration window, you
will be presented with a window that displays the status of tasks. The name of
the task is listed, along with whether or not it has completed and whether or not
results are available for the task execution. Select the task name and the View
Results push button to view the results of a given task, or select the Dismiss
push button to close the window.

6.6 Removing a Deployed Application
When removing an application that has been deployed to a system, you are
essentially removing everything on that remote system that was created as a
result of the deployment. TMA will automatically remove any files on the
deployed system that were distributed, and in addition it will run any before or
after removal programs that have been defined.
To initiate an application removal, from the Deployment pull-down menu on the
TMA Console, select Remove, and then select which portion of the application
you will be removing, either a version, function, or component. We will step you
through the removal of our Office client function, so we selected Function... This
brings us to the Remove Function window.
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Figure 266. Selecting Deployment Group for Application Removal

At this window, we must select which deployment group we want to execute the
removal from. We will select our Office Clients deployment group, Version 95.0.0(primary) @ Office Clients, and then select Next.. to proceed to the next
window.

Figure 267. Selecting Application Function for Removal

Now we must select which function we wish to remove. We will select Client and
then the Next.. push button to be brought to the Subscriber Selection window.
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Figure 268. Selecting Targets for Application Removal

Here we select which subcribers we wish to remove the application from. We
have selected WTR05309. We are then brought to the Removal Options window.

Figure 269. Selecting Removal Options

At the Removal Options window, you have a choice of whether or not you wish
to remove files and whether or not results are always logged. The deactivate
monitors option is always selected, and will always be removed if the target is a
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managed node. The option is ignored for PC managed nodes. We chose to
remove the files and always log results.

Figure 270. Scheduling Application Removal

Our last step is to schedule the removal. Just as with a distribution, as shown in
6.3.4, “Distributing the Application” on page 247, we can choose to remove the
application immediately or schedule it at a later time. Once your scheduling
selections have been made, select the Finish push button to initiate the removal.

6.7 Deleting an Application Definition
Prior to deleting an application definition in TMA, you must first remove all
references of the application TMA has, which consists of the following steps:
1. Remove application from subscribers to whom it has been deployed
See 6.6, “Removing a Deployed Application” on page 258 for details.
2. Delete subscribers assigned to all of the application deployment groups
From the Deployment pull-down, select Group and then Subscribers.. to
unassign subscribers from a deployment group.
3. Delete versions assigned to all of the application deployment groups
From the Deployment pull-down, select Group and then Assign Versions.. to
unassign the version.
4. Delete the deployment groups that are defined for the application
From the Deployment pull-down, select Group and then Delete.. to delete the
deployment group.
Once the above steps have been completed, you can delete the application
definition from TMA.
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Figure 271. Microsoft Office Definition View

From the Definition pull-down, select Application and then Delete.
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Figure 272. Selection of Application Definition to be Deleted

Select Microsoft Office as the object targeted for deletion and select the OK push
button. You should then be returned to the main TMA Console Application
Definition window with the Microsoft Application Definition no longer existing, as
shown below.

Figure 273. TMA Console After Application Definition Deletion
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Appendix A. Office 95 Administrative Installation Log
Shown below is an excerpt of the install log file from the Microsoft Office 95
Administrative Installation Point.
************************************************************
Microsoft Setup Log File Opened 11/01/96 12:59:52
Version number: 1.20.0.1915
Running under Windows NT.
[12:59:53 Start of Pass: 0]
[12:59:53 Start of Pass: 1]
Administrator mode
Processing the header information of the file: D:\SETUP.stf
************************************************************
Application name: MS Office 95
Application version: 95.0.0.0718(1033)
Frame bitmap: off95_bb.dll, 121, 122
Frame caption: Microsoft Office 95 Setup
Dialog caption base: Microsoft Office 95
Modules: MSOfficeWClass,Microsoft Office Manager,OMAIN, Access,OpusApp,Word,XLMAIN,Excel,PP7FrameClass,
PowerPoint,QMAIN,Query,MOM Class,Office Shortcut Bar
Modules2: MS Schedule+ 32 Panesdi, Schedule+ 32,WFrameClass, Word,BinderFrame,Binder,!Microsoft Exchange!,Exchange
MSApps mode: local
INF file name: OFF95STD.INF
[12:59:59 Start of Pass: 2]
[13:00:00 Start of Pass: 3]
Writing registry key value: key = HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\MS Setup (ACME)\User Info;
value name = DefCompany; value = IBM; Succeeded.
[13:00:12 Start of Pass: 4]
[13:00:17 Start of Pass: 5]
Object 4 - There is no existing Microsoft Office 95; installing to folder: C:\MSOffice\.
Microsoft Office 95 Setup The destination folder:′ C:\MSAPPS′ does not exist. Do you want to create it? {&Yes}
[13:00:31 Start of Pass: 6]
[13:00:42 Start of Pass: 7]
[13:00:43 Start of Pass: 8]
[13:00:43 Start of Pass: 9]
[13:00:43 Start of Pass: 10]
Creating folder ′ \MSOffice′ : Succeeded.
[13:00:49 Start of Pass: 11]
[13:01:23 Start of Pass: 12]
[13:01:25 Start of Pass: 13]
[13:01:25 Start of Pass: 14]
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ACME.EXE′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\ACME.EXE′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFF95INV.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OFF95INV.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\NETWORK.TXT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\NETWORK.TXT′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFF95_BB.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OFF95_BB.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\FFAST_BB.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\FFAST_BB.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\SETUP.TDF′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\SETUP.TDF′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFF95STD.PDF′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OFF95STD.PDF′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ACMSETUP.HLP′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\ACMSETUP.HLP′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFSETUP.TTF′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OFFSETUP.TTF′ Succeeded
Uncompressed copy file: ′ D:\SETUP.INI′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\SETUP.INI′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ACMSETUP.EXE′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\SETUP.EXE′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\MSSETUP.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\MSSETUP.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFF95STD.INF′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OFF95STD.INF′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ACME.LST′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\SETUP.LST′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ODBCKEY.INF′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\ODBCKEY.INF′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ODBCSTF.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\ODBCSTF.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\MSVCRT20.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\MSVCRT20.DLL′ Succeeded
Creating folder ′ \MSOffice\OS′ : Succeeded.
Creating folder ′ \MSOffice\OS\System′ : Succeeded.
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\ODBC32.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\ODBC32.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\ODBCAD32.EXE′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\ODBCAD32.EXE′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\ODBCCP32.CPL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\ODBCCP32.CPL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ODBCCP32.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\ODBCCP32.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\ODBCCR32.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\ODBCCR32.DLL′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\ODBCINST.HLP′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\ODBCINST.HLP′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\ODBCINT.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\ODBCINT.DLL′ Succeeded
Creating folder ′ \MSOffice\Office′ : Succeeded.
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.HLP′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.HLP′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.AW′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.AW′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BIVISEX.EXE′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BIVISEX.EXE′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.TXT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.TXT′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\VBA_BIN.AW′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\VBA_BIN.AW′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\VBA_BIN.HLP′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\VBA_BIN.HLP′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.CNT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.CNT′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.GID′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.GID′ Succeeded
LZ decompressed file:
′ D:\OFFICE\VBA_BIN.CNT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\VBA_BIN.CNT′ Succeeded
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LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
Creating folder
Creating folder
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
Creating folder
Creating folder
LZ decompressed
Creating folder
Creating folder
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
LZ decompressed
...
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file:
′ D:\OFFICE\VBA_BIN.GID′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\VBA_BIN.GID′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.TLB′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.TLB′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER.EXE′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER.EXE′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BDREC.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BDREC.DLL′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OFFICE\BINDER70.OBD′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Office\BINDER70.OBD′ Succeeded
′ \MSOffice\Template′ : Succeeded.
′ \MSOffice\Template\Binders′ : Succeeded.
file:
′ D:\TEMPLATE\BINDERS\REPORT.OBT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Template\Binders\REPORT.OBT′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\TEMPLATE\BINDERS\CLIENT.OBZ′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Template\Binders\CLIENT.OBZ′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\TEMPLATE\BINDERS\PROPOSAL.OBT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Template\Binders\PROPOSAL.OBT′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\TEMPLATE\BINDERS\MEETING.OBT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\Template\Binders\MEETING.OBT′ Succeeded
′ \MSOffice\OS\MSAPPS′ : Succeeded.
′ \MSOffice\OS\MSAPPS\VBA′ : Succeeded.
file:
′ D:\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.HLP′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.HLP′ Succeeded
′ \MSAPPS′ : Succeeded.
′ \MSAPPS\VBA′ : Succeeded.
file:
′ D:\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.HLP′ to: ′ C:\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.HLP′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.AW′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.AW′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.AW′ to: ′ C:\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.AW′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.CNT′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.CNT′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.CNT′ to: ′ C:\MSAPPS\VBA\VBA_OFF.CNT′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\DOCOBJ.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\DOCOBJ.DLL′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\MSO5ENU.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\MSO5ENU.DLL′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\MSO95.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\MSO95.DLL′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\MSO95FX.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\MSO95FX.DLL′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\MSOTHUNK.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\MSOTHUNK.DLL′ Succeeded
file:
′ D:\OS\SYSTEM\OPENENU.DLL′ to: ′ C:\MSOffice\OS\System\OPENENU.DLL′ Succeeded

Appendix B. Microsoft Office 95 AOF and ADFs
The following application object file (AOF) and application description files
(ADFs) were generated from the scenario of AMS-enabling Microsoft Office 95 in
Chapter 3, “Making an Existing Application Management-Ready” on page 15
using Tivoli′s Developer Kit 2.0.

B.1 Microsoft Office Application Object File (MSOFFICE.AOF)
,AppName,Microsoft Office,
,GlobalFile,Microsoft Office,MSOFFICE.gdf,
,CompFile,Microsoft Office Server,MOSERVER.cdf,
,CompFile,Microsoft Office Client,MOCLIENT.cdf,

B.2 Microsoft Office Global Description File (MSOFFICE.GDF)
Start Component
Name = ″ Microsoft Office″
Description = ″ Microsoft Office″
Start Group
Name = ″ ComponentID″
Class = ″ DMTF|ComponentID|001″
ID = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Manufacturer″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Manufacturer of this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ Microsoft″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Product″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Product name for this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Version″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Version number of this component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″95.0.0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Serial Number″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Serial number for this component″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Installation″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The installation date of this component Manufacturer should leave this blank″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Verify″
ID = 6
Description = ″ A code that provides a level of verification that the component is installed
and working.″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Verify_type″
0 = ″ An error occurred; check status code″
1 = ″ This component does not exist″
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2 =
3 =
4 =
5 =
6 =
7 =
End Enum
Value = 2
End Attribute
End Group

″ The verify is not supported″
″ Reserved″
″ This component exists, but the functionality is untested″
″ This component exists, but the functionality is unknown″
″ This component exists, and is not functioning correctly″
″ This component exists, and is functioning correctly″

Start Group
Name = ″ Software Component Information″
Class = ″ DMTF|Software Component Information|001″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Contains additional identifying information about this software component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Major Version″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Major version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″95″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minor Version″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Minor version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Revision″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Revision of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Build″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Manufacturer′ s internal identifier for this compilation.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Operating System″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The operating system for which this software component is intended″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ Other″
1 = ″ DOS″
2 = ″ MACOS″
3 = ″ OS2″
4 = ″ UNIX″
5 = ″ WIN16″
6 = ″ WIN32″
7 = ″ OPENVMS″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Language Edition″
ID = 6
Description = ″ This identifies the language edition of this component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ English″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Identification Code″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) or Part Number″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group

End Component
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B.3 Microsoft Office Server Component Description File (MOSERVER.CDF)
Start Component
Name = ″ Microsoft Office Server″
Description = ″ This is a Microsoft Office server component. This server will be installed as an
administrative install point (as described in Microsoft Office Resource Kit).″

Start Group
Name = ″ ComponentID″
Class = ″ DMTF|ComponentID|001″
ID = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Manufacturer″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Manufacturer of this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ Microsoft″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Product″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Product name for this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Version″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Version number of this component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″95.0.0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Serial Number″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Serial number for this component″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Installation″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The installation date of this component Manufacturer should leave this blank″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Verify″
ID = 6
Description = ″ A code that provides a level of verification that the component is installed
and working.″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Verify_type″
0 = ″ An error occurred; check status code″
1 = ″ This component does not exist″
2 = ″ The verify is not supported″
3 = ″ Reserved″
4 = ″ This component exists, but the functionality is untested″
5 = ″ This component exists, but the functionality is unknown″
6 = ″ This component exists, and is not functioning correctly″
7 = ″ This component exists, and is functioning correctly″
End Enum
Value = 2
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Software Component Information″
Class = ″ DMTF|Software Component Information|001″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Contains additional identifying information about this software component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Major Version″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Major version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″95″
End Attribute
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Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minor Version″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Minor version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Revision″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Revision of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Build″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Manufacturer′ s internal identifier for this compilation.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Operating System″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The operating system for which this software component is intended″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ Other″
1 = ″ DOS″
2 = ″ MACOS″
3 = ″ OS2″
4 = ″ UNIX″
5 = ″ WIN16″
6 = ″ WIN32″
7 = ″ OPENVMS″
End Enum
Value = 6
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Language Edition″
ID = 6
Description = ″ This identifies the language edition of this component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ English″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Identification Code″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) or Part Number″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Installable State″
ID = 8
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Installable″
3 = ″ Not Installable″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Executable State″
ID = 9
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Executable″
3 = ″ Not Executable″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Software Signature″
Class = ″ DMTF|Software Signature|001″
Description = ″ The Software Signature Group contains information that ca n be used to detect
this software component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 1
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Description = ″ The name of a file that can be examined to detect this software component″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Size″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The size in bytes of a file that can be examined to detect this software component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Date and Time″
ID = 3
Description = ″ The date and time of the file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Checksum″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Checksum for the first 32 bytes of the file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File CRC 1″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The 16-bit CRC (ITU-T) on the middle 512K of this file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File CRC 2″
ID = 6
Description = ″ The 16-bit CRC (ITU-T) on the middle 512K of this file, modulo 3″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Distributed Component Information″
Class = ″ AMS|DistComponent|001″
ID = 101
Description = ″ Identifying information for a distributed software component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Component Function″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Function of this component within the application″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Function Type″
0 = ″ other″
1 = ″ client″
2 = ″ server″
3 = ″ application server″
4 = ″ database server″
End Enum
Value = 3
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Component Function String″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Identifies function if value of Component Function attribute is other′ ″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Parent Manufacturer″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Parent application identification: manufacturer″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ Microsoft″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Parent Product″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Parent application identification: product name″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Parent Version″
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ID = 5
Description = ″ Parent application identification: version ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″95.0.0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Operating System Identification″
ID = 6
Description = ″ String uniquely identifying a specific operating system name and major version″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ winNT″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Is Server″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Whether this component is a server for some other application component(s)″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ No″
1 = ″ Yes″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Location″
Class = ″ DMTF|Location|001″
Description = ″ Identifies the various locations where parts of a software component are installed″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ table index of this location entity″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of this location″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Other″
3 = ″ Product base directory″
4 = ″ Product executables directory″
5 = ″ Product library directory″
6 = ″ Product configuration directory″
7 = ″ Product include directory″
8 = ″ Product working directory″
9 = ″ Product log directory″
10 = ″ Shared base directory″
11 = ″ Shared executables directory″
12 = ″ Shared library directory″
13 = ″ Shared include directory″
14 = ″ System base directory″
15 = ″ System executables directory″
16 = ″ System library directory″
17 = ″ System configuration directory″
18 = ″ System include directory″
19 = ″ System log directory″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Path″
ID = 3
Description = ″ The actual path of this location″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Software Source Location″
Class = ″ AMS|SourceLocation|001″
Description = ″ Identifies the various locations where component software resides on before distribution″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ table index of this location entity″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type″
ID = 2
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Description = ″ The type of this location″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Other″
3 = ″ Product base directory″
4 = ″ Product executables directory″
5 = ″ Product library directory″
6 = ″ Product configuration directory″
7 = ″ Product include directory″
8 = ″ Product working directory″
9 = ″ Product log directory″
10 = ″ Shared base directory″
11 = ″ Shared executables directory″
12 = ″ Shared library directory″
13 = ″ Shared include directory″
14 = ″ System base directory″
15 = ″ System executables directory″
16 = ″ System library directory″
17 = ″ System configuration directory″
18 = ″ System include directory″
19 = ″ System log directory″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Path″
ID = 3
Description = ″ The actual path of this location″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Component Relationship″
Class = ″ AMS|CompRelation|001″
Description = ″ Relationship definitions for this Component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Relationship Name″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Related Component Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of component that this relationship relates to″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Relationship Type″
ID = 3
Description = ″ type of relationship″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ Other″
1 = ″ Connection″
2 = ″ Replica″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Relationship Type String″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Relationship string if value of previous attribute is other″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Query Program Name″
ID = 5
Description = ″ File name (or path) of the program that returns the current value of this relationship″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Modify Program Name″
ID = 6
Description = ″ File name (or path) of the program that modifies the current value of this relationship″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Location index of directory on target system where query program (and change program)
reside″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
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Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minimum Version Major ID″
ID = 8
Description = ″ Minimum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minimum Version Minor ID″
ID = 9
Description = ″ Minimum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minimum Version Revision ID″
ID = 10
Description = ″ Minimum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Maximum Version Major ID″
ID = 11
Description = ″ Maximum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Maximum Version Minor ID″
ID = 12
Description = ″ Maximum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Maximum Version Revision ID″
ID = 13
Description = ″ Maximum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group

component: major version ID″

component: major version ID″

component: revision ID″

component: major version ID″

component: minor ID″

component: revision ID″

Start Group
Name = ″ Distribution File List″
Class = ″ AMS|DistributionFileList|001″
Description = ″ List of files that make up this application component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ File name (or full path) for this file on distribution server″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Location index where this file is installed on target system″
Storage = Common
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Source Relative Location″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Location index to find source file on the distribution server, if File Name is relative″
Storage = Common
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Location Fixed″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Whether the Target Location is fixed and cannot be changed″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ False″
1 = ″ True″
End Enum
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Distributed Installation″
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Class = ″ AMS|DistInstall|001″
Description = ″ Installation Programs for this component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Program Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ File name (or path) of this program on the distribution server″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Purpose″
ID = 2
Description = ″ This attribute denotes when in the installation process that program should be executed″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Install Program Type″
0 = ″ Before Install″
1 = ″ After Install″
2 = ″ Commit″
3 = ″ Before Remove″
4 = ″ After Remove″
5 = ″ On Error″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Input File″
ID = 3
Description = ″ File name (or path) on distribution server of file to be passed as input to the Program″
Type = String(256)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Location index of source directory for program and optional input file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Distribution Ordering″
Class = ″ AMS|DistributionOrder|001″
Description = ″ Lists other components that should be distributed before or after this component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Component Function Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Identifies another component(s) within this application″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Precedence″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Whether the component(s) should be distributed before or after this component″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Before″
2 = ″ After″
End Enum
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Type″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepType|001″
Description = ″ Generic dependencies of this application component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Name for this dependency type″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 2
Description = ″ File name (or full path) of dependency script″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Location index of source directory for dependency script″
Type = Integer
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End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 4
Description = ″ A textual description of this dependency type″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepArg|001″
Description = ″ Argument declarations for generic dependencies″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Which dependency type script this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Position of this argument on the script command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepInst|001″
Description = ″ Lists dependencies for this component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ The type of dependency″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Value List″
ID = 2
Description = ″ List of argument strings″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitor|001″
Description = ″ Specifies an entity in this component that can be monitored″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ A name for this monitor″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Value Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of data returned by this monitor″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Value Data Type″
0 = ″ Integer″
1 = ″ String″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Value Description″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Describes the information returned by this monitor″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Suggested Polling Interval″
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ID = 4
Description = ″ Recommended interval between polls to this monitor″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Program Name″
ID = 5
Description = ″ File name (or full path) of program that returns the monitor value″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 6
Description = ″ A textual description of this monitor″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Location index of monitor program on target systems″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Event Classification″
ID = 8
Description = ″ The name of the event type to generate if the monitor value exceeds assigned thresholds″
Type = String(256)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorArg|001″
Description = ″ argument declarations for synchronous monitor programs″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Monitor Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Which monitor program this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Position of this argument on the program command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorInstance|001″
Description = ″ Provides parameterization for a specific instance of a synchronous monitor″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ A unique identifier for this instance″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Monitor Name″
ID = 2
Description = ″ the monitor type name″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Value List″
ID = 3
Description = ″ List of argument strings for the monitor program″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Monitor Threshold″
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Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorThreshold|001″
Description = ″ Specifies a threshold and associated response for a synchronous monitor instance″
Key = 1, 2, 3
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Instance Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Index identifying the monitor instance″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Threshold Value″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Threshold value to check against″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Threshold Relative Operator″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Defines how the monitor value should be compared to the threshold″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Relative Operator″
0 = ″ greater than″
1 = ″ greater than or equal″
2 = ″ less than″
3 = ″ less than or equal″
4 = ″ equal″
5 = ″ not equal″
6 = ″ changes to″
7 = ″ changes from″
8 = ″ crosses above″
9 = ″ crosses below″
10 = ″ matches″
11 = ″ does not match″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Severity″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Severity associated with this threshold″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ NORMAL″
1 = ″ INFORMATIONAL″
2 = ″ WARNING″
3 = ″ SEVERE″
4 = ″ CRITICAL″
5 = ″ FATAL″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Response Task″
ID = 5
Description = ″ Name of Task to execute if the threshold condition is met″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Response Task Argument List″
ID = 6
Description = ″ List of argument strings to be passed to the response task″
Type = String(1024)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Generate Event″
ID = 8
Description = ″ Whether to generate an event when this threshold condition is met″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ No″
1 = ″ Yes″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Runtime Log File″
Class = ″ AMS|RuntimeLogFile|001″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Log File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Name of this log file″
Type = String(64)
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End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″ location index of this log file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Description of this log file″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Log File Message Format″
Class = ″ AMS|LogFileMsgFmt|001″
Description = ″ Specifies the format and event mapping of a log file message″
Key = 1, 2, 3
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Log File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Log File Name″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Log File Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Location index of log file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Format String″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Format description of the message″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Event Class″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Event type to generate in response to this message″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Event Attribute Mapping″
ID = 5
Description = ″ Describes the mapping of message variables to event attributes″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Operational Task″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTask|001″
Description = ″ Specifies a task that can be used to control this component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ name for this task″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 2
Description = ″ description of what this task does″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 3
Description = ″ filename (or full pathname) of the task executable on the source system″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Location index to the directory on the source system where File Name exists″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Privilege″
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ID = 5
Description = ″ User name under which the task must execute″
Type = String(128)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Operational Task Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTaskArg|001″
Description = ″ argument declarations for task executables″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Task Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Which task this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Position of this argument on the program command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Table
Name = ″ Distribution File List″
Class = ″ AMS|DistributionFileList|001″
ID = 52
{ ″ MSOFFICE″, 1, 1, 1}
{ ″ MSAPPS″, 1, 1, 1}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Distributed Installation″
Class = ″ AMS|DistInstall|001″
ID = 53
{ ″ MOSBFRE.BAT″, 0, ″″, 2}
{ ″ MOSAVAIL.BAT″, 1, ″″, 2}
{ ″ MOSERVER.bat″, 1, ″″, 2}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepInst|001″
ID = 56
{ ″ required disk space″ , ″ c:125″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitor|001″
ID = 57
{ ″ Current_MO_Users″ , 0 , ″ Number of Users″, 3600, ″mso_usrs.sh″ , ″ Monitor current users of Office.
users is returned.″ , 2 , ″ Application_low_on_resources″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorInstance|001″
ID = 91
{ 1, ″ Current_MO_Users″ , ″ ″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor Threshold″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorThreshold|001″
ID = 92
{ 1, ″ -1″ , 4 , 3 , ″ ″ , ″ ″ , 1 }
{ 1, ″8″, 1, 2, ″″, ″″, 1}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Operational Task″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTask|001″
ID = 59
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Number of

{ ″ Increase_MSO_licenses″ , ″ Increase Microsoft Office licenses by increasing the number of users who can
simultaneously connect to the Office Server shared resources.″ , ″ mso_lic.sh″, 2, ″″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Operational Task Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTaskArg|001″
ID = 60
{ ″ Increase_MSO_licenses″ , 1 , ″ Total Number of licenses″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Location″
Class = ″ DMTF|Location|001″
ID = 51
{ 1, 10, ″ c:″}
{ 2, 2, ″″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Software Source Location″
Class = ″ AMS|SourceLocation|001″
ID = 81
{ 1, 10, ″ / software_server″}
{ 2, 2, ″ / software_server/MSOFFICE_tools″}
End Table

End Component

B.4 Microsoft Office Client Component Description File (MOCLIENT.CDF)
Start Component
Name = ″ Microsoft Office Client″
Description = ″ This is a Microsoft Office client component. This client will be installed from the
administrative install point created in Microsoft Office Server component. ″
Start Group
Name = ″ ComponentID″
Class = ″ DMTF|ComponentID|001″
ID = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Manufacturer″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Manufacturer of this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ Microsoft″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Product″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Product name for this component″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Version″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Version number of this component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″95.0.0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Serial Number″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Serial number for this component″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Installation″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The installation date of this component Manufacturer should leave this blank″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
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Name = ″ Verify″
ID = 6
Description = ″ A code that provides a level of verification that the component is installed and
working.″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Verify_type″
0 = ″ An error occurred; check status code″
1 = ″ This component does not exist″
2 = ″ The verify is not supported″
3 = ″ Reserved″
4 = ″ This component exists, but the functionality is untested″
5 = ″ This component exists, but the functionality is unknown″
6 = ″ This component exists, and is not functioning correctly″
7 = ″ This component exists, and is functioning correctly″
End Enum
Value = 2
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Software Component Information″
Class = ″ DMTF|Software Component Information|001″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Contains additional identifying information about this software component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Major Version″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Major version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″95″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minor Version″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Minor version of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Revision″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Revision of this software component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Build″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Manufacturer′ s internal identifier for this compilation.″
Storage = Specific
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Operating System″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The operating system for which this software component is intended″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ Other″
1 = ″ DOS″
2 = ″ MACOS″
3 = ″ OS2″
4 = ″ UNIX″
5 = ″ WIN16″
6 = ″ WIN32″
7 = ″ OPENVMS″
End Enum
Value = 6
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Language Edition″
ID = 6
Description = ″ This identifies the language edition of this component″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ English″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Identification Code″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) or Part Number″
Type = String(32)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
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Start Attribute
Name = ″ Installable State″
ID = 8
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Installable″
3 = ″ Not Installable″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Executable State″
ID = 9
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Executable″
3 = ″ Not Executable″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Software Signature″
Class = ″ DMTF|Software Signature|001″
Description = ″ The Software Signature Group contains information that can be used to detect this software
component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ The name of a file that can be examined to detect this software component″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Size″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The size in bytes of a file that can be examined to detect this software component.″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Date and Time″
ID = 3
Description = ″ The date and time of the file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Date
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Checksum″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Checksum for the first 32 bytes of the file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File CRC 1″
ID = 5
Description = ″ The 16-bit CRC (ITU-T) on the middle 512K of this file″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File CRC 2″
ID = 6
Description = ″ The 16-bit CRC (ITU-T) on the middle 512K of this file, modulo 3″
Storage = Specific
Type = Integer
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Distributed Component Information″
Class = ″ AMS|DistComponent|001″
ID = 101
Description = ″ Identifying information for a distributed software component″
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Component Function″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Function of this component within the application″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Function Type″
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0 = ″ other″
1 = ″ client″
2 = ″ server″
3 = ″ application server″
4 = ″ database server″
End Enum
Value = 1
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Component Function String″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Identifies function if value of Component Function attribute is other′ ″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Parent Manufacturer″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Parent application identification: manufacturer″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ Microsoft″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Parent Product″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Parent application identification: product name″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Parent Version″
ID = 5
Description = ″ Parent application identification: version ID″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″95.0.0″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Operating System Identification″
ID = 6
Description = ″ String uniquely identifying a specific operating system name and major version″
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Is Server″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Whether this component is a server for some other application component(s)″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ No″
1 = ″ Yes″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Location″
Class = ″ DMTF|Location|001″
Description = ″ Identifies the various locations where parts of a software component are installed″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ table index of this location entity″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of this location″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Other″
3 = ″ Product base directory″
4 = ″ Product executables directory″
5 = ″ Product library directory″
6 = ″ Product configuration directory″
7 = ″ Product include directory″
8 = ″ Product working directory″
9 = ″ Product log directory″
10 = ″ Shared base directory″
11 = ″ Shared executables directory″
12 = ″ Shared library directory″
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13 = ″ Shared include directory″
14 = ″ System base directory″
15 = ″ System executables directory″
16 = ″ System library directory″
17 = ″ System configuration directory″
18 = ″ System include directory″
19 = ″ System log directory″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Path″
ID = 3
Description = ″ The actual path of this location″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Software Source Location″
Class = ″ AMS|SourceLocation|001″
Description = ″ Identifies the various locations where component software resides on before distribution″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ table index of this location entity″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of this location″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Unknown″
2 = ″ Other″
3 = ″ Product base directory″
4 = ″ Product executables directory″
5 = ″ Product library directory″
6 = ″ Product configuration directory″
7 = ″ Product include directory″
8 = ″ Product working directory″
9 = ″ Product log directory″
10 = ″ Shared base directory″
11 = ″ Shared executables directory″
12 = ″ Shared library directory″
13 = ″ Shared include directory″
14 = ″ System base directory″
15 = ″ System executables directory″
16 = ″ System library directory″
17 = ″ System configuration directory″
18 = ″ System include directory″
19 = ″ System log directory″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Path″
ID = 3
Description = ″ The actual path of this location″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Component Relationship″
Class = ″ AMS|CompRelation|001″
Description = ″ Relationship definitions for this Component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Relationship Name″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Related Component Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of component that this relationship relates to″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Relationship Type″
ID = 3
Description = ″ type of relationship″
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Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ Other″
1 = ″ Connection″
2 = ″ Replica″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Relationship Type String″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Relationship string if value of previous attribute is other″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Query Program Name″
ID = 5
Description = ″ File name (or path) of the program that returns the current value of this relationship″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Modify Program Name″
ID = 6
Description = ″ File name (or path) of the program that modifies the current value of this relationship″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Location index of directory on target system where query program (and change program)
reside″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minimum Version Major ID″
ID = 8
Description = ″ Minimum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minimum Version Minor ID″
ID = 9
Description = ″ Minimum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Minimum Version Revision ID″
ID = 10
Description = ″ Minimum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Maximum Version Major ID″
ID = 11
Description = ″ Maximum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Maximum Version Minor ID″
ID = 12
Description = ″ Maximum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Maximum Version Revision ID″
ID = 13
Description = ″ Maximum version of related
Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group

component: major version ID″

component: major version ID″

component: revision ID″

component: major version ID″

component: minor ID″

component: revision ID″

Start Group
Name = ″ Distribution File List″
Class = ″ AMS|DistributionFileList|001″
Description = ″ List of files that make up this application component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 1
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Description = ″ File name (or full path) for this file on distribution server″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Location index where this file is installed on target system″
Storage = Common
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Source Relative Location″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Location index to find source file on the distribution server, if File Name is relative″
Storage = Common
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Target Location Fixed″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Whether the Target Location is fixed and cannot be changed″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ False″
1 = ″ True″
End Enum
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Distributed Installation″
Class = ″ AMS|DistInstall|001″
Description = ″ Installation Programs for this component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Program Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ File name (or path) of this program on the distribution server″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Purpose″
ID = 2
Description = ″ This attribute denotes when in the installation process that program should be executed″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Install Program Type″
0 = ″ Before Install″
1 = ″ After Install″
2 = ″ Commit″
3 = ″ Before Remove″
4 = ″ After Remove″
5 = ″ On Error″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Input File″
ID = 3
Description = ″ File name (or path) on distribution server of file to be passed as input to the Program″
Type = String(256)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Location index of source directory for program and optional input file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Distribution Ordering″
Class = ″ AMS|DistributionOrder|001″
Description = ″ Lists other components that should be distributed before or after this component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Component Function Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Identifies another component(s) within this application″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Precedence″
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ID = 2
Description = ″ Whether the component(s) should be distributed before or after this component″
Type = Start Enum
1 = ″ Before″
2 = ″ After″
End Enum
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Type″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepType|001″
Description = ″ Generic dependencies of this application component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Name for this dependency type″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 2
Description = ″ File name (or full path) of dependency script″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Location index of source directory for dependency script″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 4
Description = ″ A textual description of this dependency type″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepArg|001″
Description = ″ Argument declarations for generic dependencies″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Which dependency type script this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Position of this argument on the script command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepInst|001″
Description = ″ Lists dependencies for this component″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Type Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ The type of dependency″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Value List″
ID = 2
Description = ″ List of argument strings″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
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Start Group
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitor|001″
Description = ″ Specifies an entity in this component that can be monitored″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ A name for this monitor″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Value Type″
ID = 2
Description = ″ The type of data returned by this monitor″
Storage = Common
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Value Data Type″
0 = ″ Integer″
1 = ″ String″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Value Description″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Describes the information returned by this monitor″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Suggested Polling Interval″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Recommended interval between polls to this monitor″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Program Name″
ID = 5
Description = ″ File name (or full path) of program that returns the monitor value″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 6
Description = ″ A textual description of this monitor″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 7
Description = ″ Location index of monitor program on target systems″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Event Classification″
ID = 8
Description = ″ The name of the event type to generate if the monitor value exceeds assigned thresholds″
Type = String(256)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorArg|001″
Description = ″ argument declarations for synchronous monitor programs″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Monitor Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Which monitor program this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Position of this argument on the program command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Text describing the purpose of this argument″
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Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Synchronous Monitor Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorInstance|001″
Description = ″ Provides parameterization for a specific instance of a synchronous monitor″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ A unique identifier for this instance″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Monitor Name″
ID = 2
Description = ″ the monitor type name″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Value List″
ID = 3
Description = ″ List of argument strings for the monitor program″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Monitor Threshold″
Class = ″ AMS|SynchMonitorThreshold|001″
Description = ″ Specifies a threshold and associated response for a synchronous monitor instance″
Key = 1, 2, 3
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Instance Index″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Index identifying the monitor instance″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Threshold Value″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Threshold value to check against″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Threshold Relative Operator″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Defines how the monitor value should be compared to the threshold″
Type = Start Enum
Name = ″ Relative Operator″
0 = ″ greater than″
1 = ″ greater than or equal″
2 = ″ less than″
3 = ″ less than or equal″
4 = ″ equal″
5 = ″ not equal″
6 = ″ changes to″
7 = ″ changes from″
8 = ″ crosses above″
9 = ″ crosses below″
10 = ″ matches″
11 = ″ does not match″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Severity″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Severity associated with this threshold″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ NORMAL″
1 = ″ INFORMATIONAL″
2 = ″ WARNING″
3 = ″ SEVERE″
4 = ″ CRITICAL″
5 = ″ FATAL″
End Enum
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Response Task″
ID = 5
Description = ″ Name of Task to execute if the threshold condition is met″
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Type = String(64)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Response Task Argument List″
ID = 6
Description = ″ List of argument strings to be passed to the response task″
Type = String(1024)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Generate Event″
ID = 8
Description = ″ Whether to generate an event when this threshold condition is met″
Type = Start Enum
0 = ″ No″
1 = ″ Yes″
End Enum
Value = 0
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Runtime Log File″
Class = ″ AMS|RuntimeLogFile|001″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Log File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Name of this log file″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″ location index of this log file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Description of this log file″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Log File Message Format″
Class = ″ AMS|LogFileMsgFmt|001″
Description = ″ Specifies the format and event mapping of a log file message″
Key = 1, 2, 3
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Log File Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Log File Name″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Log File Location″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Location index of log file″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Format String″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Format description of the message″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Event Class″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Event type to generate in response to this message″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Event Attribute Mapping″
ID = 5
Description = ″ Describes the mapping of message variables to event attributes″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
End Group
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Start Group
Name = ″ Operational Task″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTask|001″
Description = ″ Specifies a task that can be used to control this component″
Key = 1
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ name for this task″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Description″
ID = 2
Description = ″ description of what this task does″
Type = String(1024)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ File Name″
ID = 3
Description = ″ filename (or full pathname) of the task executable on the source system″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Location″
ID = 4
Description = ″ Location index to the directory on the source system where File Name exists″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Privilege″
ID = 5
Description = ″ User name under which the task must execute″
Type = String(128)
Value = ″ ″
End Attribute
End Group
Start Group
Name = ″ Operational Task Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTaskArg|001″
Description = ″ argument declarations for task executables″
Key = 1, 2
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Task Name″
ID = 1
Description = ″ Which task this argument is for″
Type = String(64)
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Argument Position″
ID = 2
Description = ″ Position of this argument on the program command line″
Type = Integer
End Attribute
Start Attribute
Name = ″ Label″
ID = 3
Description = ″ Text describing the purpose of this argument″
Type = String(256)
End Attribute
End Group
Start Table
Name = ″ Distributed Installation″
Class = ″ AMS|DistInstall|001″
ID = 53
{ ″ MOCBFRE.BAT″, 0, ″″, 1}
{ ″ MOCAFTER.BAT″, 1, ″″, 1}
{ ″ MOCRMVL.BAT″, 3, ″″, 1}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Generic Dependency Instance″
Class = ″ AMS|GenDepInst|001″
ID = 56
{ ″ required disk space″ , ″ c:13″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Operational Task″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTask|001″
ID = 59
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{ ″ Disconnect_Clients″ , ″ Disconnect clients from the Microsoft Office server shared resources.″ ,
″ DSC_CLNT.BAT″, 1, ″″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Operational Task Arguments″
Class = ″ AMS|OpTaskArg|001″
ID = 60
{ ″ Disconnect_Clients″ , 1 , ″ Server Name″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Location″
Class = ″ DMTF|Location|001″
ID = 51
{ 1, 2, ″″}
End Table
Start Table
Name = ″ Software Source Location″
Class = ″ AMS|SourceLocation|001″
ID = 81
{ 1, 2, ″ / software_server/MSOFFICE_tools″}
End Table

End Component
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Appendix C. PowerBuilder Demo Application Architecture
This appendix describes in more detail the PowerBuilder demonstration
application architecture. A functional description can be found in Chapter 4,
“Creating a New Management-Ready Application” on page 57. The intent is that
if you are not familiar with PowerBuilder and will be writing your own
AMS-enabled applications with another application development tool, you can at
least understand the implementation concepts and transfer them to the
development language you will be using.

Figure 274. Demo Application Main Window

PowerBuilder is an object-oriented, event-driven, application development
environment. Almost everything in PowerBuilder is an object: windows, push
buttons, edit fields, list boxes, etc. These are examples of visual objects, things
you see on the display; however, non-visual objects (NVO) can also be created.
PowerBuilder has many predefined objects and allows the users to define their
own custom objects (user objects). An object is nothing more than a container,
a portion of memory that has a name and can contain properties, events,
functions, variables, and other objects. You can create hierarchies of objects
where descendent objects can inherit properties, events, function, and variables
from their parent objects. An object may use what it inherits from a parent
directly, add to its inheritance, or create new definitions as necessary. Objects
are dynamic. They can be created in memory when they are needed and
removed (destroyed) when they are no longer needed. A property is a
characteristic of the object such as its color, position, size, title, etc. and most
properties can be changed programmatically. Events are thing that can happen
to an object. For example, when you place you mouse over a push button and
click the left mouse button, Windows sends a ″clicked″ event to that push button
object. When Windows has completed creating a window, it sends an ″open″
event to the window object. Program code or script can be attached to these
events so that, when an event occurs, the attached script will be executed. To
illustrate an event script, the following is the code for the Add State button′ s
clicked event.

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1997
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sle_state_abbrev.text = upper(sle_state_abbrev.text)
INSERT INTO ″state″
( ″state_abbreviation″ ,
″state_desc″ )
VALUES ( :sle_state_abbrev.text,
:sle_state.text ) ;
if wf_check_sql_error (″Could not insert State data in DB″ , ″ State″) = 0
and b_peek_open then
w_peek2.PostEvent(″open″ )
end if
PowerBuilder has its own language called PowerScript. If you have had any
experience with programming languages, PowerScript is not difficult to learn. In
general, the way you reference something is to first provide the object name
followed by a dot followed by the item you want to reference (a dot is used to
connect objects and properties or functions together). What you have to provide
as an object name depends on your point of reference. If you are in a window
object and are referencing an object (such as a command button) on that
window, you can simply use the object name. If you are in one window and want
to reference an object in another window, you must start with the other window
name (or a handle to the window) followed by the object name followed by the
specific thing you want to reference. Looking at the clicked script, the first line,
sle_state_abbrev.text = upper(sle_state_abbrev.text), is an example of setting
the text property of a single line entry object. First is the name of the object
(sle_state_abbrev) with a dot and then the object property (text). Upper is a
function which takes a text string and returns it in all uppercase.
These next few lines of script:

INSERT INTO ″state″
( ″state_abbreviation″ ,
″state_desc″ )
VALUES ( :sle_state_abbrev.text,
:sle_state.text ) ;
are an example of an embedded SQL call. It inserts the values
sle_state_abbrev.text and sle_state.text into the state_abbreviation and
state_desc columns of the state table.
The following last portion of script:

if wf_check_sql_error (″Could not insert State data in DB″ , ″ State″) = 0
and b_peek_open then
w_peek2.PostEvent(″open″ )
end if
illustrates a couple of other PowerBuilder features. In PowerBuilder, you can
create functions in much the same way you would in any other programming
language. You give the function a name, specify its input arguments, write the
code the function will perform, and optionally, return a value. In an
object-oriented language, you can attach functions to objects and control their
visibility to other objects. In PowerBuilder, functions can exist at the global,
window, and/or user object level. The function wf_check_sql_error( ) was user
defined and attached to the main window for the application. The wf at the
beginning of the name stands for window function. We will take a closer look at
this function a little later because it contains a call to generate a Tivoli
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application reporting event. The function accepts two string arguments: a
descriptive statement and the name of the table. If this function executes
properly, it will return a value of 0; therefore, if it succeeds the other half of the
″and″ statement will be evaluated. B-peek_open is a global, Boolean (note the
b_ for Boolean) variable that indicates whether the database peek window is
open. If it is true, we want to update the display in the peek window. This is
done by executing a built-in function for a window object, PostEvent. Object
built-in functions are executed by designating the object (w_peek2, the database
peek window) followed by a dot and the function name (PostEvent). Built-in
functions can accept arguments just like any other function. The PostEvent
function will cause Windows to send an event to the w_peek2 window (an ″open″
event in this case). The wpeek2 open event executes script, which reads the
database tables into the two list boxes; thus, if the peek window is already open,
its data is refreshed.

C.1.1.1 Adding the N_TECEIF Non-Visual Object
PowerBuilder also allows you to call functions that exist outside of the
PowerBuilder environment (foreign functions). Tivoli has provided the teceif.dll
which contains functions for building and sending Tivoli application reporting
events. In order to allow our PowerBuilder application to use the teceif.dll
functions we must define them to PowerBuilder. The object-oriented way to
accomplish this is to create a non-visual object (a container) and create the
necessary function calls in that object. We can then make the functions public
(accessible from anywhere in the program) and we have established the link.
We could type all the definitions in ourselves; however, Tivoli has provided three
easier ways to create this non-visual object (NVO) with the function definitions.
In the \pb50 directory on the Developer Kit CD-ROM is a file named n_teceif.sru.
This is PowerBuilder source code for the n_teceif NVO in ASCII form. This code
will define the n_teceif NVO and its internal function names and arguments that
map to the teceif.dll functions. All we need to do is import this source code file
into our application and we will have the NVO object n_teceif defined in
PowerBuilder.
Note
To import the n_teceif NVO, you may have to make a slight modification to
the n_teceif.sru file. Check to see that this file has a first line of
″$PBExportHeader$n_teceif.sru″. If not, you must add this header; otherwise
PowerBuilder will report an error when you try to import. Of course, this
means that you will have to copy the file from the CD-ROM to your local drive
before editing it.

Source code is imported into PowerBuilder using the Library Painter.
PowerBuilder calls most of their design and display window painters. The
following figure shows the main PowerBuilder development environment window.
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Figure 275. PowerBuilder Development Environment Main Window

To open the library, click on the icon that looks like a library.

Figure 276. Library Icon

The library painter is similar to the file manager or Explorer in that it shows a
directory tree. The only items it shows are directories (folders), PowerBuilder
files, and PowerBuilder objects. The following figure shows our demo
application before importing the n_tecief user object.
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Figure 277. Library Painter before Import

Note that next to the library icon is a file name with a .pbl extension. These files
are PowerBuilder library files and contain PowerBuilder source code in a
PowerBuilder internal format. If you try and look at one of these files with
notepad, you will see some text, but there will also be lots of binary data. A .pbl
file contains objects. Note that under the library in the hierarchy are icons and
names. The icon illustrates the type of object and the name is the object name.
To import the n_teceif user object into the amsdemo2.pbl, click on the
amsdemo2.pbl icon to select (highlight) that library. Click on the Entry pull-down
menu and then click on Import. This opens the Select Import Files window.
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Figure 278. Select Import Files Window

Change to the location where you have the corrected N_teceif.sru and click on
N_teceif.sru. Now click on Open. The Import File Into Library Entry window will
appear.

Figure 279. Import File Into Library Entry Window

Select amsdemo2.pbl as the destination library and click on the OK button. The
source code will now be imported into the amsdemo2.pbl and the n_teceif NVO
will be created. Note: If you get an error importing, refer to the note in C.1.1.1,
“Adding the N_TECEIF Non-Visual Object” on page 297.
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Figure 280. Library Painter after Importing n_teceif Non Visual User Object

Another way to add the n_teceif object to the application is by including a .pbl
file that contains the object in the application′s library search path. In
PowerBuilder, you can split the objects that make up the application into several
libraries and then add the library names to a list of libraries for the application.
This allows common objects to be easily reused simply by adding the
appropriate library to the included library list. Looking in the \pb50 directory on
the Developer Kit CD-ROM, you will see a n_teceif.pbl file. This file can be
copied to your local drive (most likely in the same directory as your application
.pbl file) and then included in the library list. The following figure shows the
library painter after copying the n_teceif.pbl file to the pb_dev directory.

Figure 281. Library Painter with N_TECEIF.PBL Library

To add the library to the library list we need to open the application painter. To
do that, click on the application icon on the tool bar. Although hard to grasp
from the next figure, this icon looks like two cogwheels on the PowerBuilder tool
bar.
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Figure 282. Application Icon

This will open the application painter window.

Figure 283. Application Painter

An application object is a special object. It is a non-visual object and is the first
object to be created when a PowerBuilder application is executed. There can be
only one application object for an application and it contains properties that are
used throughout the entire application. To see the application properties, click
on the Properties icon to open the Application properties window.

Figure 284. Properties Icon
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Figure 285. Application Properties Window

Click on the Libraries tab to show the Library Search Path. You can type in the
path to the n_teceif.pbl or click on the Browse button to graphically locate and
add the n_teceif.pbl directory to the path. When you are finished, click on OK.
The n_teceif object is now available to the application.
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Figure 286. Application Libraries Property

The third way is the easiest way to add the n_teceif NVO: let a wizard in the
Tivoli Developer Kit application automatically add the object to your application.
This method is discussed in 4.2.2.5, “Demo2 Client Application Components” on
page 126, where we define the PowerBuilder 5.0 32 Executable component.

C.1.1.2 Adding Tivoli Application Event Reporting Script
Now that the n_teceif object is available, we must add code to the application to
create an instance of the n_teceif object and perform the function calls to create
application events. Remember that objects are dynamic; they need to be
created when needed and destroyed when they are no longer needed. Once an
instance of the n_teceif object is created, a number of functions and definitions
are defined in the PowerBuilder program and are listed below.
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The following define the foreign functions in the teceif.dll to the n_teceif NVO:

FUNCTION long tvInitTamEvents(ref string pszConfigFile,
ref string pszApplicationName,
ref string pszComponentName)
library ″teceif.dll″
FUNCTION long tvSendStartupEvent(ref string pszMessage)
library ″teceif.dll″
FUNCTION long tvSendIdleEvent(ref string pszMessage)
library ″teceif.dll″
FUNCTION long tvSendShutdownEvent(ref string pszMessage)
library ″teceif.dll″
FUNCTION long tvSendApplicationError(int nError, ref string pszMessage)
library ″teceif.dll″
FUNCTION long tvSendSQLError(int nSQLCode,
ref string pszServer,
ref string pszDataBase,
ref string pszTable,
string szMessage)
library ″teceif.dll″
FUNCTION long tvTecClose() library ″teceif.dll″
The following is a summary of the functions that are internally available to the
PowerBuilder code:

sendstartupevent (string as_message)
sendshutdownevent (string as_message)
sendidleevent (string as_message)
sendapplicationerror (long al_error, string as_message)
sendsqlerror (long al_error, string as_server, string as_database,
string as_table, string as_message)
The following are the internal PowerBuilder function definitions:

public function integer sendstartupevent (string as_message);
string s_msg
s_msg = as_message
tvSendStartupEvent(s_msg)
return 1
end function
public function integer sendshutdownevent (string as_message);
string s_msg
s_msg = as_message
tvSendShutdownEvent(s_msg)
return 1
end function
public function integer sendidleevent (string as_message);
string s_msg
s_msg = as_message
tvSendIdleEvent(s_msg)
return 1
end function
public function integer sendapplicationerror (long al_error,
string as_message);
string s_msg
s_msg = as_message
tvSendApplicationError(al_error, s_msg)
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return 1
end function
public function integer sendsqlerror (long al_error,
string as_server,
string as_database,
string as_table,
string as_message);
string s_server
string s_database
string s_table
string s_msg
s_server = as_server
s_database = as_database
s_table = as_table
s_msg = as_message
return tvSendSQLError(al_error, s_server, s_database, s_table, s_msg)
end function
on n_teceif.create
TriggerEvent( this, ″constructor″ )
string s_cfgfile
string s_app
string s_comp
s_cfgfile = ′ teceif.cfg′
s_app
= ′ PB 5.0 App′
s_comp
= ′ PB 5.0 Comp′
tvInitTamEvents(s_cfgfile, s_app, s_comp)
end on
on n_teceif.destroy
TriggerEvent( this, ″destructor″ )
tvTecClose()
end on
In the first line of each function definition, public function means that the function
is available to any object in the application. Integer means that the function will
return an integer value. The remaining part of the line is the function name and
its input arguments. The rest of the lines in the function define what the function
will do when it is called.
The last two definitions, on n_teceif.create and on n_teceif.destroy, define script
that will be executed when the object is created or destroyed.
Since we want the application event functions to be available at any time in our
application, the place to create an instance of the n_teceif object is in the
application object. When the PowerBuilder application is started, the application
object is created and sent an open event. The script for the open event is shown
below:

// Code added by the Tivoli Developer Kit - Create teceif user object
gn_teceif = create n_teceif
gn_teceif.sendstartupevent(″Program Startup″ )
// End of code added by Tivoli developer kit
open(w_tivoli_demo_main)
In PowerBuilder, a line that starts with // is a comment line. The first executable
code line, gn_teceif = create n_teceif, creates an instance of the n_teceif object
and names it gn_teceif. Now, any time we want to call a function in the gn_teceif
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object, we simply type the name (gn_teceif) followed by a dot followed by the
function name and its input arguments enclosed in parentheses. The second
line of executable code sends an application startup event that will have
″Program Startup″ as one of its entries. Note that the comments around this
code say it was added by the Tivoli Developer Kit. There are two ways to enter
this code in your application: type it in yourself or let the Development Kit
wizard that added the n_teceif object to the application also add these particular
lines of code. The last line of the script opens the application′s main window.
There are three other events for the application object where we want to add
Tivoli application reporting event code: the idle, system error, and close events.
The programmer can set an idle timer that, after the designated time, will
generate an idle event. This event is sent to the application object. The
following should be added to the application idle event either manually or with
the wizard.

gn_teceif.sendidleevent(″program idle″ )
If there are serious errors during execution, the application object′s SystemError
event is triggered. The following should be added to the SystemError event
either manually or with the wizard.

gn_teceif.sendapplicationerror(error.number, error.text)
The following should be added to the close event either manually or with the
wizard.

gn_teceif.sendshutdownevent(″program shutdown″ )
destroy gn_teceif
The close event is sent to the application object when you exit the application.
This is the time to clean up and remove any global objects that may still exist,
such as the gn_teceif instance. The last line, destroy gn_teceif, accomplishes
this.
The code we have just seen in the application object is the only code that the
wizard can automatically add to your application. The reason is that the
application object is the only object that is guaranteed to exist. Beyond this, the
application requirements determine what other objects will be created and what
they will be called. This means that it is up to the developer to add the
appropriate function calls to the application where Tivoli application reporting
events should be generated.
A place where the developer might want to add Tivoli application reporting
events is after SQL calls to the database. Since the database is an independent
process that may reside on a different computer (database server), any
problems communicating with the database may be of interest. We will now take
a look at the wf_check_sql_error function. Wherever a SQL call is made, the
next line of code will include a call to the wf_check_sql_error function either by
itself or as part of an if condition.

if SQLCA.SQLCode <> 0 then
// for the SendSQLError Function
// first parameter is sqldbcode (long)
// second parameter is server (string)
// third parameter is database (string)
// fourth parameter is table (string)
// fifth parameter is SQL error text (string)
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gn_teceif.SendSQLError (SQLCA.SQLDBCode, &
″server name″, &
″State Info DB″, &
as_table, &
SQLCA.SQLErrText)
messagebox (″DB Error″, as_display_string + ″n″ + &
″DB error code: ″ + &
string(SQLCA.SQLDBCode) + ″n″ + &
″DB error message: ″ + SQLCA.SQLErrText)
return 1
else
return 0
end if
The first thing this function does is determine if there was an error with the SQL
call by checking the SQLCode property of the SQLCA object. SQLCA is an
object that provides the communication between the application and the
database. If SQLCA cannot communicate or receives an error response from the
database, it will put the error code in its SQLCode property. If there were no
errors, the SQLCode will be 0. Therefore, if there were no SQL errors, the
function will exit returning a 0. If there was an error, we will generate a Tivoli
application reporting event, pop-up a message box on the user′s display, and
exit with a non-zero return value. Gn_teceif.SendSQLError is the function that
generates the Tivoli application reporting event. It has several arguments, some
of which are hard coded in our case because there is only one server and
database, and others that are sent to the wf_check_sql_error function when it
was called (remember the wf_check_sql_error (″Could not insert State data in
DB″,″State″) example earlier).
There are three buttons on the main window of our Demo application which will
immediately send a Tivoli application reporting event.

Figure 287. Manual Generation of Tivoli Application Reporting Events

The following is the script for the clicked event of the Simulate Application Error
event.

// first parameter is a long number for the application error
// second parameter is a string describing the application error
gn_teceif.SendApplicationError (1, ″application error″ )
Clicking this button will simply generate the reporting event. You might want to
place this code after a utility function call. If the function gave a bad return code,
you could execute the reporting function.
The Simulate DB Error button will generate a DB error reporting event. It calls
the same function that the wf_check_sql_error script calls if there is a DB error.
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The Idle Event button will generate an idle reporting event. It calls the same
function the idle event script did for the application object.
So far we have been talking about what goes into a PowerBuilder application to
send Tivoli application events to an application monitor. We have concentrated
on calling the functions resident in the teceif.dll. There is one more file that
controls what the teceif.dll will create: the teceif.cfg file. The following is an
example of a teceif.cfg file.

ServerLocation=rs60008
TestMode=YES
application=Two Tier DemoXxXxXx1.0.a
component=Win32 Demo2 Exe
The ServerLocation value is the name of the machine that will serve as the TMA
server. The TestMode value allows you to have the Tivoli application events
written to a teceif.log file on the executing machine rather than being sent to the
TMA server. This way you can determine if these events are being sent by your
application independent of the TMA environment. YES means send the
messages to a log; NO means send the messages to the TMA server. The
application value specifies the the application name and version, and must be
specified as shown, with the XxXxXx separating the two. The component value
specifies the name of the component that is generating the events. The
application name, application version, and component name must match exactly
as it has been defined in the Developer Kit when creating the management
information format ADFs. These values are processed by and displayed in the
TMA Event Viewer when the events are generated.
This appendix has not made you a PowerBuilder developer; however, you should
now know enough about how PowerBuilder works and how the demo application
was written to understand why some of the components are described the way
they are. If you are programming in another object-oriented language, the way
to add the Tivoli application reporting event capability will be similar: create an
object which maps internal application function calls to the teceif.dll functions
and place the internal function calls at the appropriate place in your program.
For C programmers, there is a teceif.h and teceif.lib file in the teceif directory of
the Developer Kit CD-ROM. Once you include the teceif.h file, you will be able to
use the functions it defines in your code.
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Appendix D. Oracle SQL*Net V2 Network Definition Files for RS60008

D.1 TNSNAMES.ORA
################
# Filename......: tnsnames.ora
# Name..........: LOCAL_REGION.world
# Date..........: 20-FEB-97 08:51:15
################
sidl.world =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS_LIST =
(ADDRESS =
(COMMUNITY = tcpcom.world)
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(Host = rs60008)
(Port = 1526)
)
)
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SID = sidl)
(GLOBAL_NAME = sidl.world)
)
)

D.2 SQLNET.ORA
################
# Filename......: sqlnet.ora
# Name..........: rs60008.world
# Date..........: 20-FEB-97 08:51:15
################
AUTOMATIC_IPC = ON
TRACE_LEVEL_CLIENT = OFF
SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME = 0
NAMES.DEFAULT_DOMAIN = world
NAME.DEFAULT_ZONE = world
SQLNET.CRYPTO_SEED = ″74244197460460″

D.3 LISTENER.ORA
################
# Filename......: listener.ora
# Name..........: rs60008.world
# Date..........: 20-FEB-97 08:51:15
################
LISTENER =
(ADDRESS_LIST =
(ADDRESS=
(PROTOCOL=IPC)
(KEY= sidl.world)
)
(ADDRESS=
(PROTOCOL=IPC)
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(KEY= sidl)
)
(ADDRESS =
(COMMUNITY = tcpcom.world)
(PROTOCOL = TCP)
(Host = rs60008)
(Port = 1526)
)
)
STARTUP_WAIT_TIME_LISTENER = 0
CONNECT_TIMEOUT_LISTENER = 10
TRACE_LEVEL_LISTENER = OFF
SID_LIST_LISTENER =
(SID_LIST =
(SID_DESC =
(SID_NAME = sidl)
(ORACLE_HOME = /usr/local/oracle)
)
)
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Appendix E. Special Notices
This publication is intended to provide guidance to application developers with
AMS-enabling applications and to system administrators with managing
AMS-enabled applications in a workgroup environment. The information in this
publication is not intended as the specification of any programming interfaces
that are provided by Tivoli Manager for Applications and Tivoli Developer Kit.
See the PUBLICATIONS section of the IBM Programming Announcement for
Tivoli Manager for Applications and Tivoli Developer Kit for more information
about what publications are considered to be product documentation.
References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services do not
imply that IBM intends to make these available in all countries in which IBM
operates. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended
to state or imply that only IBM′s product, program, or service may be used. Any
functionally equivalent program that does not infringe any of IBM′s intellectual
property rights may be used instead of the IBM product, program or service.
Information in this book was developed in conjunction with use of the equipment
specified, and is limited in application to those specific hardware and software
products and levels.
IBM may have
this document.
these patents.
Licensing, IBM

patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in
The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to
You can send license inquiries, in writing, to the IBM Director of
Corporation, 500 Columbus Avenue, Thornwood, NY 10594 USA.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact IBM Corporation, Dept.
600A, Mail Drop 1329, Somers, NY 10589 USA.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The information contained in this document has not been submitted to any
formal IBM test and is distributed AS IS. The information about non-IBM
(″vendor″) products in this manual has been supplied by the vendor and IBM
assumes no responsibility for its accuracy or completeness. The use of this
information or the implementation of any of these techniques is a customer
responsibility and depends on the customer′s ability to evaluate and integrate
them into the customer′s operational environment. While each item may have
been reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee
that the same or similar results will be obtained elsewhere. Customers
attempting to adapt these techniques to their own environments do so at their
own risk.
Any performance data contained in this document was determined in a
controlled environment, and therefore, the results that may be obtained in other
operating environments may vary significantly. Users of this document should
verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
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Reference to PTF numbers that have not been released through the normal
distribution process does not imply general availability. The purpose of
including these reference numbers is to alert IBM customers to specific
information relative to the implementation of the PTF when it becomes available
to each customer according to the normal IBM PTF distribution process.
The following terms are trademarks of the International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries:
AIX
IBM
OS/2
SP1
VisualAge

DB2
MQSeries
SP
SP2

The following terms are trademarks of other companies:
C-bus is a trademark of Corollary, Inc.
Java and HotJava are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows 95 logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
PC Direct is a trademark of Ziff Communications Company and is used
by IBM Corporation under license.
Pentium, MMX, ProShare, LANDesk, and ActionMedia are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other
countries.
UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other
countries licensed exclusively through X/Open Company Limited.
C++ is a trademark of American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Incorporated
Digital is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Domino and Notes are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation
Hewlett-Packard is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company
NetWare and Novell and trademarks of Novell, Incorporated
Newton is a trademark of Apple Computer, Incorporated
NFS and SunSoft are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated
Oracle and Oracle 7 are trademarks of Oracle Corporation
PowerBuilder is a trademark of Powersoft Corporation
PowerPoint is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
Sybase is a trademark of Sybase Corporation
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SynOptics is a trademark of SynOptics Communication Incorporated
Tivoli/Enterprise Console, Tivoli, TME, and TME 10 are trademarks of
Tivoli Systems Inc., an IBM Company
Win32 is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or
service marks of others.
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Appendix F. Related Publications
The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suitable for a
more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this redbook.

F.1 Redbooks on CD-ROMs
Redbooks are also available on CD-ROMs. Order a subscription and receive
updates 2-4 times a year at significant savings.
CD-ROM Title
System/390 Redbooks Collection
Networking and Systems Management Redbooks Collection
Transaction Processing and Data Management Redbook
AS/400 Redbooks Collection
RS/6000 Redbooks Collection (HTML, BkMgr)
RS/6000 Redbooks Collection (PostScript)
Application Development Redbooks Collection
Personal Systems Redbooks Collection

Subscription
Number
SBOF-7201
SBOF-7370
SBOF-7240
SBOF-7270
SBOF-7230
SBOF-7205
SBOF-7290
SBOF-7250

Collection Kit
Number
SK2T-2177
SK2T-6022
SK2T-8038
SK2T-2849
SK2T-8040
SK2T-8041
SK2T-8037
SK2T-8042

F.2 Tivoli Publications
These Tivoli publications are relevant as further information sources:
•

Applications Management Specification
Available from Applications Management link from http://www.tivoli.com

•

Tivoli Developer Kit User ′ s Guide Version 2.0
Available softcopy with product (Applications Management link from
http://www.tivoli.com) or accessible for IBM/Tivoli employees at Tivoli
Documents link from Ministry of Truth Web page (http://mot.tivoli.com)

•

Tivoli Manager for Applications User ′ s Guide, Version 2.0
Available with purchased product or accessible for IBM/Tivoli employees at
Tivoli Documents link from Ministry of Truth Web page (http://mot.tivoli.com)

•

Tivoli Manager for Applications Release Notes, Version 2.0
Available with purchased product or accessible for IBM/Tivoli employees at
Tivoli Documents link from Ministry of Truth Web page (http://mot.tivoli.com)

F.3 Other Publications
The following publication is also relevant as a further information source:
•
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Oracle Product Documentation Library , A14538-9
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How to Get ITSO Redbooks
This section explains how both customers and IBM employees can find out about ITSO redbooks, CD-ROMs,
workshops, and residencies. A form for ordering books and CD-ROMs is also provided.
This information was current at the time of publication, but is continually subject to change. The latest
information may be found at URL http://www.redbooks.ibm.com.

How IBM Employees Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Employees may request ITSO deliverables (redbooks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs) and information about
redbooks, workshops, and residencies in the following ways:
•

PUBORDER — to order hardcopies in United States

•

GOPHER link to the Internet - type GOPHER.WTSCPOK.ITSO.IBM.COM

•

Tools disks
To get LIST3820s of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLS SENDTO EHONE4 TOOLS2 REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE
TOOLS SENDTO CANVM2 TOOLS REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE (Canadian users only)
To get BookManager BOOKs of redbooks, type the following command:

TOOLCAT REDBOOKS
To get lists of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET ITSOCAT TXT
TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET LISTSERV PACKAGE
To register for information on workshops, residencies, and redbooks, type the following command:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS ZDISK GET ITSOREGI 1996
For a list of product area specialists in the ITSO: type the following command:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS ZDISK GET ORGCARD PACKAGE
•

Redbooks Home Page on the World Wide Web

http://w3.itso.ibm.com/redbooks
•

IBM Direct Publications Catalog on the World Wide Web

http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/pbl/pbl
IBM employees may obtain LIST3820s of redbooks from this page.
•

REDBOOKS category on INEWS

•

Online — send orders to: USIB6FPL at IBMMAIL or DKIBMBSH at IBMMAIL

•

Internet Listserver
With an Internet e-mail address, anyone can subscribe to an IBM Announcement Listserver. To initiate the
service, send an e-mail note to announce@webster.ibmlink.ibm.com with the keyword subscribe in the body of
the note (leave the subject line blank). A category form and detailed instructions will be sent to you.
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How Customers Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Customers may request ITSO deliverables (redbooks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs) and information about
redbooks, workshops, and residencies in the following ways:
•

Online Orders — send orders to:

In United States:
In Canada:
Outside North America:
•

•

United States (toll free)
Canada (toll free)

1-800-879-2755
1-800-IBM-4YOU

Outside North America
(+45) 4810-1320 - Danish
(+45) 4810-1420 - Dutch
(+45) 4810-1540 - English
(+45) 4810-1670 - Finnish
(+45) 4810-1220 - French

(long
(+45)
(+45)
(+45)
(+45)
(+45)

distance charges apply)
4810-1020 - German
4810-1620 - Italian
4810-1270 - Norwegian
4810-1120 - Spanish
4810-1170 - Swedish

Mail Orders — send orders to:
I B M Publications
144-4th Avenue, S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3N5
Canada

IBM Direct Services
Sortemosevej 21
DK-3450 Allerød
Denmark

Fax — send orders to:
United States (toll free)
Canada
Outside North America

•

Internet
usib6fpl@ibmmail.com
lmannix@vnet.ibm.com
bookshop@dk.ibm.com

Telephone orders

I B M Publications
Publications Customer Support
P.O. Box 29570
Raleigh, NC 27626-0570
USA
•

IBMMAIL
usib6fpl at ibmmail
caibmbkz at ibmmail
dkibmbsh at ibmmail

1-800-445-9269
1-403-267-4455
(+45) 48 14 2207 (long distance charge)

1-800-IBM-4FAX (United States) or (+1)001-408-256-5422 (Outside USA) — ask for:
Index # 4421 Abstracts of new redbooks
Index # 4422 IBM redbooks
Index # 4420 Redbooks for last six months

•

Direct Services - send note to softwareshop@vnet.ibm.com

•

On the World Wide Web
Redbooks Home Page
IBM Direct Publications Catalog

•

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com
http://www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/pbl/pbl

Internet Listserver
With an Internet e-mail address, anyone can subscribe to an IBM Announcement Listserver. To initiate the
service, send an e-mail note to announce@webster.ibmlink.ibm.com with the keyword subscribe in the body of
the note (leave the subject line blank).
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IBM Redbook Order Form
Please send me the following:
Title

First name

Order Number

Quantity

Last name

Company
Address
City

Postal code

Telephone number

Telefax number

•

Invoice to customer number

•

Credit card number

Credit card expiration date

Card issued to

Country
VAT number

Signature

We accept American Express, Diners, Eurocard, Master Card, and Visa. Payment by credit card not
available in all countries. Signature mandatory for credit card payment.

How to Get ITSO Redbooks
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List of Abbreviations
ADF

application description file

AOF

application object file

AMM

application management
module

AMS

applications management
specification

ITSO

International Technical
Support Organization

MIF

Management Information
Format

NVO

non-visual object

PBL

PowerBuilder Library

CDF

component description file

RDBMS

DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol

Relational Database
Management System

RIM

RDBMS Information Module

T/EC

TME 10 Event Console

TMA

Tivoli Manager for
Applications

DMTF

Desktop Management Task
Force

EIF

Event Integration Facility

GDF

global description file

TME

IBM

International Business
Machines Corporation

Tivoli Management
Environment

TMR

Tivoli Management Region

IP

Internet Protocol
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